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PREFACE 

When we think of Greek epic, our minds generally fly 

at once to the great poems attributed to Homer, or perhaps 

to the works of the Epic Cycle, standing in the shadows of 

the Homeric poems. Similarly, when we consider the great 

stories of Greek epic, we immediately think of the Trojan 

War, the Wanderings of Odysseus, and the Voyage of the Argo

nauts. A comparison of these two casual impressions reveals 

one strange fea'ture: while the standard versions of the tales 

of the Trojan War and its aftermath are known to us from the 

Homeric poems and the Cyclic epics, our fullest and most 

definitive version of the myth of the Argo comes from the pen 

of the third century B.C. Alexandrian writer, Apollonios 

Rhodios. 

The fact that Apollonios chose the legend for his 

subject would seem to in~icate that no previous author had 

made it his own, as Homer had done with the story of Odysseus. 

But in spite of this, the story of the Arso was a pop~lar and 

very old myth, as is indicated by Euripides' tragedy Medea, 

and by the Homeric reference to "Apr;;; '1(",,6ltti.A(.lUOcl j ''/I.:{f) .)f{I)]'Tr<O 

'K)..fov{(o\ eOdyss. XII, 70). Clearly the subject had been treat

ed by authors previous to Apollonios, a~d the myth was well-
'I \ 

known to the poet of the Odyssey. 
\ . 

The myth has been investigated by Miss J. R. Bacon 

(~he Voyase of the Arsonauts, Methuen, London 1925), but 
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the object of our study will be to examine the treatment of 

.. the myth in the early literary sources, and to attempt some 

reconstruotion of the versions which they presented. This 

approach will lead us into areas which were not fully ex-

:.amined by Miss Bacon, notably the treatment of the myth in 

early epic. The examination of the different versions should 

enable Us to see more clearly the development of the myth. 

It is hoped that this study may enable us to discover the 
r~ 
~~racter of the myth in Homeric times and earlier, an~ per-

haV$ also to trace it to its ultimate source. In view of 

this, it will be best to work back through the several authors 

in an approximately chronological order (as far as this can 

be determined). 

Of the authors to be examined, two will come readily 

. to mind. !t'irst there is Pind·ar, whose ]'ourth P;y:thian Ode pro

vides us with our most complete surviving account of the myth 

before Apollonios, and which, therefore, will be the best place 
'\ 

to begin our researches. Secondly, no examination of an early 

epic subject can be made without reference to the works of 

Homer, to whom, as we have already noticed, the Argo was well

known. 

For other sources to be considered, we shall be guided 

by the Scholia to Apollonios Rhodios, which often cite the 

versions given by other authors. Since we have decided to res

trict our examination to the work of Pindar and authors pre-
-

vious to him, four sources would seem to be worthy of consider-

ation. These are the genealogist, Pherekydes of Athens, the 
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Boiotian poet, Hesiod, and two early epic poets, Eumelosof 

Corinth, and the author of the epic called the Naupactia. A 

chapter will be devoted to the treatment of the myth by each 

of these authors in turn. Finally, we shall examine the 

possible origins of the story, and end by outlining the dev

elopment of some aspects of the myth from the earliest versions 

up until that of Apollonios. 

For those of our authors whose work survives only in 

fragments, references will be given as follows: for Pherekydes 

they will be to F. Jacoby's Die Fragmente del' griechischen 

Historiker. Pherekydes is the third author listed by Jacoby, 

so references will be in the form e.g. 3 F 30 J, meaning the 

thirtieth fragment of Pherekydes in Jacoby's FGH. References 

to other authors in EQg will be given in a similar manner. 

For Hesiod, references are to Carmina Hesiodi (second edit. 

Teubner, 1902), by Rzach, and will be in the form e.g. F 50 

Rz2, meaning the fiftieth fragment in Rzach's second edition. 

For the two early epic writers, references wil~ be to Epicorum 

Graecorum Fragmenta (Leipzig, 1877), edited by Kinkel, e.g. 

Eumel. F 2 K; Naup. F 10 K. The edition of the Scholia to 

Apoll-onios will be Scholia in Apollonium Rhodium Vetera 

(recens. C. Wendel, Berol. 1935). 

A map is provided illustrating most of the plaoes 

mentioned in the text. 
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THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE 

MYTH OF THE AR,GONAUTS 

CHAPTER I 

THE MYTH IN PINDAR'S FOURTH PYTHIAN ODE 

The fullest extant narrative of the legend of the 

Argonauts prior to the Argonautica of Apollonios Rhodios is 

that contained in Pindar',s Pythian IV. This ode was written 

to celebrate the victory of Arkesilas IV of Cyrene in the 

chariot-race at Delphi in 462. 

Pindar begins by telling of the foundation of Cyrene 

by Arkesilas' ancestor, Battos, showing how this fulfilled, 

in the seventeenth generation, the propheiy of Medea at Thera, 

during the return voyage of the Argonauts. By establishing 

this link between Cyrene and the Argonauts, the poet creates 

an opportunity for the narration of the whole story. 
\ 

It is, worth noting that this story of the founding of 

Cyrene, for which Pindar is our earliest source, became an 

established part of the legend of the Argonauts, and was' 

included by Apollonios (Argon., IV, 1551 ff.). However, 

Apollonios' version differs in details from the one given by 

Pindar. In the Ar6onautica, Euphemos, after receiving the 

clod of earth from the god in Libya, still had it when the 

Argonauts were leaving the island of Anaphe, and after the 
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consideration of a dream which he had had. he threw the clod 

into the sea, at Jason's suggestion~ From the clod the 

island later called Thera grew up. In Pindar's account, on 

the other hand, Medea tells how the clod was washed over

board, and came to land at Thera, and it is there that she 
c makes her propheay. This difference suggests that the episode 

was not a traditional part of the story, and, since Pindar 

is our earliest authority for it, it was probably added by 

him. 'rhis seems very likely, since it forms· such a neat link 

between his Oyrenaeanpatron and the main theme of the ode. 

Pindar may have wanted to incorporate some local legend, and 

probably gained his information from prominent Oyrenaeans. We 
1). ; e I \ / ,) \ " r} t ,r can see from Herodotos (IV, 150) Vd.ffoS 0 OAvrlV'l'j6'iOIJ) €lcJV Y£l/oS J:\J ltt '<l1S 

'TwV M ( vu[wv, that Euphemos was regarded as the ancestor of 

the Battidai, and Herodotos probably obtained his ·knowledge 

from Oyrenaean sources, not much later than the date of this 
--. 

ode. As a foundation myth at Oyrene the story is undoubtedly 

older and probably originated out of the Hesiodic reference 

(F 64 Rz2) to a visit to Libya by the Argonauts. But it is 

difficult to see how: it could have entered the literary 

tradition before Pindar, and his method of introducing it 

strongly suggests that this was its first appearance in 

literature. 

When dealing with Pindar's narrative of the myth of 

the Argonaut·s, we should bear in mind that, a1 though he may 

have derived his material mostly from epic sources, he has 
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turned it into lyric form. rrhis means, of course, that his 

version must be much shorter than an epic narrative. HEf 

achieves this by concentrating on the highlights and by 

passing swiftly from one scene to another, a procedure which 

means that we are not always able to determine exactly what 

version Pindar had in mind e.g. in his account of the trials 

and the subduing of the dragon. 

Also, of course, Pindar waSt like Apollonios, treating 

a story with a long tradition which had been developing. 

through the ages, and it will be of interest to try to de

termine what his sources were for the particular facets of 

the story, and whether there are any features for which he 

himself could have been directly responsible. 

Since Pindar's account is fairly full., ·it should be 

useful to examine the pictures he presents of the main charac

ters of his story, np.mely Jason, Medea, and Pelias. 

After mentioning the menacing oracle about the man 

with one sandal, Pindar immediately introduces Jason to the 

scene, though he is not yet named. He arrives with the two 

spears of the Homeric warrior, and is thus shown to be a 

heroic figure, an impression which is reinforced by the 

adjective eK~:yAof . Pindur goes on to depict him with his 

long unclipped hair flowing down his. back, a fact which 

suggests to the people that he might be Apollo or Ares ev.· 87). 

'rhe size of Jason is further emphasised by a comparison to 

Otos and Ephialtes, two giants.1 This emphasis by Pindar of 

I For this pair see Odyssey XI 308 ff. 
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the stature and beauty of Jason is reminiscent of the de

scriptions given by Apollonios, who compares him with Apollo 

(Argon., I, 307), and indeed makes his beauty the one feature 

by which he outshines all the other Argonauts. 

Another aspect of Jason's character as shown by 

Pindar is his great skill as a speaker, displayed in his 

speeches to Pelias. This accomplishment may well be a result 

of Jnson's education, for which the centaur, Cheiron, was 

responsible. In Pythian IV, in his first address to Pelias, 

Jason declares that he bring~ rLbol6Kd.\HJ.v' X€rpW"O~ . , an indi

cation that the story of his education, first found in Hesiod 

(F 18 Rz2) was well-established in the tradition by Pindar's 

time. For if it had not been, surely the p~rase ~t~~O~~~C~v 

){~(pwvos would have been difficult to understand, coming as 

it 'does before the story of the false burial and the smuggling 

away of Jason to the care of the centaur. Farnell says that 

these words are "the earliest reference to a current system 

X .... c 19'" 2 of precepts called £LfwvoS U7\o 1j 1{o<.f, attributed to Hesiod" 

But surely it is more natural to take the phrase simply as a 

reference to Jason's education by the centaur. There may have 

been a Thessalian tradition that epic heroes were educated 

by Cheiron, for Achilles, another Thessalian hero, received 

the same education. There can be little doubt that Pindar 

intended to reflect this education by the courteous manner 

in which Jason conducts his dealings with Pelias. 

2L• R. Farnell, The Works of Pindar (London, 1932), 
II, 155. 
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When we come to the events at Colchis, Pindar's account 

is rather different from that given by Apo11onios. In Pindar's 

version, Jason has the direct assistance of Aphrodite, who 

brings him a love-chavm with which he wins the love of Medea. 

Apollonios, on the other hand, lets love, in the form of Eros' 

arrow, take its own course. Pindar makes the initiativ-e pass 

over to Jason (once he has received the love-charm). This 

episode of' the love of Jason andMEldea is rather str:ange, and 

we shall return to it in our examination of the character of 

Medea. 

After winning the aid of Medea, Jason is faced with 

the trials set by Aietes, and, in Pindar's version, he does 

not.di~p1ay the despondency which he. shows in Apol1onios' 

Argonautica, but ~'T\~ l<~ok'£oV P ~ toll~ '>Ior6WV' f tp«) eE~ ~l6\1VOS 

£CXt'(' tpYDU • In his abbreviated version of the story , Pindar 

adds \{'H.lV£ ~i\l YAolVIU:)'i\d TSi\VoUS TO\\{LAoVWrrov O~lV" )Art<E.6l~o( I 

-K~rfEV' 'T£ M~~£\t>lV ~uv Q(0'T~ \.(.'\'.~. 

Hence we see that, in Pindar's version, Jason has the 

starring role, and none of the other Argonauts are mentioned, 

after the short catalogue before the actual voyage. The sig

nificant part played by Medea in the traditional account of 

Apollonios is in contrast to her relative unimportance in this 

ode. What reasons can the poet have· had for giving Jason such 

emphas1.s? 

Perhaps one should not go as far as Myers, who says, 

"(Pindar) wished to suggest an analogy between the relation of 
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the Iolkian king Pelias to Jason, and the relation Qf Arkesilas 

to his exiled kinsman Demophlloa ll ,3 but Burton is' surely nearer 

the truth when he writes IIAnother feature relevant to Pindar's 

suit is Jason's character, which reflects an ideal of chivalry 

visible especially in the sentiments put into his meuth. In 

him Arkesilaus may see the qualities ef courtesy, restraint, 

and respect for family ties tegether with a spirit ef compremise 

and nen-violence in dealing with Pelias which weuld supply a 

pattern of behaviour in settling his own quarrel with his kins

man Damephilos".4 In short, Pindar's treatment of Jasen's 

character is influenced by the purpose of his ede. But there is 

anether reasen, perhaps more basic and closer to. the roet ef 

the matter. This is that Jason may have been the main figure 

in the seurces used by Pindar, and he almost certainly weuld 

have been so. in early epic. Whether or not this is cerrect 

will be seen in later chapters. 

Medea is, in fact, the first character to appear in the 

ede, as it is she who. speaks the vital prophesy cencerning 

Euphemos. Pindar introduces the prepheiy, saying At~T~ Tt ~o~£ 
~oltAt.V~~ 1\0.1$ J1\{'!rVeuo) J.e~"~rrolJ 6"'T;'ttd.'T"oSJ ~(6'1i·oWo( K~AxwV. This is 

quite a ful\some intreduction, but it does net give the im

pressien that the peet expects his hearers to. be ignerant ef 

Medea. Rather the mentien ef Aietes and the Celchians suggests 
. 

that he is geing to. say more about them, as, ef course, he dees. 

p. 168 

3E• Myers, The Odes of Pindar (London, 1899), p. 68 

4R• W. B. Burt en , !3,ndar t s Pythian Odes (Oxford, 1962), 
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In the adjective ?~pEV"S we have a hint that Pindar had 

some idea of what later became the characteristic of Medea, 

her frenzy or passion, as it suggests a high-spirited passion-

ate nature. 

Once the tale of the Argonauts has been embarked upon, 

we meet Medea again at Colchis. There, as we have seen, she 

is won over to Jason by the working of the love-charm, in the 

form of a l'uy! apparently a wry-neck, which was bound to a 

wheel. Pindar's treatment of the love-affair is strikingly 

different from that of Apollonios. He tells it lyrically and 

briefly, in contrast with the romrultic and psychological 

account of the Hellenistic poet. In several respects Pindar's 

story is unusual. Firstly there is the employment of the love

charm. Whether or not Pindar found iti in his sources we cannot 

tell. but it would seem that he felt obliged to introduce an 

element of magic into the story of Medea' s love·, thereby assign

ing the leading role to Jason. Another strange feature is 

Pindar's phrase '/foe€[V~ (E~~~S' "desire for Greece", which drives 

Medea. 5 He may be suggesting that Medea did not act through 

love of Jason, but because she longed to go to Greece. But it 

is difficult to see why he should make this suggestion, and the 

phrase may mean no more than that she wanted to go with Jason, 

Greece being Jason I s destination. It is parallel to the 1\t()O$ 

5There seems to be an echo of this idea in the speech 
of Jason in Euripides' Medea vv. 536, where he mentions the 
advantage which had accrued to Medea by leaving Colchis for 
Greece. 
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for the Argo with which B;era filled the Argonauts (vv. 184-7). 

Indeed, just as Hera was responsible for the 'f(~{)os of the 

Argonauts, so Aphrodite, the bringer of the love-charm, may 

have been responsible for the "J(oe~\.V~ Ct~\.rs of Medea. 

After Medea had been won, Pindar tells us ·that she 

told Jason how to accomplish the tasks, giving him antidotes. 

The poet thus knew that Medea was '1iot~1>~rpolKo~ • At the end of 

the trials, we are told that Jason KA{'f!£.V IE M~~€'tolV 6'~.JVQ{V'T~) 
\ "1t\"- A, , 

'\d.V .u.'e."lol.o ,f:NflV ,"with her own aid stole away Medea, the 

death of Pelias. It Hence Pindar knew that Medea played a part 

in the escape, but it is odd that he should here mention the 

murder of Pelias, since it lies after the events which he is 

narrating. At least we can take the reference as ·indicating 

that the story of the murder of Peliasby Medea was well

known in Pindar I s time, to such an extent that Tct'v Jh\(Qlo ~oV:V 
.should seem a natural phrase to apply to Medea. This refer-

ence is the only hint, in Pindar's account, of what Medea was 

to become in later literature, especially in the play of 

. Euripides. The general picture which Pindar gives us is that 

of an inspired prophetess, who was also skilled in magic. 

The only other character to figure prominently in 

Pindar's account is Pelias. Pindar tells us how it was fated 

that Pelias should perish at the hands or by the strategems of 

the sons of Aiolos, and that the oracle from Delphi about the 

one-sandalled man ~rUO€1/ 7\LJKlV~ •• '. 9u ~Q "chilled his cunning 

heart." Hence our first impression of Pelias is of a man 

crafty and cunning. 
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After the arrival of Jason, Pelias appears on"the 

.. scene ,\(.M,."'T'WV Su\Aq \€.~~0lI. • This phrase seems capable' of two' 

interpretations, Ilconcealing his fear in his heart", or 

9 

"concealing his fear by a show of rage". The former is the 

view taken by the scholiasts, while Farnell takes the latter 

view. 9 But while Pelias' words to Jason may well contain an 

element of sarcasm,there is no reason to t~ink that they are 

. angry, and a man of Pelias' cunning would surely have realised 

that he could not bluster his way out of danger by a. display 

of. temper. 

Pelias then asks Jason who he is and where he is from, 
;' I' C\ ) in an elaborated form of the familiar epic formula 'liS !j\O\7E,.V E,IS 

J r~ , \ ~ P \ '" 7' k . f 11 'Ii # 1"\.1:\ , "'v) . ~vvrWVj 'l\tel '1ol 'l\Ol\l'i 1]¢E. 'Tol<,?iS; spea ~ng as a ows, j10t.«.V YO(lt:J.v) \,.u j€'l 

.. €.&'X~cl" 'lfollll ~) trrev j HJl tyi'~ Jv PpW7\WV ere xol~«lrfve(.J" 'l\ oAt~S' qa(V~K~V' (v • .,97). 
. YQ{6 'TroS j 

.This is certainly' strong language compared with the simple epic 

formula, .. and we may wonder why Pelias should have used these 

··terms. The general impression is that he is being rude ·and 

. ofrensi ve. The word X<:.t~otty("iJ~ occurs three times in epiC, mean

ing on each occasion simply "earth-born", used of men as· oppos

ed to gods. 8 But this does not mean that Pindar could nqt have 

imputed, a meaning of contempt to it, such as "low-born".· Burton 
l. \ , ,. 

refers ·to the use of 0 X"'l"''l"oI. ~VEWV in ?lthifHj Xl, 30 of lithe 

humble groundling in contrast to the man of high positlon,1I9 

~arnell, Pindar II, 155. 

7e •g • Odyss I, 170. 

Baes. Theog. 879; Homeric Hymns, Aphrod. 108, p'~meter 353. 

9Burton p. 155 
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which provides a parallel for a contemptuous meaning for 

X .• q .. hlL~£\I{LJlJ. A third possibility, perhaps less likely,iB 
.. 

that the word is equal to 1~~S.V1s in the sense of "giant", 

and that Pelias is making a_sarcastic reference to Jason's 

stature. There would seem to be less room for doubt in the 
\ " / phrase '7\Ol\I..tS yJ6;po~ ,"old womb ll

, which must suggest some-

thing like "what old woman was your mother?" Certainly in 

combination with Yo/O'Tror, it is unlikely that ?:O~l~S" could 

have the meaning "venerable" which it often has in other 

contexts. 'rhis view is reinforced by the strong language 

with which Pelias ends his speech. 

Our next insight into the character of Pelias is pro

vided by Jason's reply, in which he refers to Pelias in the 

third person, either not recognising him or pretending that 

he has not. He says he has heard that 1[ E.~w.1/ ~e£pI\/J ~e.U~ot'lr 

'In,G16~v'Td. 4f'(6rY)~tt~'T'~ ~'XolS"uA~6~l ~lollWS" ~i~trlI<JIJ '1ol<{IJV , lawless Pelias, 

yielding to an evil mind, has violently robbed my parents, 

who originally had the right." (vv. 109 f.). He goes.on to 

add that, when he was born, his parents held a false funeral 
c: ~ \ C ,/ ("J "" c"l< for him,VIj\€f~loll\OU .:J'1e,~o\Jt){ l1eI6~Vn~ v,..P'V ,"fearing the vio-

lence of an over-bearing lord. 1I 

We can readily discern Pindar's source for this pic

ture of Pelias, for we read in Hesiod (Theog. 995 f.), Pol6'L\£OS 

u~~f~vwP I U ~fL61i1)S Jf~\(~s Koll d~f6~),oS O~rljA- OEpy~S" , "the over-weening 

king, insolent Pelias, a wicked worker of violence." The 

identity of meaning and similarity of vocabulary strongly 

~. 
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seem possible that in Homer, \A(AoIWcJ.l was used literally~ of the 

colour of healthytp~~£s .16 This interpretation fits the five 

Homeric instances, to two of which the idea of blackheartedness 

is inappropriate. Hence if p-L\.xI\/.u 4'e£~tS denotes a healthy mind, 

AtUKd.l ~?~tS will mean a mind which is no·t healthy or normal. 

In Hesychios a phrase All.lKWV 1\p"':i\l~WV is explained as )<o(/<wv ~r€"tJV , 

which supports our interpre·tation. lJ.lhe other glosses: ~o{\Vo'~~VolL , 

, "\ ,. c, 
rl..yJ. QrJ..t, hd.~'1\rcl\. J ltt£.Po{(. , are of little help, and only indicate 

that the writer was no better equipped than we are in attempting 

to explain the phrase. 

When Jason confronts Pelias the second time, Pindar 
'11,,') \ ~ , 

tells us that Pe1ias himself came IVPOLlS ~r<>l6l'I~ok'olt"0V Y€V£oJ. t '~the 

son of Tyro of the lovely tresses". This phrase suggests that 

Pindar had in mind the passage in Odyssey XI, 2~ f. where re

ference is made to the birth of Pe1ias. When Jason speaks; he 

addresses Felias as the son of his other parent, '1fd t 106" Cj~-; voJ 

A~l'r-'-roU' perhaps a more diplomatic· greeting. Jason speaks 

tactfully and courteously to Pelias, and, perhaps to our surprise 
, 1'\ (>1 I" ' -rr: \ .-

otKol II r;l..1.J'Td1optv6E.V Kelt .u.t.l\(,.olS ; "Pelias too answered gentlyll" 

Either he has caught Jason's tone, or he is merely putting on 

a cunning pretence. At any rate, he tells Jason·that if he 

brings back the soul of Phrixos and the Golden Fleece, the 

kingdom will be his. So diplomatic is Pelias here that his re-

quest seems pious, and not at all unreasonable. 

16So Burton, p. 157, following R. B. Onians, Origins 
of European Thought (Camb. 1953) p. 25. 
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The only other reference to him in the ode 1s in the 

phrase "'flv A£.\CclO q>OVO'v , describing Medea. All that we can 

glean from this is that Pelias must have failed to keep his 

agreement when Jason returned, and he was removed by the 

guiles of Medea. 

It is now time to consider some of the other features 

of Pindar's version of the myth. The first thing which catches 

our attention is the oracle that came to Pelias to beware of 

the man with one sandal. The Scholiast on the passage tells 

us that the sto~y was also given by Pindar's near-contempor

ary Pherekydes (3F 105 Jacoby). But the aocount given by 

·Pherekydes of the events leading up to the voyage differs from 

Pindar's in almost every respect,· except for the sandal motif 

itself. These differences make· it extremely unlikely that 

either writer could have borrowed from the .other. Some Jight 

;,may be shed on the problem by the fact that the sandalo! Jason 
" 17 appeared on the coins of Larissa at least as early as 480. 

Hence, the story must 'have been well-known in Thessaly before 

•. Pindar' s time, and in the absence of any earlier eXtantli ter-

ary reference and since the story was celebrated on coin.s, we 

can only surmise that it must have been part of the unwritten 

folk-tradition of Thessaly, and entered literature ,for the 

first time either in this ode or in the work of Pherekydes. 

l7B• V. Head, Historia Numorum. (ad. 2, 19li), 
pp.. 297-8. 
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The story became established in the tradition and is 

told by Apollonios (Argon. I, 5-17), who tells us how it came 

about that Jason only had one sandal. Pherekydes too (3 FI05 J) 

accounts for the absence of a sandal. Pindar, however, gives 

us no such explanation. The oracle had spoken of a one-

. sandalled man, and Jason arrived with one sandal. Perhaps 

Pindar felt that it was not necessary to explain something 

which had been ordained by the oracle. Graves.tries to see an 

element of symbolism in the motif, and says, IIJason's single 

sandal proved him to be a fighting man", and adds that Aetolian 

warriors were famous for fighting with only the left foot shod, 

citing the Scholiast on our passage and Macrobius (v. 18_21).18 

But, in Pindar's ode, Jason is shown to be a fighting man by his 

two spears, and the poet does not tell us which foot was shod. 

Pherekydes (3 FI05 J) said that Jason forgot to put on his left 

sandal, i.e. the wrong one for Graves' theory. We can conclude 

that in the story known to Pindar and Pherekydes either the 

left foot was bare, or else it was immaterial which was bare. 

Either way is in opposition to Graves' theory, which must have 

the right foot unshod. It seems better to accept the theory 

that Pindar was using a traditional story without any thought 

of such symbolism. The traditional story may, of course, have 

contained an element of the supernatural, such as Frazer's idea 

that "one foot shod and one unshod suggests the magic power of 

binding and lOoSing".19 As an example of this, we have the 

lBa. Graves, The Greek Myths (Penguin), II, 148.14. 

19J • G. Frazer, The Golden Bough (1911-15) III, 311. 
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description in Aeneid IV, 518 of Dido performing her rites 

"unum exuta pedem vinclis", IIwith one foot freed from its' 

bonds". Serviu~, commenting on this phrase, says "quiaid 

agitur ut et ista solvatur at implicetur Aeneas", lIit is done 

that she may be loosed and Aeneas bound". So perhaps the one

sandal motif may suggest a metaphorical loosing of Jason and 

binding of Pelias, but it should be emphasised that it is un-

. likely that Pindar was aware of any such implications when he 

. used the story. 

Familiar as we are with the common story that the 

. Argonauts sailed in quest of the Golden Fleece, i~ is somewhat 

surprising to find' that, in })indar t s account, Palias gives an 
.. 

addi tional reason for the expedition, ~iAt:'TJL 'y~r ~J" j;ux~V~;)p{tcil ~f'so~ 
"Phrixos calls for, the bringing-back of his soul" (v. 159). 

,', 

Vihat would be involved in this we cannot Bay for certain, but 

the easiest interpretation would be the bringing-back of his 

remains to Thess?-ly. 

(l'he Scholiast on the passage tells us that Pindar is 

the only writer to cite this as one of Jason's tasks·, and that 

the others limit his quest to the Fleece. Did Pindar have a 

source for this idea, or was it in fact his own invention? The 

request came to Pelias in a dream, and certainly the idea is 

well-suited to the dream motif. The fact that it was not 

adopted by Apollonios suggests that it did not become a definite 

part of the tradition, which would strent&en the belief that t , A 
it was actually an innovation introduced by Pindar himself. 

That such a bringing-back of bones was thought important in 
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Pindar's time is shown by the fact that the Athenians brought 

back the bones of Theseus from Skyros in 476/5. 20 Apol1onios' 

omission of the motif may indicate that such a practice had 

no meaning in his time. Why did Pindar introduce this idea? 

Perhaps he intended us to interpret this extra task as a pro

duct of Pe1ias' cunning mind, as something which would oblige 

Jason to undertake the voyage. Whether or not this is so, 

there can be little doubt that this "soul of Phrixos" motif 

does impart a religious function to the enterprise, which will 

thus free the family from ~~"M Xeovcwv (v. 159), and, beSides, 

it had been commanded by the Delphic oracle (vv. 163 f.). 

This religious element may originate from Pindar's undoubted 

interest in Orphism, which we shall presently consider. This 

religious aspect gives the expedition something of the n~ture 

of a crusade. Perhaps Pindar intended us to see in this quest 

for the soul of Phrixos part of the answer to the arresting 

question~ with which he had introduced the Argonaut story, "rCs-
\ " , (> , ~ \ " \ 0 \ "(' " ) (' ". (\.... Cl'~ YfJ.f ~.fX¢{ oE.S<A'fO V<JlIJ'TlMo'.~ ; tr\( 6£ \<\\JoIjV()~ l<eO:'i£fc.~'i d."''''~oi'''loS· oyf.zV Q/. otSj 

"What motive f<;>r the voyage took hold of them? What danger 

bound them with rivets of adamant?". 

We may also discern another answer to these questions 
.. (.H - f\" \ \ C e'" in vv. 184 ff., where we read, 'Tov' Of. tr~~'l\E'I:;I~ yl\lJ~uv 1~l £ol6'W 

l\ "Q (111 "A " 1fol,;/ov ttp0(fOO\ltV "rtk "«oS ryous "all-persuasive Hera fastened on 

the demigods sweet passion for the ship Argo". Thus the 

20N• G. L. Hammond, A History of Greece to 322 B. c. 
(Oxford, 1959), p. 258. 
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Argonauts were inspired by Hera with an overwhelming passion 

for their ship, . so t:hat they dismiss all thoughts of staying 

at home. Their 7\0$05 is almost suggestive of that of Alex

ander the Great for his Persian expedition. This idea of 

their desire for the ship is a rather romantic no~ion, which 

Pindar does not elaborate, but perhaps we have a trace of it 

in the Argonautica qf Apollonios, in which the ship may well 

be considered as the true heroine of the tale. 

An interesting feature is that this passion is inspired 

by Hera. The association of Hera with the Argonauts is found 

in the only direct reference to the Argo in the Homeric poems 

(Odyss XII 69 ff.) " where we read how Hera helped the vessel 
.... , 

past the Planktai, ""t<J\Et ~rxlls ~ E." Ifi l0V • The presence of 

aera as protectress of the expedition also occurs in the 

standard version that has come down to us, that of Apollonios. 

Since tJ:le Argonauts were -Gradi tionally Minyans, we might 

expect that they would be protected by the Minyan tribal god, 

Poseidon, who, of course, as sea-god, would appear particularly 

appropriate for a sea-expedition.. But we must rem.ember that 

Poseidon was also the father of Pelias, and such could hardly 

be expected to champion the Argonauts. But how did Hera come 

to be associated with the expedition? That her presence was, 

even in Pindar's time, a well-established part of the tradition 

is shown by the fact that she is also mentioned.by Pindaris 

near-contemporary, Pherekydes (3 F 105 J.), who tells us that, 

when Pelias asked Jason what he would do if an oracle said 
" 

that he would be killed by one of the citizens,Jason replied 
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that he would send the man in search of the Fleece. l?he.re

kydes then adds, 1"c{u,\oI. ~~ 'T~ )loCoovl c'\{fl). ~s voov ~~Ahe" J w's ~~eOL ~ .M~~Elot 

'T~ r~Art Kot \<aV. This linking of Hera with Medea gives us 

some clue as to the orlgin of her connection with the Argo-
~' 

~ ... 
nauts. They were Thessalians in origin, but there is no 

evidence for a stron~ Hera cult in Thessaly.21 However, 

among the best-known cults of Hera is the one at Corinth, 

where she Was worshipped under the titles of Akraia and 

Bounaia. 22 Medea, too, has strong Corinthian connections, 

so that it would seem that the relationship between Hera and 

Medea, and between Hera and the Argonauts was first cr~ated 

at Corinth, probably by the eighth-century poet Eumelos, who 

treated the myth of the Argonauts, and whose work we shall be 

examining in a later chapter. 

If Eumelos did introduce Hera into the story, then 

Pindar is making clever use of an already existing motif in 

saying that she inspired the Argonauts with desir~ for their 

ship. 

When news of the impending voyage was broadcast, it 

met with an enthu.siastic response, and heroes assembled, eager 

to jol.n the expedition. In epic, sucn a mustering of' a crew 

gave an excellent opportunity for the inclusion of a catalogue, 

as in Apollonios' Arp;onautica (I. 23-227), in which the list 

2lFarnell, Pindar, II, 145. 

22Farnell, The C¥tts of the Greek States, (1896 - 1909), 
I, pp. 200 f. 
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is modelled on the Catalogue of Ships in Iliad II.- Pindar, 

too, includes a catalogue, which, being in a lyric ode, must 

of necessity be much shorter thania real epic catalogue, like 

that of Apollonios. The Argo was traditionally a pentekonter, 

so that the standard number of crewmen was fifty or a few 

more. 23 Obviously, it would be impossible to catalogue a crew 

of fifty in a lyric ode, and, accordingly, Pindar's list gives 

only ten names, although an eleyenth is added later (vv. 191 f.). 

First of all, three sons of Zeus came, who can be 

identified by their mothers' names as Herakle"s, son of Alkmene, 

and Kastor and Polydeukes, sons of Leda. The fact that Pindar 

called both of them sons of Zeus is interesting, for in Nemean 

X,49-90 he tells the story of the twins, showing that Kastor 

was mortal i.e. the son of Tyndareus, while Polydeukes was 

immortal, the son of Zeus. Possibly Pindar has merely found 

it simpler" in Pythian IV to make them both sons of Zeus, and 

it is certainly briefer. But it may be a sign that he was 

using Hesiodic sources for his list, since we know that the 

older poet considered both brothers to be the sons of Zeus. 

(Hesiod F 91 Rz2). Hesiod is the type of cataloguing poet 

who could well have included a list of the Argonauts in his 

work. That he did is suggested by the Scholiast to A. R. I. 45 

who says'o6ttC"{)rYJfos o'U'f€.·H(f{o~os (F 50 Rz2)Q~'(t~~e€'t\ob\ls (3 F 110 J) 

A{youlS"!. rr~v >llt)\.I<~\()V OlJtt 'i\~'1\ ~t.UK£Voll 'Tols )A~yoV«.0"-()(lS. 

23A• R. I. 23-228; Diod. IV, 41,2; Apollod. Bibl. I. 
111-113; Val. Flacc.I. 353-483. 
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Next came two sons of Poseidon, Euphamos and Perikly

menos, (the latter actually a grandson, being a son of Neleus). 

They were followed by Orpheus, who came at the bidding of 

Apollo, and by two sons of Hermes, Echion and Erytos. The 

ten were completed by the sons of Boreas, Kalais and Zetes. 

Later on, we learn that Mopsos, the seer, also joined the 

expedition. It is apparent that this is a good representative 

list. The three sons of Zeus represent the Dorians, while 

the sons of Poseidon, together with Jason himself, represent 

the traditional Minyan element. Little can be said about the 

sons of Hermes, except that their names suggest steadfast, 
24 capable seamen. The sons of Boreas would obviously be use-

ful on a sea-voyage, and in the full version of the tale they 

played an important part by getting rid of the Harpies for 

Phineus (Apoll. Argon II, 178 ff.). They were part of the 

saga from an early stage, as we know that Hesiod was familiar 

with the episode with the Harpies. 25 

An interesting detail here is that Pindar describes the 

, 
"men with shining wings bristling on both sides of their backs". 

Apollonios' description of them (I, 219-221) is very different. 
\ , > (.1.) \ 

In v. 219 the MSS give 'TW~~I/ E.l.'~cC.~~O'T~'TOl<fl-'l\o~(~1/ 't.K<J.'T€.P&EV £FSflV«.f • 

24Their names are translated by B. L. Gildersleeve, 
Pindar, the Ol~ian and Pythian Odes (London, 1898) as 
Hold-fast and u i-hard. . 

25 Schol. to A. R. II, 297. 
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. The phrase £1\' ~KrO'l;rro~6l '7\0 &'WV is very od~, and Fr8.nke1 has 

emended it to ~'i\) ~61"1(c}.;1~}..o\61. 'J\c ~I.J\I, on the basis of SchO~. A. R. 

I, 219: h;' J~f0'i':'\Ol~(' '1'\o~Jv: 'Tot s <rcpuPOl) ~\ 'TotS d.<f'Tfd.y~ \0 IS· 

But Dr. Peter Kingston has informed me that an unpublished 

papyrus shows 1'Q ~~V ~ (1\l !(p 101"""+01.. ~ ';\0 hwV (e') E.\<<t[ ] , 

indicating that the passage should read as follows: 

,..~ tt~" t'i\\. Kyorr.t:t°\.6\ ')\o~w" 6' ~K;'T&fg£v £r€.~"~ 
<re..LoV J,,~lrOp{\IL.) "l\'1ipuyols" jAfy'll e;,:r'~os i. S€<feall j . 

X~U6tr,,{\\ toHS~((<fl ~I..cl.uy;o(s·~ 
"As they rose from the ground, they flapped da,rk wings On 

their temples and on either side of their feet, a wonder to 

behold, gleaming through with golden flecks"" Support for 

this reading is provided by Hyginus and the author of.the 

Orphic Argonautica, both of whom, and especially the latter, 

may have been drawing on Apollonios. Hyginu8, Fabulae'XIV 

47, says " ••••• , hi· (sc. Zetes et Calais) capita\ pedesque, 

pennatos habuiss6 feruntur, II while the Orphic Argon.· 222:"3, 

. '" . 
. . ': . 

that they 

ha.d wings on their temples and on either side of their feet, 

which.is certainly far removed from Pindar's.version. While 

it is difficult to see what this difference signifies, Pindar's 

account certainly seems the more primitive, and closer to the 

original conception of these miraculous brothers. 

The most interesting feature of Pindar's list is the 

inolusion of Orph~us, for which .Pindar is our first authority, 

and which remained a feature of later accounts, culminating 

in the Orphic Argo~autica. 
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On the presence of Orpheus, the Scholiast to A. R. I, 
.., " p.... ~, I '0 .l. \ 'f\ \ a\ ,. ~ ,,~ 23-25a. says, ~'l{IjE.I.'T~l lit 3 ()Lei. '",l fr~\)~ .,(S"'7&V~S' wv <S'"O'/£'i\IIEl crOIS TlfwOlV , 

and provides the answer, :J'"(L ~Jv'ilS ~" 0 XeLfWV tAf~~E. gUV'oI.09olL Ko{l 
\"(" r. \ f\ ... ) \ '0..... .... \ ... 

1".iS "t lfT\Vd,5 'ltulpSI\\1eW ~hJrroV~ h' e.WS <fUtA 7\/\ (.oV 'loS • Hence' Orpheus I 

presence was explained by his musical ability, and this would 

also seem to have been Pindar's reason for including him, in 

view of the words 4>0r~I.~KT:S and JOlf~v "JroL'T{f • Also he was 

sent ij ll~J~\wvOSin the latter's capacity of god of music. Irhe 

general opinion of the ancients, as is indicated by the Scholia 

to Pythian IV, that i~)~'I\~~~i..NOS meant "son of Apollo", is 

,weakened by the absence of a participle, such.as Hsprung from" , 

,or of a word denoting "offspring~', and mo.reoyer in F 126 Pindar 

calls Orpheus the son of Oeagros, conforming to the normal' 

tradition. Another possible interpretation is that Orpheus 

was e1 ~"I\~\~WV()S tp0f~\yK7:r , that is, he received his skill in 

, IDusi'Cianship from Apollo. In any case, his func~,;l6n in"the 

story is clear, he is ~ortator, and he enables the Argo to pass 

the Sirens safely. 

But this function is not such as to make his presence 

a necessity, for, after all, Odysseus passed the Sirens without 

him. Nor was he a Minyan, or even a hero. Why, then, did 

Pindar include him? The answer would seem to be that'Pindar 

saw him as the representative of Orphism, a religious doctrine 

which finds expression in several of Pindar's works. 26 Orphism 

262lJ2!! II, 55-80, VI, 95-6; also some fragments'of the 
Dithyrambs and Dirges. 
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may be responsible for the religious element in this ode, the 

bringing-back of the soul of Phrixos, which seems rather similar 

to the,Orphic doctrine about the purification of souls. 

If this was Pindar's reason for including Orpheus, the 

question still remains, "did he introdu.ce Orpheus into the 

story on his own initiative, or did he have some precedent?" 

The Scholiast to A.R. I, 23 tells us fEPfHSg~S iv ~5 s' 
(3 F 26 J) 1L ~~ p reNal ~~6l Kctl o~ K )Opf{c{ O"u ~'T\€~~EUI<~\/oH • Phere-

kydes was probably a contem;porary of Pindar, so that his denial 

of Orpheus' right to a place suggests that Pindar was not re

sponsible for his introduction, but rather that Orpheus had 

entered the story somewhat earlier, though not 80 much earlier 

as to have become an accepted tradition. A sixth-century date 

would seem to be indicated, and this is what is suggested by 

Linforth27 and Watmough. 2B Linforth refers to depiction of 

Orpheus among the Argonauts in the rrreasury of Sikyon at 

Delphi, which is dated before the middle of the sixth century. 

Watmough notes that Orpheus rarely appears on Black-Figure 

vases, which suggests a later date, as Red-Figure did not 

come in until about 530. 29 

There is no extant literary reference to Orpheus as 

271 • M. Linforth, The Arts of Orpheus (Berkeley, 1941). 

28J • R. Watmough, Orphism (Camb. 1934), p. 14. 

29A• Lane, Gre'ek Potter~ (London, 1948), p. 45; J. 

Boardman, Greek Art (New York, 1964), p. 102. 
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.a.n Argonaut before Pindar, but it seems likely that some 

writers referred to the episode. One possible precedent for 

Pindar is Simonides, from whom, as we shall see, Pindar· 

borrowed other motifs. 30 In fragment 27 Diehl (40 Bergk) 

we read:- " "\.l ,... 
'Too Ko{l <:I1'l\Elp£.61,,~l 

"Over 

Or'll t)~s ~T\€f K~4>oI.~Js 'ii' 6)'r~VIT: Jv~ , ~ .. (XGSE.S 6f6)o~ 
KVcJ.v [~j) JA~S £~~~~e:.\l'fc Ku(~J~ U~) ~ 01 ~Js. 

his head flew innumerable birds, and to his beautiful 

song fish leapt straight out of the blue sea". 

This sounds very much like a description of Orpheus singing 

during a sea-voyage; and the date of Simonides accords very 

'. ·well with what we have suggested for tITe introduction of 

Orpheus into the tale. 3l 

Another possibility is that Orpheus was introduced 

into the literary tradition by the Cretan, Epimenides, who 
~II. '" ' wrote a poem in 6,500 lines entitled J'\fYo')S Volu'j\"l'Y(~ Kolt 

)1J'6oVos ES koAA'ouS ~'7\O'~~ous .32 Orphism was strong in Crete, 

and the name of Orpheus was associated with the.to! Epimenides,33 

who was the type of mystic who could well have brought O'rpheus 

into the myth of the Argonauts. Unfortunately the fragments 

of Epimenides are of no assistance in this problem. 

Once the Argonauts have set sail, the voyage to Colchis 

30Bowra, ~indar p. 193.; U. Wilamowitz't) Pindaros 
",,' Berlin, 1922), pp. 392 f. . . './, 

1.';1 . .:'\..' . 3~He was born 556 B. C.; see Bowra, Greek Lyric:: ''P0etrl 
/':,' {2nd .edi t. Oxford, 1961), p .309 note 7,.·· 

~2Di~g. Laert. I, 112. 

33e •g • in Apul. Apolog 27. 
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is swift and almost without incident, though Pindar does tell 

us that the Symplegades remained motionless after the Argo 

had passed, which was the standard version of the episode, 

and is not at variance with Odyssey XII, 69ff., where Homer 

is referring not to the Symplegades, but to the Planktai. 

Here too we can perhaps trace the influence of Simonid~s, 

, who also mentioned the Symplegades, calling them ~o~oF~:(~S 

very like Pindar"s phrase <S'\.lySr6tH,UY n,-p.rv (v. 208). It is 

reasonable to expect that Simonides influenced Pindar, since 

he was his senior by thirty-eight years, and was already a 

famous figure at the time when Pindar was studying at Athens. 

When the Argonauts reached Phasis, Pindar tells us 

(v. 212). On this Farnell 

says, "we cannot evade the obvious interpretation of this, 

_ 'they joined in battle with'. The scholiasts, evidently in 

ignorance of any such tradition, explained it as meaning 

34 

'they in their might mingled with the Kolchoi'. Neither 

Pindar nor any other Greek would use such a phrase ll
•
35 Burton 

calls it "the briefest of references to a battle with the 

Colchians".36 It would certainly appear that this is the 

natural interpretation, but it is strange that Pindar should 

be so brief as to tell us really nothing about the battle, no 

34SChol. to Euripides i Medea :3. 

3~arnell, Pindar, II, 163. 
36 Burton, p. 164. 
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reference to which is found ina!lY other source. It ma.y be 

that the explanation given by the scholiasts is on the right 

... 1:ines, suggestive as it is of common epic phrases like.~C~ 

meaning "the mighty Diomedes". With this inter-

pretation, the phrase will mean no more than "the mighty 

heroes mingled with the Colchians". 

After Jason has won the love of Medea by the aid of 

the love-charm, we come to the story of the trials. In 

Apollonios' version, these trials are first mentioned by 

Aietes (III, 407 ff.). He says that between morning .and 

evening he can yoke his pair of bronze-footed firebreathing 

bulls, and plough a four-acre field, sowing the teeth of a 

serpent, from which spring up armed men, whom he kills.' If 
'. 

Jason can do likewise, he can carry off the Fleece to Palias 

the very same day_ Jason then tells his comrades about the 
. . 

task, in very similar language (III, 495-501). In v. 1177 

we learn that the teeth to be sown are those of the dragon 

. killed by Kadmos, and in vv. 1278 ff. we have the account of 

Jason"s performance, ending at v. 1407:-

1~r ~SIJ kO(~ T~ ""'€'T~)..(6·t-l(VOS ~£v' J:·f.D~o~'.· 
"The sun sank, and his task was accomplished". 

In this connection,' nothing is' said of the serpent which 

guarded the li'leece, though it had been mentioned in II,. '1208, 

by Argoes, the son of Phrixos. < Getting past this serpent is 

not one of the tasks, but becomes necessary when Aietes fails 

to keep his promise. 
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Pindar, however, gives us a much shorter account than 

this. Jason has only to yoke the bulls and plough the field. 

There is no mention of sowing the teeth or killing the earth

born men. Pindar goes straight on to say that by magic Jason 

slew the dragon, and took the Fleece. Why should Pindar omit. 

,these episodes? It may be that he thought his story was be

coming too long and that it was time to return to Arkesilas. 
'" So he takes 1'Wol C\\..tov' ~f';''')(UV (v.' 248), "a certain short-

cut". It can hardly be that these episodes were not in the 

version which came'down to him. Apollonios tells us (III, 1177 

ff.) that the tee'th were those of Kadmos' dragon, whic:b. were 

divided between Kadmos and Aietes. As the scholiast on the 

passage shows, Apollonios obtained this version from Pherekydes 

(3 F 22a J),who gives a detailed account of how Kadmos sowed 

the teeth and reduced the number of the earthborn men. In 

the extant fragments of Pherekydes, there is notihing about 

Jason sowing the 'teeth, but the fact that they were given to 

Aietes shows that they must have been sown by Jason. Hence 

it seems reasonable to assume that the story was known to the 

saga around Pindar's time. But, in any case, we have evidence 

much earlier than that of Pherekydes, for the Scholiast to 

A. H.III, 1354 ff. tells that this and the following lines 

were taken from Eumelos: 

ot ~~ 'VS? k,*l~ 1\J<S'olV ~V~~'TIllXUE.6I<OV Xfoufol,V 
Yl7Y£V{Si • \Prt.~~v bJ 'r'ipl. o,\I,~..lrotS OctKfe60tV 

go6~('l 'f) ,i.NLyrJOI~ kDrU GE60t 'Yt: A I>l~ ';\0f-t(vr/0l'{ 

>/A" .;" FlO) T~~~Vo~ q,GL61.t-t ~fO'T£I() • 
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Here we have a gra.phic description of the growth of the earth

born men following the sowing of the dragon's teeth. Hence 

this episode was in the myth very early, and we must conclude 

that Pindar has chosen not to include it in order to shorten 

his. narrative. For it seems certain that Pindar was acquaint-

ed with the work of Eumelos when we consider his reference to 

Medea in Olympian XIII 54, and especially the scholia to that 

passage. In reply to the question why Pindar should mention 

Medea, the Scholiast answers, O''l~ ~ \<0r\V&OS, 'I\~'Tr~O\l <i0'T~S 

K'T~p.<:ot '1£YOVf:, ,lIbecause Corinth was her ancestral inheritance". 

and he then proceeds to tell the story, ~nding with $;l-~'6KE/.. ~£ 

'1oG,.-o E 6'p'l~OS 
poet. 

, followed by a lengthy quotation from the 

Pindar also differs from Apollonios in the story of 

how Jason managed to get past the dragon which guarded the 

Fleece. As we have seen, he says that Jason slew the dragon 

.".tXVoHS (v. 248), while in Apollonios' account (IV, 156ff.) 

Medea merely lulled the bea.st to sleep. The Scholiast to 

A. R. IV, 156 tells us that Apollonios, in his version, agreed 

with Antimachos, while Pherekydes said simply that the dragon 

was killed by Jason. This latter would seem to be the more 

primitive form of the story, while the idea of the dragon 

being lulled to sleep belongs to the more fanciful Hellenistic 

period, and may well have been no earlier than Antimachos. 

Pindar's position would seem to stand between these two. The 

dragon is killed, but it is killed if~XVoJ,IS , "by arts", 

, I 
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"by magic", suggesting that Medea had a hand in the slaying. 

A comparison with Pherekydes' version would suggest that the 

use of magic in this episode was probably introduced by Pindar, 

who introduced the other magic element of the love-charm. We 

should also bear in mind the possibility that the employment 

of Medea's magic to help Jason perform the tasks may date from 

no earlier than this period. Certainly in early epic, it is 

likely that the hero would accomplish the tasks unaided, and 

we shall look for signs of this in our examination of the 

earlier works. 

As for the rest of the voyage, Pindar says tv \,'):0.1< E.<{vW 

'1\~\~i£.6"6\ ~lyeV! lj\{v'T!f T' ~~Gep(~/I\"t"VL';V 1'\ tEhfH 'yVl/ilf'.WI/ JV~fo~6V~~ 
that is, the Argonauts then sailed into Ocean, and the Red 

Sea, and eventually reached Lemnos. From the words of Medea 

at the beginning of the ode, it is clear that they crossed 

Libya. The Scholiast to A. R. IV, 259, referring to the 

return route, says ,. H6(o ~QS (F 64 Rz2) ~i K"il J[(v~~p..,s (v I"t;l()y(\<.tIS 

Ko'{L ~A\J'TC~o{xoS ~V L\G~n (F 12 B II 291) ~\~ 700 '.Ch<EaLVOl) ~~6lV Hetiv 
ol0'1c0.S t::\s ~\ ~u~v l<otl ~ctofJ6'~Y'f«s T~V .If\ryw £ \\ 'T~ ~1"£,\frOV rr;.holYoS ~~1EV€6f).tt. 

Hence Pindar's version is in agreement with that of Hesiod. 

Again the Scholiast to A. R. IV, 284 says t\-\6l0 ~oS (F 63 Rz2) 

bE ~102 ¥6~~oS ~u'jo~, rdO'I\i"K~fvl<~V«L. ~£y6L'it\0.. In comparison to this, 

we will remember that when the Argonauts arrived at Colchie, 

Pindar said £S q~6~V ~J ~'1\H'T'E.V .ff~v9ov Hence it seems 

almost certain that Pindar is here drawing on a Hesiodic 

source. He is not likely to have been worried by the fact 
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that this early conception of the return voyage was outdated 

by his time, and, in fact, the same version was given"much 

later by Antimachos • 

. A striking feature of Pindar's account is that he 

places the visit to Lemnos on the return voyage. He is the 

only authority for this, and it is difficult to reconcile 
. ,! 

with the route which he gives. Why should he have done it? 
" \ At the beginning of the ode in vv. 50-51 we read VtJV y'i ~EV 

~A\c~t.l~Y t<'~1.'1"~V ~urio£t .yVVr1\KWV I £v A~X€6lV Vivos ot l<WJ cr.iv~f. 6~v 'rlr~ 

e " " .)\C\I toWV vJ.6o¥ E,.fltlo>(7ff T.hiS myst~rious reference lends" a "sense of 

expectancy to the ode, and we wait to hear who these women 

are. Pindar, however, keeps us in suspense until vv. 251 f., 

when we learn that they are the Lemnian women. Hence the 

postponing of the Lemnian visit until the return voyage is 

really a literary device. 37 And as Farnell says "Lemnos 

was a convenient place for him for dropping his Argonauts and 

returning to Cyrene".38 The passage (vv. 252-62) explains 

and concentrates the allusive words of Medea at the beginning 

of the ode. We should not think it odd that Pindar should 

deliberately alter a traditional storY,in this way, as there 

are several examples of similar alterations in other odes 
. J\ ().. I 

e.g. in Isthmian IV, 57 he calls Herakles ~or~~v Fr~xuS , 

. "short of stature", of which Bowra says, "The only possible 

315¢.'''< cf'~ Burton, pp. 152, 164, 167 
,- .... - . 

3B.Farnell, Pindar, II, 165.' 
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conclusion is that Pindar has defied tradition in his desire 

to please his Theban patron ••.•• it shows how when the spirit 

or the occasion compelled, he was prepared to make sensational 

changes in even a familiar myth. 1l39 , 

Visiting Lemnos on the return voyage creates a difficul

ty which Pindar does not seem to have envisaged, for, a$ Miss 

Bacon says, one wonders whether Medea was a passive spectator 
40 of the adventure with the women. " This and the evidence of 

, the other ancient authors points to the Lemnian adventure 

- being on the outward voyage, and Pindar is merely suiting him

self in placing it on, the return journey. 

The story of the Lemnian visit was known to the Homeric 

saga,41 and Pindar is probably dealing with what was a common 

motif in the story of the Argonauts. But there is some evidence 

from which we can perhaps deduce his source for the story. 

This lies in his reference to the games on Lemnos (v. 253), 

which, he says, were played for a garment. Here, as we learn 

from the Scholia to the passage, he was repeating a theme of 

Simonides, and in another reference to these Lemnian Games 

(Olym IV, 19-27) Pindar mentions the "son of Klymenos", ap

parently assuming that his audience will know who this man is, 

a fact which suggests that the story was-well-known, and,that 

Pindar did not invent it. It seems likely that both these 

39Bowra, Pindar p. 48; 'for other exampl e s see pp. 56; 
71-2. 

40J • R. Bacon, The Voyage c'f the Argonauts (London, 1925), 
p. 30. 

4lIliad VII, 467; XXI, 40-1; XXIII, 746-7. 
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references to the Lemnian Games were taken from a poem,o! 

Simonides, who, certainly gave al'}, account of them. 42 

:?2 

We may conclude that Pindar, in his treatment of the 

myth of the Argonauts, may have been an innovator in several 

points, such as the recovery of the soul of Phrixos, and the 

use of magic in the form of the love-charm and in the killing 

of the dragon. It is noteworthy that he was not followed in 

most of. the respects by later tradition.as represented by 

Apollonios. Generally, however, Findar treated known motifs, 

even if, at times, he adapted them to suit himself, as in his 

treatment of the Lemnian visit. These mqtifs can be traced 

to several predecessors, whose work must have exercised a 

strong influence on him. For some, more trivial, lyrical 

details,43 he is clearly indebted to Simonides, though also 

perhaps, more importantly, for· the presence of Orpheus •. With 

regard to broader themes, links can be discerned witl;1 tlle 

Hesiodic Corpus,44 the Homeric poems;-5 and also perhaps the 

Corinthiaca of Eumelos. 46 

42Simonides, F 32 Diehl. 

Games 
43The description of the Symp~e6ades and the Lemnian 

44trhe List of Names, the, description of Pel"1alP, ~nd 
the return Foute. 

45The visit·to Lemnos and the "Love of Hera" motif. 

46rrhe presence of Hera'. 

\. . 
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With his contemporary Pherekydes he shares several 

motifs,47 but differs. from him in certain details in t.hese 

motifs, and is also at complete variance with regard to the 

presence of Orpheus. Hence it seems desirable to examine 

next the fragments of Pherekydes, and to attempt to discover 

what that author knew of the legend, and, if possible, what 

his sources were. 

47Phe one-sandalled man, the death of tl:W dragon, 
the importance of Hera. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE MYTH IN THE FRAGMENTS OF PHEREKYDES 

A writer frequently cited in the Scholia to Apollo

nios Rhodios is Pherekydes of Athens. l But, in spite o:f. 

this, and the large number of fragments under his name, we 

know relatively little about the man himself. This is largely 

because of the confusion in our sources caused by the fact 

that there were several write,rs called Pherekydes. 

The ~ lists three, beginning with Pherekydes of 

Syros, whose birth is dated to 584/1. Pherekydes of Athens 

is the next to be mentioned, and is said to have been earlier 
\ 

than the man from Syros, though the ~ adds that Porphyrios 

thought none of them to be earlier than the one from Syros. 

Strabo (X. 5.8) also says that the Athenian was the younger, 

and a date is suggested by Eusebios (s.o.l. 81.1. i.e. 456/5) 

who says "Ferecydes.secundus historiarum scriptor agnoscitur ll
• 

It can be seen that the ~ is confused, and it would seem 

that the Athenian was definitely later than the man from 

Syros. The latter is described as ~£oAoyoS , and clearly 

treated cosmogony and· philosophy, while the Athenian was 

"f£V'iol...A{yo~ ,deal ing with myths. 

ISee Wendel, Index I, p. 340. 

34 
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The real confusion is that between the Athenian $.Ild 

. the third writer named by the ~, Pherekydes at Leros, . who 

is called i(5'1o~\.\-J,~'s" and is said to have been born before 

480/77. He was clearly considered to be a similar type of 

author to 'the Athenian. Jacoby's opinion is that the Lerian 

was probably a Hellenistic author to whom fragments 173-80 

could be attributed, and he sees no reason to doubt his 

existence. 2 For the date of the Athenian, he indicates 

that F 2 J and F 146 J suggest the dates 508/7 and 476/5. 

probably nearer the latter. 3 Another opinion perhaps more 

likely, is that the Athenian and the Lerian are one and 

the same, a man who was born in Leros,but who came to Athens.4 

It would seem reasonable to date him to the early fifth or 

late sixth century. 

As for the character of his writings; Eratosthenes 

called him >AQ'I)Vd.loV 'Y'e.vt.':J.\~yov 5, while Dionysios of Hali-

karnassos says ,(!!!i. E2m. I, 13.1), X\J~~ tj(:0v ~fXo{(wV 6u~~p:-t~£COV~ 

~'S.f>£K6gT'1 '1~1j .)FHJ~V;l,liJ"J1'c.vu.~6yov o~g~\IJ) ~i·Jrt.f'')V. Hence he was regarded 

as a writer of genealogies, and one of the early prose-writers. 

The ~ indicates that he wrote at least ten books of genea

logical histories, in which many mythological subjects were 

XIX, 

2 Jacoby, F. G. H., Kommentar 3 T 3. p. 386. 

3Jacoby, F. G. H., Nachtrage zum Kommentar 3, p. 537. 

4pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encycloplidie, (Stuttgart, 1893-), 
2020; Hammond, History of Greece, p. 281. 

5Diog • Laert. I, 119. 



treated. Pherekydes apparently dealt systematically with 

'one story at a time, as we can see from the fact that some 

of the sources for his work refer toa specific book e.g. 

36 

the story of Herakles was told in the second and third books, 

. that of Kadmos in the fourth and fifth. It is in the sixth 

and seventh books that we find the story of the Argonauts. 

In our attempts to determine the exact sequence of events 

in his version of the story, we are handicapped by the fact 

that the sources do not always tell us from which book of 

Pherekydes they have taken their information. However we 

do know that the sixth book included a reference to Phrixos 

(F 25 J), the fact that Philammon sailed and not Orpheus 

(F 26 J), the episode of Phineus and the Harpies (Fs 27-29 J), 

and a reference to the field of Ares (F 30 J). The seventh 

book contained the episodes of the slaying of the dragon' 

(F 31 J), and' the murder of Apsyrtos (F 32 J) • Since all 

the ~pisodes attributed to the sixth book come earlier in the 

, story than those attributed to the seventh, it would seem 

that Pherekydes treated the myth in a chronological narrative 

manner. He never gives more than one version of any particu

lar episode, so it is clear that his work was not just a com

pendium of mythological material, but a narrative based on a 

selection from his sources of the version which he thought 

best. 

That he was acquainted with the events leading up to 

the expedition is clear from F 98 J, where we find that he 

called Phrixos' stepmother Themisto, and also said that, 
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when the crops were failing, Phrixos willingly gave himself 

,up of his own accord for sacrifice. 6 The name Themisto is 

also cited by Herodoros (31 F 38 J) for Phrixos' mother, 

while the stepmother is there called Ino, the usual name. 

The Scholiast to Pindar, Pythian IV. 162a says that Soph

okles called the stepmother Nephele, the name normally given 

to the mother. Robert, apparently assuming confusion in 

the Scholia, suggests that, in Pherekydes' version, Themisto 

was Phrixos' mother7, but it seems obvious from the above 

example from Sophokles that there was no fixed tradition for 
-
these names~ 

Apparently all was ready for the sacrifice, but we do 

not know exactly how events turned out. But whatever happened, 

it is clear from F 99 J that Phrixos was rescued by the ram, 
2 ' 

which Pherekydes and Hesiod (F 51 Rz ) said had a golden 

fleece. In this point Pherekydes was presumably following 

Hesiod, since the colour of the Fleece was not at'all a 

settled point at this period, for both Simonides and Akousi

laos had said it was purple. 8 

At any rate, we can assume that the escape from 

Thessaly was successfully made, for the Scholiast to A.R. II, 

1149 states that.Pherekydes (F 25a J) gave the name of Aietes' 

6Schol. Pindar, ~. IV, 162 a. 

p. 45. 
7C• Robert, Die griechische Heldensage (Berlin, 1921), 

8Simonides in Sohol. Eur.Med. 5, and Schol. A.R. IV, 
177; Akousilaos in Sehol. A.R. IV,-rr47. 
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daughter, whom Phrixos married, as Euenia. This name is in

teresting, as it is found in none of our other sources, and 

we are left wondering from where Pherekydes could have taken 

it. Hesiod (F 152 Rz2) knew the daughter of Aietes as Ioph

ossa, as did Akousilaos (2 F 38 J). The usual name, Chalkiope, 

used by Apollonios, was also cited by Herodoros (31 F 39 J). 

Some one of these names should be able to be traced to our 

early sources. Further evidence for Phrixos' marriage in 

Pherekydes' version is found in F 101 J, where a son Melaa 

is mentioned, and also in F 106 J, where another son is called 

Argos. These were among the four names given by Hesiod and 

presumably were also cited by Epimenides. 9 Hesiod is the more 

likely to have been Pherekydes' source. 

After these preliminary episodes, we come to the story 

of the actual expedition, and firstly we can ascertain Phere

kydes' version of Jason's parentage. The Scholiast to A.R. I, 

411, commenting on the words '7\t\IV R'O~NlW. ,tells us that the 

city was called Aisonis after the father of Jason, as both 

Pindar and Pherekydes said. Stephanos Byzantinos reports that 

the city of Aison in Thessaly took its name from Aison, the 

father of Jason, but adds that Pherekydes called it Aisonia. 10 

The slight discrepancy in these two references to the name 

given by Pherekydes may be merely due to a wrong recollection 

9SChOl. A.R. II, 1122; Hes. F 152 Rz2; Epimenides, 
457 F 12 J. 

10Steph. Byz. s.v. At<r(;.)v 
. - Pherekydes F 103b J. 
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on the part of Btephanos. At any rate, it is clear that 

Pherekydes called Jason's father Aison. As for his mother's 

name, we learn from F l04a J thatPherekydes agreed with 

Ap.ollonios in calling her Alkimede. ll Her parentage waS also 

given by Apollonios, who called her father Phylakos. (I, 45), 

and· named her mother as Klymens, daughter of Minyas (I, 233). 

Pherekydes (F l04b) was in agreement on the name of the 

father, but we have no evidence for the name'which he gave 

to the mother, Probably it was the same as that given by 

Apollonios •. It is noticeable that in his version of Jason~s 

parentage, Fherekydes differed from Hesiod, who called· 

Jason's mother Polymede.+2 

The first event we meet in the story is the arrival 

of Jason at Iolkos, embodying the motif of the POVOKF\ftrlS' , 

the one-sandalled man, also mentioned by Pindar (Pyth. IV, 75). 

The scholiast to the Pindaric passage preserves a long frag-

( ) 
\ , ('\ 1 <.. - ..\ 

ment of Pherekydes F 105 J : T",V ~i<ll/r'·i"'fri'.\.ld.! ') l6·-r\)(;)l~ trr~f'.->l 

~~P'tV.0gfl· c ~,'D0l:.. 'T~-[ClHl~iVt,l tlJ51~.tl /( C 1[/i~';'l~~) 1<<0/\ :rf0t'i'7rl '!X{{6--l 

'A1',(:~Vc:H· o~ ,~ 16~v' 0(( jG :rnC\ '1\O~l'l<xl t<./~ § , -tYj 6WV. ?TVt\''Cc ~:)e l f4ifeouN 
? \ '"' 'fl· r ,... >-, n \ 9' p .... ~ , ,- Ci R." S\I £yyvs -rov volvrou1ro'!,-:~"uJ oI.'.)4(r I:lo/I\t)S i:)'i. () Ii.(~ ,IVE. 'ToV '7Ioi""rI>V, M·~i:..t5 ·z 

~oV ~~v ~\:!lW rjr-{(o ~f-~'1>ll l't~·~) ,iv ~)'- J f IC,!('tN ~cr.t~fG~T"({ • I<.J{ ~fXao(L 
ctr1'Wl {on. \\.\·Ti"\lv\~ ~~I.~V rt 6 ]'~~t""~ {5U~(~:\'hi. ,...~ l"J.vtri'oV. Kd'; 'T;Tt: 

~(V ~6~Xot6t ) 171 ~t~} O'i'tfJ.f't ~ ,-r.A, /i'"t.P1.~~ ..... 'vVr u(~T;V )fr~TIQ t~r;n 
To (r ~ \ cI.' -r ~ t'\ [.}' ~ \ _ 1"\ \... J C r, 

o ~ . \) \,:~ ~f76\ . .'f('Yj w7\o "ell) 7/..JV 7'i0Ai7'\.VV cl,1\d)<J(V'i.Iv. o· O€. 
.) -r .... 0. ~'" ... ' . Pr~ ) \ > \ .,... \ • 

A..I wV) l\~t\i"ll r.l.Y '(.1.> 1..1.'1 ~-<'I.ITov .,n '1()' t<1.J«~ 70 lX'pu6tM~\~W 
"c, ."\ ? '. 1\ ' I' ., I" ('>~. ~..,>~, .#- ~ I ~ _ ) I I' ~ , 
d.S6V!<~ ;/.v ..J.'7\'.) rH\l\(;./~.l. "fg(v'Ll ~t: 'IW JV:6~Vi. Ib'l ~.) Vow' (3:V\\ft 

r.. ~.,l'\ r II"" , -r.- ,-' ~'13 \ { 
(.,).;, 1.1\0"0(, "rj v 'I);.l,f.I~'" 'TIt .1l~M~ K-<t<'.ov .. 

IlSChol. A. R. I, 45. 

12F 18 Rz2 (Schol. Odls~. XII, 69). 

l3Although this is clearly quoted by the Scholiast 
to Pindar as the actual words of Pherekydes, it reads very 
much like a scholiasts' adaptation. ' 
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It is notable tha.t, in spite of the proximity of "date, 

virtually the only similarity with Pindar's account is the 

OIle sandal motif itself. As we have already remarked about 

Pindar's use of it, the differences between Pherekydes and 

Findnr ma.ke it unlikely that either could have invented it. 

The story would seem to have been well-known to Thessalian 

folk-lore, al though ~ve have no evidence for it in the' earlier 

extant literary tradition. We will remember that PindnI' did 

not exPlain how Jason came to have onlyons sandal, but.PheI'e

kydesattempts a rationalising explanation which merely seems 

lame and incredible. Apollonios (I, 8-11) is much more success

ful in his version of how the sandal came to be missing, telling 

how it was lost whan Jason forded the river in its winter spate. 

Pherekydes was clearly acquainted with the story of 

the oracle given to Pelias,14 but his version of the subsequent 

events differs greatly from Pindar's. It is true that Pelias 

. displays his characteristic cunning, but the motif of Jason 

himself suggesting the voyage is very different. Later 

tradition did not adopt it, preferring to have the task im

posed by Pelias, as is more natural, but it must be admitted 

that a fine dramatic motif has been lost, namely the moment· 

when Palias turned to Jason and said, "You are the man". The 

rea.son which Pherekydes gives for it, the fact that Hera'put 

it into Jason's mind, brings us again to a familiar motif, the 

14Pindar, Pyth. IV, 73 ff. 
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presence of Hera in the myth. However, in Pherekydes'_account, 

the function of Hera is not quite the same as in the usual 

version. In Homer's story, Hera helps the Argo past the P1anktai 
" "A 1'\ '9 '1' 15 ~'l(H 'fLAOS 'l{E.v ~<f(.,")v, and in Pindar, Pythian IV, she inspires 

the Argonauts with a passion for their ship. In these versions, 

Hera's help is a positive thing, which she gives because she 

is friendly to Jason and the Argonauts. Pherekydes, on the 

other hand, says that Hera put the thought into Jason's head 

t0S tA&o~ ~ Mi'~(I~ 'T~ 1[~\t'1 KoI.~~V • Hence she is motivated 

by anger against Pelias, so much so that she employs Jason and 

Medea as her instruments. The idea that she had planned that 

Medea should come to Greece was repeated by Apo11onios (III, 

1134-6), where his words are a clear indication of his debt 
~ e 

to Pherekydes: WS 1~f r:f:SE t-!~gtTD II1f1/1 

2t'J.. '"IT" \ r ~ \ ' j I '\ (.,. 
VCf!",,! V,J,\<'oV ,l\Chii"J \\'f1V i.'i.W~bV ll"!alTo 

A I.~("rl M f~dol; \ l7rw6' ~ 'Ti:; ;~f\ol.. i'rCg"" 'Ill,}, V. 
Apollonios also mentioned, at the beginning of his poem, the 

banquet given by Pelias, and he gives the reason for Hera's 

, anger, which he apparently took from Pherekydes: 
'\ '" C, \ 1\ ~., '~'\ g.J~i\\Vf}S\IV 'i\C'I·-rj)! .LJ.::,~~.\~d(.;.iV1 K,Jl'~,\,"OIS 

fe.~~ Q~6ls > C'H{lljl ~i )jf~oI.G~'(f.o~ oJK "t~fyISEV. A.R. I, 13-14 

Ila banquet which (Pelias) was giving to his father 

Poseidon and the other gods, but to Pelasgian Hera he paid 

no homage." 

159dySs. XII, 69 ff. 
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This motif of revenge or spite on the part o:f Hera 

survives in none of our sources earlier than Pherekydes,; 

but the idea seems very old, and it is probably earlier than 

the concept of Hera as the protectress of the Argonauts, 

which perhaps evolved out of it.16 

An interesting feature of Pherekydes' story is the 

strong connection between Hera and Medea, who' is; as it were, 

the agent of the goddess. Will takes this motif of Phere-

kydes as evidence for an association of Hera and Medea in 

l.rhessal,Y- .17 But the fact that the events are depicted as . 

happening in Thessaly is surely no reason for assuming that 

such an association existed there. Thessaly was the tradi

tional starting-point for the voyage, so that, if .Hera is 

involved in events before the start of the expedition, it 

is inevitable that she is depicted in a Thessalian context. 

Such a context is thus no indication that she was introduced 

into the myth from a Thessalian source. In fact, there is 

no evidence that Pherekydes was drawing exclusively on a 

Thessalian source, nor is there any evidence for a strong 

cult of Hera in Thessaly. The place which had the closest 

link between Hera and Medea was Corinth, where Hera was 

worshipped under the cult-titles of Akraia and Bounaia. 

16c •f , Poseidon's persecution of Odysse~s, Odyss. 
I, 19-21; 68-79. 

17Ed • Will, Korinthiaca (Paris, 1955), p. 115. 
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This last title originated from a temple built by one Bounos, 

to. whom as we l~arn from Eumelos t Medea's father, Aietes. 
. . . 18 

handed. over the government when he left for Colchis. More-

over, after Medea had come to Corinth, she took her children 

to the temple of Hera to make them immortal. Hence, in this 

early Corinthian epic, a strong link had been established 

between Hera, Medea, and the Argonauts. None of our surviv

ing sources manifests such a close relationship between Hera 

and Medea, and it seems likely that Pherekydes was influenced 

by Eumelos in this respect. 

The story of the oracle given to Pelias indicates that 

his death by violence was inevitable, and it is also suggested 

by the phrase "eJ TI:"xC<l. Kr<\{tV which reminds one of Pindar t s 
~ t, . . 

·ftly 1tt.~(ol.O <P~vov • The surviving fragments of Eurnelos provide 

no evidence for the murder of Pelias, other than that Medea 

was summoned from Iolkos to assurne the rule of Gorinth. 19 

This implies that, if she had not been invited to Corinth, 

she would have stayed at Iolkos, which would rather suggest 

that Burnelos did not include Pelias' murder. The Naupactia 

tells us that Jason, after the death of Pelias (GJV<:i,':rcV) . , 
~ 20 ,-

went to live in Corcyra ,. but f):,,<J:.'ioV need not imply tuvov 
There was also another tradition about Pelias, namely that 

IBpaus. II, 4.7; 3.10 (paraphrasing Eurnelos). 

19 K ( I ) Burnelos, F 3 Pause I I, 10 • 

20Naupactia t .F 10 K (Paus. II, 3.9). 

• 
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funeral games were performed for him. This was known to 

Simonides who wrote (F 32 D): ds foufL '1I:VTolS 

~y\k'oI.6c. y,~ovs g\V.re~'f'ol~..j~~~ ... 
Hv.,(vpov U'TitP "T\l)~vl1rlTouos {.~ Tt.At<ou· 

c,.. '.(0 ? (l \ ~-. ( , '", \ ~ 
OU'!\l) VJ.p \"I'1fQ~ "IpE .:..'ro\6l~l:>eOr o{'i\(£ '\~/j\S'. 

"Who surpassed all the young men with'the spear, when 

he cast it over the eddying Ana~ros from Iolkos, rich in grape

clusters; for so did Homer and Stesichoros sing to the people.,,21 

It seems questionable whether games would be held for 

a murdered man, especially one of Pelias' traditional reputa

tion. 22 It may be that in an early version of the myth he 

handed over the kingdom to Jason, and died. At any rate, it 

is clear that not all versions knew of his murder23 , and it 

may be that the story was not much older than the fifth cen

tury.24 

The Scholiast to A.R. It 4 says that, while Apollonios 

called the ship Argo after the Argos who built it, Pherekydes 

derived the name from Argos, the son of Phrixos. This in 

itself does not imply any difference in the story of, the 

construction of the ship, but when coupled with a reference 

2lpresumably by "Homer ll
, Simonides means one of the 

early epic poets. 

22The case of Patroklo8 is not a parallel. He was a 
hero who died gloriously in battle. 

23e •g • Hesiod (Theog. 997 ff.) shows Jason and Medea 
settled at Iolkos and their child Mede'ios born there. 

24In addition to the references by Pindar and Pherekydes, 
it was treated by Sophokles in the ~L)O~O~Ol, and by Euripides 
in the Peliades. 
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by Apollodoros to the effect that Argos, son of Phrixos, built 

the ship25, it does suggest that in Pherekydes' version, tOOt 

the son of Phrixos was responsible for the building. This 

would have been a good epic motif, showing the son returning 

to Greece, helping to fit out the expedition, and triumphantly 

recovering the fleece of his father's ram. This tradition also 

explains how Apollonios came to have two Argoi in his story. 

Instead of having the sons of Phrixos already back in Greece 

before the expedition left, he decided that, by a remarkable 

cOincidence, the Argonauts should pick them up on the way26 , 

but the tradition that the ship was named after Argos could 

not be avoided, so he had to introduce the other Argos into 

the story, to explain the ship's name. 

The Scholiast 
()j ". (' )r x ... " 
n6"tootS 0 (. (>(f. '-.t> Eft k\) '},1S' 

'""')0 --
I'fdS np',/Wcll.;TJ.lS'. . 

This strongly suggests that Pherekydes gave a list of Argonauts, 

a conclusion which is supported by the Scholiast to A.R. I, 23, 

who says that Pherekydes, in his sixth book, said that Philam

mon, and not Orpheus, sailed with the Argonauts. Why Pherekydes 

should deny Orpheus a place is not quite clear, but it does in

dicate that Orpheus' place in the story was not so well-estab

lished in the early fifth century that he could not be left 

out. This suggests that Orpheus had not been long in the myth. 

It is true that he appears with the Argonauts on a metope of 

25ApOllod. ~. I, 110. 

26A•R• II, 1090 ff. 



the Treasury of Sikyon at Delphi in the sixth century, but 

this need not be very much earlier than Pherekydes. As we 
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noticed in the previous chapter, Simonides seems to have 

mentioned him in a context suggestive of the Argonauts27 , 

which would indicate that he was in the literary tradition 

before 500. Of the early poets known to have treated the 

myth, the Cretan mystic, Epimenides, seems the most likely 

to have introduced Orpheus28, though we can find no support 

for this theory in his. extant fragments. 

Pherekydes apparently regarded Orpheus as an intruder, 

and his exclusion of him is made all the more pointed by the 

fact that he replaced him by Philammon, another musician. 

Philammon must, then, have performed the same functions as 

Orpheus, such as getting the Argo·· safely past the Sirens. 

Pherekydes' interest in this Philammon is shown by F 120 J, 

where he refers to the musician's parentage of Philonis and 

Apollo, and tells that Philammon was the first to compose 

dances for maidens. Of course, it may well be that Philammon 

had a place among the Argonauts earlier in the tradition, and 

that, when the Orphics took an interest in the myth, he was 

ousted to make way for their representative, Orpheus. At any 

rate he is mentioned in literature well before Orpheus, since 

27Simonides F 27 Diehl. 

280rphism was strong in Crete. 
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Hesiod refers to him though not in a context·involving the 

Argonauts. 29 . 

The Scholiast to A.R. I, 105 shqws that Pherekydes 

mentioned Tiphys, and presumably included him among the 

Argonauts. Another crewman named by Pherekydes was Idmon, 

whom, he said, was the son of Apollo and of Koronos' daughter, 

Asteria. 30 He does not seem to have named Idmon's mortal 

father, as Apollonios did. 3l The latter was probably combin

ing two traditions, and would seem to have taken the name 

Abas for Idmon's father from H~rodoros of Heraklea. 32 Accord-

, ing to the Scholiast to A.R. I, 139, Pherekydes told of Id

man's death among the Mariandyni. Apollonios (]:I, 815) has 

Idmon's death on the outward voyage, but we learn from the 

Scholiast to A.R. III, 1354 that Eumelos brought Idmon right 

to Colchis, where Medea tells him of the growth of the'earth

born men. The Naupactia also depicts him at Colchis, where 

he urged Jason to undertake the task, and also played a major 

part in the escape of the Argonauts. 33 The Scho1iast to A.R. 

IV, 86 adds that these things were also mentioned 'by Herodoros, 

a fact whioh, on the surface, seems to contradict the story of 

Idmon·t s death among the Mariandyni which Herodoros included. 34 

", . 

A.R. 

29Hes • FIll Rz2, 

-3°F 108 J (Sohal. A.R. I, 139). 

31A•R• I, 142. 

3231 F 44 J (Schol. A.R. I, 139). 

33~aup. F 6 K (Schol A.R. III, 523), 
IV" 6 a; 86). 

3431 F 50 J (Sohol. A.R. II, 815). 

F 7-8 K (Sehol. 
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But Herodoros also said that the Argonauts returned by the 

same route35 , so that Idmon's death could have occurred on 

the return voyage. There is some evidence that this was so, 

for inA.R. II, 854 ff. Tiphys died just after Idmon, and the 

scholiast on the passage tells us that, according to Herodoros, 

Tiphys died, not on the outward voyage, but on the return. It 

thus s,eems likely that, in Herodoros' account, Idmon too died 

on the return journey. Idmon was clearly a prominent figure 

in the early versions, and Apollonios is alone in removing 

him from the scene so soon. Here agai~ he seems to have com

bined two traditions, since he lists two seers, Mopsos as 

well as Idmon, one of whom dies on each voyage. The fact that 

. Idmon appears in the incomplete list surviving in the remains 

of Pherekydes suggests that he was important in that version 

too. Here again there may be a link between Pherekydes and 

the Naupactia. 

The Scholiast to A.R. I, 645 shows that Pherekydes also 

knew the herald, Aithalides, and the story of him alternating 

between Hades and the world above, which was told by Apollonios. 36 

A notfible name in Pherekydes' list of Argonauts is 

Herakles. 37 In FIlla J we find thatPherekydes said that 
) /) "" 

lIer~kles was left behind at Aphe·tai in Thessaly, rr;?5 flPYOI)S 

~D'(''Yl,;,p;''llS ~~ ~,JVol6i9.tl 'P€ffiV T~ rru6rrou ~~os • 

3531 FlO J (Sohol. A.R. IV, 257/62b. 
36 A.R. I, 640 ff. 

37F· 111 J (Apollod. !liQl I, 117; Sohol. A.R. I, 1289). 
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F 111 b) (Schol. to A.R. I, 1289) however, runs as follows: 

~A'l\~ ~~w\j\OS r€V c1v ~IlD\t:h~~J( ~~G'l i~V C H f<>l I< A~ ~( \<CoV' ~K~.lv'rr.{ 
, \ , C 'y\ '7.... • I' (,) \ C M \..., \,..,. \ 
~'I\l '''Iv ,,0( ;~q'16W. AIc>vv6IOS ~t 0 \'T\JA~V"(l.OS 6'uf'T{,!,,_'1\,,~l,)g£"V-.ll <1>1]6'"1-

h- \ c,... ,..) r tr, k-" 1'", \). "" 

,W '1r cu J. 1/01.1 o!.~lu1't061V ECJ$ o~XwV, ~. O~OI.~ /-::./l 4-?~cl~J.1DS. 

CH ... (' - 0 t ..+. \, - \ ", ) '" \ )'1 \ po ()WpoS ~t ,~6l ~1 6ur"i'C~\.\rul<£VoH ~VTovl 'T( J.(J\ 'TIVoiS'MMIJS. 

cH6Co~~S ~v rr~ I~fut<o!; yJptt ft<?.;,V'ToI ~?6~V ~Gi~V e,p) ltrcJ.1'OS li/~('/V 

tr.(15 MJ.yv '?6Cx~ '1if-Pt rr~S' JTt~ rr:}{ ~1)f6€WS 0(0'7"00 .) n.p ~,~~r 
Ko<\cu\AtVol.~ 7"1rO~£~O~vg(l • :'Avrr~04Xo~ \1 'v ~H A:;~;l ,pT)oiv ik'~ffkr()[V1'~ 
rr~v >-HroH<X~ fiJ. ~6 \<'cJfro~\.~~ f',"6-&01( ~)v 'Aey1 0''7\~ ~ov ~~~wos" k'tJ\ 

:Icc ~~~b't.'~I\Il\()<; 0 ~.q~l. <If.,{r~a!'i01f;;+os' ~vo\oG fhy:t/E' K.,J~ 1>t"f1t I<G~;s C HOLCS'ff • 
::tF 9 \., ", ~-..h \ -' \', r.? \ \ "',.I, II \ 

"f~fj5 , • ...: tN '\'!1 ~, 'r~61l/ <:xv<'fcV ~K~v6-ll4.l.5 ul'71\lA'if\(\..rC'Jl 'Afor 

)Ow.+~}r1V '\~v Avr;;/Jv AJ.('\ ~{Fou6~V. _ ,-
\ I It will be/;een that the scholiast is not quite accur-

ate, for Pherekydes does not follow Hesiod in everything, but 

oply ~n the-place of Herakles' disembarkation, Aphetai, not 

Mysia. The reasons which they give are different, Pherekydes' 

explanation being also offered by Antimachos. 

The presence and early removal of Herakles in the myth 

is something'of a puzzle. The best explanation would seem to 
, ' 

be that originally he had no part in the voyage'at' all, but 

that later his absence was noticed, and then explained by having 

him leave the ship early in the voyage. Herodoros of Herakleia, 

something of an expert on Herakles38, denies him anyplace in 

the Argo, alleging that he was in the service of Omphale at 

3Baerodoros lived around 500 B.C. He wrote a Herakleia. 
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the time. 39 Almost every other source, until a comparatively 

h h If 1 · h 40 late date, says t at e e t the ship ear y 1n t e voyage. 

Only with the late Alexandrians, Dionysios and Demaratos, do 

we find Herakles going the whole way to Colchis~4l 

Three different reasons are given for Herakles leaving 

the Argo at Aphetai, 1) he was too heavy for the vessel;42 

2) he was left behind unintentionally, when he went to look 

for water;43 3) he was inexperienced at rowing. 44 The story 

of him being left in Mysia is always connected with Hylas.45 

In spite of the confusion in the scholia, it seems 

probable that Pherekydes was taking his account from Hesiod, 

whose story he combined with another tradition involving the 

"speaking-beam" motif. 

Also contained in the sixth book was the story of : 

Phineus and the Harpies. 46 According to F 27 J (Schol. to 

3931 F 41 J 

40Pindar makes no further mention of Herakles, after 
including him in his catalogue. 

4l~hey are both second or first century B.C. The 
references are 32 F 6 J, and 42 F 2 J, respectively. 

42Pherekydes; Antimachos; Aristotle (ill. III, 8.3). 

43Hesiod; Herodotos (VII, 193). 

44Schol. Pindar, possibly ariSing from A.R. I, 1167, 
where Herakles breaks his oar. 

45Kinaithon (p. 212 K); Hellanikos (A F 130-31 J); 
A.R. 1,1273; Apollod. ~ I, 117. 

46Three out of the five fragments alluding to the episode 
are explicitly assigned to Bk. VI. 
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A.R. II, 181), Pherekydes said that Phineus ruled over all 

the'Thracians in Asia as far as·the Bosporos. Pherekydes' 

version of his parentage is given in F 86 J (Schol. to A.R. 
. ~A" , ",,:> c c£ \\ ,. .. C ('I (1\ ~ ~,.J, .:h ..-II, 178) y~voroS y.<I,f 'K"I..S ~61'\V) WS t\,\.,l,Vlf,M WS' ~f l'\6lb ~s 'f~6tV 'j'0IVIKo.<;' 

. r· ". .. , K ".':' ~ C> \ \, h \ r(' "11' v ' 
'To\) tI~t{vCf(;J Kol\ ol6'6H1\tIJ.S. O~c'I.I.JS nE. 'Kell 116Kn~'i\tttu'~S' /<0(( nvrrl~O/XoS. "OIl 
;;t.. I'('.h'" () (>, LJ .- r'\)/1"- 'l" , IJ '" l ".::h V \ ';t'tpt\<uOtjJ' T ~$d' {,K I>t. r-oi.66t'i-itxlel.S 'T"'1~ flpo<fuu <ftIVI~t ~llJ<..lj;(l 1\1"'1 /(<>I( -r' {U 

\ ,,, '. \ 'fA :,.. \ ,( ~'~. fA \:>11 ~ 
~ L\Ot',J\-<!',oS t<.I1 'I..,t<Vt:~. t,!'ji'~j;:"lO\V· '1\Y~'Tolt ~ r. ~~ l..\iOS 'iv~VllS •. 

For this genealogy, it is clear that Pherekydes was drawing 

on a Hesiodic source, whose version apparently became almost 

standard.· 

If Hesiod was Pherekydes' source, we might wonder 

when exactly Phineus entered the story of the Argonauts in 

Pherekydes' version, since Hesiod (F 151 Rz2) said that he 

was blinded for showing the way to Phrixos. Hesiod also gave 

another reason, namely that Phineus preferred long-life to 

sight47 , but the first explanation is more closely connected 

with ·the Argonauts, and is thus the more likely to have been 

adopted by Pherekydes. It implies that, in Hesiod's version, 

Phineus came into the story of the flight of Phrixos, but the 

extant fragments provide no evidence that this was so in 

Pherekydes' account. However, another possibility is that for 

4>f'{f~ we should read <'TiiS) {tr,jov ,in view of ,Apollod. ~ 
i!, 

I, 120 who says that Phineus was blinded o''Tt 

1.< Kg' AXWV € I S 'T~V e EA\~'~ 'KAouV ~ ti fV lJ 1£ v. This makes 

, 47F 52 Rz2. 

4~he emendation is suggested by C. Robert, De Apoll. 
illiiotheca. (Diss. Berol. 1873), p. 82. 
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better sense, since no other source mentions Phine,us in con

nection with Phrixos.Also, we have already noticed that in 

Pherekydes' version, the sons of Phrixos had returned to 

Greece before the expedition set forth, and it is very possible 

that they would have inquired of Phineus about their route to 

Greece. If correct, this reading would strengthen the links 

between Pherekydes and Hesiod. 

We have several references to Pherekydes' version of 

the episode with the Harpies. The Scholiast to A.R. II, 271 

tells that Pherekydes said that the Soreads pursued the Harpies 

over the Aegean and Sicilian Seas. He also made the Harpies 

flee to Crete, to the cave under the hill, Arginous, in this 
, 49 

agreeing with the Naupactia. The first reference would 

suggest that there was no turning back at the islands called 

Strophades or Plotai, which were situated in the Sicilian 
~ , , I 

Sea ,and this is borne out by F 165 J: Philodem. 1i. £v6ep • 46D 

1 l8G. 'yiYf,JJ,,,-v 0(. r l~C:h:lJ To i0..; i K<>l~ 4€fEt<Sg~~ g )Ae~V()/lOS. A\·!X~·\o~ ~., 
, r " .. \, " f\ .-' [\ '" ~ \ ,~ « '" 1(> ~ •• Kc:oi't fr~vKoS' 1<:01\ I F.~~6'·rlJS ~ •• CfOl~ nr'jl\II~S \7Vll'(k'Qv6'elS Ulflo ITwV /vOf-eou 7\alIOWV. 

That we can deduce from this fragment that Pher'ekydes 

said that the Harpies were killed is supported by the Scholiast 

to A.R. II, 297a, who says that, according to Hesiod; Antima

chos, and Apollonios, the Harpies were not killed. 

On the whole episode of the Harpies, then, Hes'iod, 

49 ( F 29 J Schol. A.R. II, 299). 

50They were Called Strophades because the Boreads turned 
there and came back (Antimachos F i3. B II, 291; A.R. II, 296 
with scholia) or becaus~ the Boreads turned there and prayed 
to Zeus (Hesiod F 57 Rz ). 
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. Antimachos, and Apollonios stand together, and differ from 
c. \ 11.1 \ })herekydes. He is shown, in F 29 J, to agree with 0 rrd. .j·W)'iioli<ltKoi 

~Ol~O~S ., and it would seem certain that the lacuna in 
\ .. ( \ , 

F 165 J should be filled by "fot l'IollJT\c{\<'\\.\(ol or N~ u 7\~\{ 'T~ • 

Hence, it appears that, for the episode of the Harpies, Phere

kydes' source was the Naupactia. 

We have no other evidence of Pherekydes' account until 

the trials faced by Jason at Colchis.The Scholiast to A.R. 

III, 230 tells that Pherekydes described the bulls as bronze

foote4 and breathing fire, which seems to have been the stand

ard version even in the early fifth century, since. it is also 

found in Pindar's account (Pythian IV, 225), po.:.s or tS6( c:-l'[~ 
f 1'\ r- .., / \... \:' ; t: \ ';'" ) ,. ,./ k/' / 
lol.\fCl,J.V YWVIJJ'I 'T\V(SV l<';'\.Ql.~v(ltC '1TvP('~' )"0{ ~l<~;;!\S ., (.) 1(",.-.:.) .,.{ pQl. -ou£d ov 

7\90'v> olXf!(3C;t"~"'()t. 
. This mention of the bulls by Pherekydes of course 

implies that the yoking of them was the first task. He must 

also have included the ploughing, for the Scholiast to A.R. 

III, 411 tells that h~ made the field of Ares fifty acres 

instead of the four specified by Apollonios. 

In Apollonios' account, the ploughing is followed by 

the sowing of the dragon's teeth, and we have evidence that 

Pherekydes, unlike Pindar, also included this episode. 

Apollonios (III, 1179 ff.) tells of Aietes giving the 

dragon's teeth to Jason, and he says that they were the teeth 

of the serpent which K.admos killed .at Thebes, half of which 

were given to Kadmos, and half to Aietes. Kadmos sowed his 

share in the plain of Thebes, and founded his city with those 
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rEoS J.t-tWo,/1oS 060l u To ~O\..lrl AI"ifvV '10. • 

In this connection~ the Scho1iast to A.R. III, 1179 

KadmoB and Aietes indicates that, in Pherekydes' version of 

the myth of the Argonauts,-these were the teeth sown by Jason, 

as there can have been no other reason for Aietes having them. 

Also interesting is the s};ory of Kadmos I sowing wi_th the throw

ing of the stones among the Spartoi. While this differs from 

Apo11onios' story of the Theban Spartoi, it bears a marked 

resemblance to his account of the Co1chian Spartoi, .among whom 

Jason hurls a great stone (III, 1372). In view of the story 

of the division of the teeth, it seems likely that Apo11onios 

was using Pherekydes as a source, but, in his account of the 

Theban Spartoi, he deliberately avoided the stone-throwing 

episode, which he transferred to the story of the Co1chian 

Spartoi. He11anikos and Lysimachos had said that Kadmos sowed 

the t eeth K~ -i~ '/ ft p~U.l~ po Gx 'J 6 \ V' , and Pherekyde s said 'I A f~IJ.'{ -, 

~£~e66~Vro~,52 so with that idea in mind, Apo110nios made Ares 

do the harvesting, 

51A•R• III, 1187. 
52 Scho1. A.R. III, 1179. 
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It seems certain that Pherekydes influenced Apollonios 

greatly in the st9ry of the division of the teeth and the stone

throwing, but the Scholiast to A.R. III, 1354 indicates that 

Apollonios was also indebted t~ another, earlier source for 

the story of the Spartoi, since he is said to have taken sev

eral lines directly from Eumelos. However, there is no evidence 

that the work of Eumelos had any influence on Pherekydes' ver

sion here. Originally, Kadmos must have sown all the teeth of 

the dragon, and the story of the division is only a means of 

creating a doublet. It seems possible that Pherekydes was 

responsible for this himself, and was thus the first to link 

the myth of the Argonauts with the story of Kadmos. 

After the slaughter of the earthborn men, Jason still 

did not get the Fleece, for we have a reference to the serpent 

which guarded it, in Scholl to'A.R. IV, 156, KoI11~r€'K~~~s t'l1~~v 
This reference to the 

death of the serpent differs from the version of Apollonios, 

who agrees with Antimachos that it was merely put to sleep by 

Medea. 53 Pindar said that Jason Killed it ,..("v'olIS , by magic, 

presumably Medea's.54 The use of magic is likely to belong to 

a late tradition, and Phere~ydes is probably giving an older 

version. It may be that the brevity of the scholia conceals 

the fact that Jason was aided by Medea, but Herodoros, too, 

53Schol~ A~R. IV, 156. 

54Pindar, ~. IV, 249'~ 
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seems to imply that the beast was killed by Jason unaidedo 55 

As for the whereabouts of the Fleece" the Scholiast 

to A.R. III, 1093 mentions Pherekydes' account Alol.l1S V,?<1!JU: 
\ ,.~ I; - \\ ).r \ [\,.. ... 1\', ()\ "\ 1I,,\ v""'~. 

1f'~i.v~:)ft Yl. J~ o ... ;"~,,,~~.~ : ,~~--r\ /'l.f {~y\ VrL6~\l ) 11~~ lle ~~tfeo'7\ol\l~ ;\QI\XwV. ?U\I\I 
~t ~e..~V~1'i .. 1t tv rr~ .;fol~(~t.1 tV "3 rye. gt.~~s) W$' cPlJ6'l 4>£ftKub1S" 

Very similar to this is the Scholiast to A.R. III, 
, 'A" " c, " > ... , 'T /' 0 > (A-> ",. 1074, If. K,l.l \ clV1S V1}QOV: a'll V~oO'5 £..v 'T~ g'o(iSl H ~,6'1i\1 'r) \c1l.l) 

€." ~ ''T~ ~~s {Ktlrfo ~ cX~.h'Y{ ~~ ~6'Tt \<t;'A /(WV Py)~(f6''AQ~ls. 56 
In fact, there is not a syllable too many in ~t~~5 

for it is not a noun, but an adjective, as can be seen from 
,.... 57 c. I\!>" f'I the fact that V~ Qt.$,' is always used with it. Hence 'fJ t\l~H.~v1cS'oS 

c 1\ f\ ~ r\" " stands for '7 "qS nl~s V,?oos ,the isl'and belonging to Aia • 

>, It does not mean that Aia was itself an island, but that Aia 

'owned an island in the Phasis, where, as Pherekydes said, the 

Fleeqe was kept. There is no other extant reference in our 

sources to such an island, ·the common story being tha,t the 

Fleece was kept on a tree in the grove of Ares, which appar.ent

ly was in Aia itself. 58 

, The Scholiast to A.R. IV,'. 223, commenting on the fact 

that Apollonios depicted Apsyrtos as driving Aietes' chariot, 

5531 F 52 J 

56Actually the Scholiast's reference is wrong, because 
Apollonios here must mean Circe's island. 

.', 

57 c.f. Ai-orC'I?' us~d of Medea in III, 1136 'and IV, 243. 
58 ' . 
Apollod.B~bl. I, 83; A.R. II, 404, 1145. The fact 

that in A.R. IV, lOOff. the Argonauts rowed to the grove may 
suggest that it wason an island, but that is never explicitly 
stated, nor is' it necessary. 
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~ I' (' g \, C fJ. () " \ M' () ..J., . )' \ \ '1t1 .1 I :> says, 'f!f~KUG~S E l,V ~r.')Qf(lA: 'T'7V ~HIOlV ,76lV cl.po<L f-l1l<pOV 'T"oV n r op70V €I< 

r~s ~~\'1~$) )I.J6ov~s t.1lf\~~'T(jS ..L~~11 ~ 'I'i y~ {Iv 'l\f~S ;00$ 7 A py,VG{u7cq.. € 7\€~ ~t 
c..Sll.JXe"1~oI.v) <5"'1>cA"t~H l-<.t\ \4'C\\6C(v''T.,J~ et<~}.l:lv tIS 'i~V I(tO'Talt:[OV.,.... \ 

Sim~larly, the Scholiast to A ~R. IV, 228 says ... 1€.r~t<u~1S ~E 
> • P.,(' .". (> / ~ A (~' '.. \ I" ,.tA I \ \ ' 
r::,v e. rQO~ l.) "'\11 t.lf;:11 j-\t: VO\.lS ti.V.t 1"1 rd. 6"~\. t "1\l 'f,,\V V «vV I:fW 'P U f"ToV I{e{\ ~ E i\ \ 6'~ Vf;lS 

pZ",\,oll t.'\~ rrclV ~07oltGV. 
On the murder of Apsyrtos, the Scholiast to Euripides' 

Medeft,. 167, adds'~"~Lp~6e<*L b~ol0rr6v Ol p-~v uii~M~b\:(ol)JQt5:€ J1"\b 

7wv )f1f~O~o.\)'TJV.. It will be clear from the previous two re

ferences which version Pherekydes gave,~namely that the child 

. was killed by the Argonauts. r~~lOcl..6~V has been suggest~d for 

p-~\(O<:l.V'ToI.S in Schol. A.R. IV, 223, thus making Medea responsible 

for the murder. 59 This suggestion is obviously influenced by 

later tradition as represented by Euripides, but, in any case, 
(l ;' 

the presence of c(..W.go~EVC\JS in Schol. A.H. IV, 228 makes 

any such emendation of j-t~~(601.\/'T0I.<;' there impossible, and suggests 

that ~S).(oclV'IeJ..S' should also stand in the other reference. 

That Medea was not the murderer in Pherekydes 9 version is also 

supported by the fact that Jason told her to bring the boy to 
. J 

the Argonauts. Hence Jason was the instigator of the sqheme, 

and the Argonauts,' into whose hands the boy was delivered, must 

have been responsible for the murder. Pherekydes is our earliest 

source for the murder of Apsyrtos, and his version that it was 

the work of the Argonauts is presumably older than the tradition 

which attributed it to Medea. The concept of the "evil Medea tl 

had not yet been developed. 

59Wendel, p. 272, note. 
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There is no evidence in the extant fragments for 

Pherekydes' account of the return voyage, but we do have some 

references to events which must have taken place after the 

return. Pindar (Nemean III, 57) refers to Peleus as capturing 

Iolkos alone, without an army, but the scholiastto the passage 

says that Pindar is favouring Peleus because the ode was writ-
:> \ 1'. ?'\ . \ ) 1 \ ,. 

ten for an Aiginetan, and he adds, ou Ydf pO\f<lS ~l At, 'i1\V c.J KoVJ 

~AA~ p.t'r~ ~I.,(~ov()s K~\ 'TWv Tul/~olpL~\JV) (;)$ l:~'I0ret ·1>t:pel<oTtp". 
This must refer either to a capture of Iolkos immediately on 

, Jason's return, Pelias having refused to keep the bargain, or 

else to some later time, when Jason had since left Iolkos. It 

is clear from Pindar, Nemean IV, 54 ff. that the latter is the 

case. Akastos was now king of Iolkos, and he plotted against 

Peleus, who in revenge attacked the city. Pherekydes intro

duced Jason as an ally of Peleus, indicating that, in his 

version of the myth, Jason did not settle at Iolkos, but left 

for elsewhere. The story of Peleus' attack on Iolkos is also 

found in the Hesiodic fragments 60 , in which· it is clear that 

Akastos was king of Iolkos at the time. While there is no 

evidence that Jason was an ally of Peleus in the Hesiodic 

version, it is still possible that it was Pherekydes' source. 

Another work ,which Pherekydes used is the Naupactia, and this 

may also have influenced him here, as the poet of the Naupactia 

gave a version in which Jason, after the death of Palias, went 

6°F 81 Rz2, also Fs 78-80. 
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to live in Corcyra61 , Akastos presumably becoming king of 

Io1kos. But in the absence of any reference by Pherekydes to 

where Jason settled, it is difficult to say whether he drew 

his story of the capture of Io1kos from·Hesiod or the Naupactia. 

Probability would suggest a Hesiodic source for the episode. 

A strange story is cited in F 113 J, a) SChe1. Eurip. 

Medea. arg. p. 137, 10 Schw: ~tesr<SS'?S gt' l<oli It ~wvcr1s tol.cflV dys 
e ~.II'; (' ) J, ... ') ,. , ;' ." (I I" \;>,.. 

11 '-\10~1.!. d.Vir, Ool.ool.. ~'oV I~ 6'ovt/. V<i:<jV i\Ql~ 6't:(i. i\~fl .(jf. 'Iou ~01.~ c/lJrrou 
I ..... \ I .... ~ J. \ Co'" • ( ' ''' () A·.... I::!. ..... .J.. "" \ A~(}ov(;~ 0 '1'"ctJ$ J'.lOO'l()!J$ "'l)l~rSol~ T,]6"IV ov'rt0S o{,rTlf{<'<! (I t6'oVol v~l<~ rl/\w 
~ ~ I~ .... , A -. . I \ () J I "A ,. r-r- - "" ~ .... {J' \ 

K~fOY 'fh-,WO'\)id.' • d; \6X~MS t'~ ~v ~~I> ~t~VV~ou }pc>.pOI~) to"'Of~l ()'Tl K..fl 
'i~_~ ~ \t)\JJ60IJ "i \,o<pl..l\lS i4 \.."\.>\ ~wv d.VSl(l>JV .. /v'TwV c1 VI!. 'fYj 601'!''<>l (1f'C 0 '"Ii ol ~ 6'£. 
Exactly the same information is given by the Scho1iast to 

Aristoph.- ~. 1321. The story attributed to Pherekydes -·and 

Simonides, that Medea rejuvenated Jason is very curious, as 

he is generally depicted as young and of god-like proportions. 

The story in the Nostoi that it was his father Aison whom Medea 

rejuvenated, is much more natural and likely. It may well be 

that the story of Jason's. rejuvenation is based on an original 

corrupt text, A I rnN being read as 1 ~ i: n N " the name which 

would spring to mind naturally at the mention of Medea. It is 

more likely that this corruption occurre~ before' the time of 

Pherekydes and Simonides and that they actually did cite the 

story, than that they gave the version involving Aison, which 

was subsequently corrupted. There is no trace of the rejuven

ation of Jason in the later continuation of the Jason-Medea 

61 ( F 10 K Pause II, 3.9). 
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story, so evidently the version did not win much support, a 

fact which must cast doubts upon its authenticity. 

. It is clear .. from all these surviving references that 

Pherekydes gave a full and detailed account of the myth of 

the Argonauts. However, it is to be regretted that evidence 

for his versions of other episodes has not survived, as it 

could have been of considerable assistance in helping us to 

discern his sources. From the evidence which we do possess, 

his main source would seem to have been Hesiod, from whom he 

drew his versions for the colour of the Fleece, the names of 

Aietes' daughter and the sons of Phrixos. the loss of Herakles, 

and the episode of the capture of Iolkos. In view of this, it 

is essential that we next consider what Hesiod had to say about 

the myth of the Argonauts. In one of the few features in which 

Pherekydes was found to have differed from Hesiod, namely the 

episode of the Harpies, it will be remembered that he gave the 

same version as the Naupactia, which was clearly his source 

for that episode, and may also have influenced him elsewhere. 

Hence it too calls for our later examination. 



CHAPTER III 

THE MYTH IN THE HESIODIC POEMS 

As we have noticed in the previous chapter, the 

author who most often cites the same version as Pherekydes, 

and who must have provided the Athenian with much of his 

material is Hesiod, and it will be of interest to examine 

the surviving work of this poet, to see whether we can 

learn any more about the development of the myth. 

Heaiod, though apparently Pherekydes' main source, 

is a very much earlier author. For his date, our best 

evidence is to be found in a statement in Works and Days 

658-62, where the poet says that he had never been abroad, 

except to Chalkis in Euboea, where he competed at the Funeral 

Games for Amphidamas. l Hence if we can date the Amphidamas, 

we shall have a good date for Hesiod. 

Plutarch (Moral. 153 F) tells us that Amphidamas was 

involved in the Lelantine War between Chalkis and Eretria, 

and died in it. The Lelantine War, as we learn from Aristotle 

(Polit. 1289 B 36) was a cavalry war, and as such must have 

been earlier than the early seventh century, i.e. before 680. 2 

lR. T. Wade-Gery, "Hesiod", in his Essays in Greek 
History (Blackwell, Oxford, 1958), pe8. 

2After 700 B.C. hoplites began to replace cavalry; 
see Hammond, p. 139. 
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Furthermore, ther~ is evidence that Chalkis and Eretria were 

on friendly terms in the middle of the eighth century, when 

they combined in the founding of Pithekoussai (Ischia) a~d 

Cumae around 750.' According to Strabo (V, 4.9) later on 

stasis broke out at Pithekoussai, and the Eretrians left. 

This quarrel must have been connected with the strife between 

the mother-cities in Euboea. We know that Samos supported 

Chalkis4, and it seems possible that the ships built for . 

Samos by the Corinthian Ame.inokles around 7055 , were acquired 

to help in the war. Other evidenc~ for the date of the war 

is the Corinthian expulsion of Eretrian settlers from Corcyra 

when Corinth colonised the island in 734. It would seem 

reasonable to date the war to not long before 700. 

Hesiod, speak~ng of the contest at Chalkis, goes on 

to say that for his prize he received a tripOd, which he 

dedicated to the Muses on Mount Helikon, where they first 

set him to Sing sweet song. This recalls the passage in the 

Theogony 22 ff. where he told how he received his inspiration 

from the Muses on Helikon. In view of this, it may well be 

that the poem with which he competed at Chalkis was the 

Theogony, the poem of his youth, perhaps his first. 6 In this 

'Confirmed by' archaeological evidence; see J. Boardman, 
The Greeks Overseas (Penguin, 1964), pp. 181 f. 

4Hammond, p. 136. 

5 Thuc. I, 13. 

6wade-Gery, p. 8. 
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poem there are two passages which refer to the story of the 

Argonauts. The first of these is at vv.956 if. 

'"t.Al.~ '. S) ~ t<:t'~'fL 1'[K~V K~lJ ... rr~s JSLI«(<;{Vl~? 
Jf!.e?"'1l~ f'r·K~V. ,..~ J<.I,l ,4l11'T'1)1/ ~tl6(A'r[ 01. 
A (jrr,7J ~. Jl~S 4o:.l'C.61f'l~f';'iOU • H~~C"HO ' 
KC>~f'1v).a.~"wo~o. ~£.>'i)(~'Tol 'Ao'rf>lflOtQ,. 

, " 'tltAC &e,JV [!) ... u';.?/6W I~uG.lv f(<>{Ul'1('''<PDov. 
?' ~~ Ol M1S'C(-I~ £lro~\.lrV €v 4>l~OrrlJ""(' 
Y{\V.l.S> 07ro rlf ?'6E l6d ~'oI. ;{'pc,)(iiryv JAfPo~(rr1V 
In this passage, the parentage of Aietes and Circe is 

the same as that given in the Odyssey (X, 136 ff.). but the 

name assigned to their mother is different from that cited by 

Eumelos (F 2 K), who gives Antiopeas Aietes' mother, (not 

mentioning Circe at all, at least in the extant fragments). 

Hence the two main representatives of the Ionian-Aeolian 

school, Homer and Hesiod, are in agreement with each other, 

but at 'variance with the foremost member of the Peloponnesian 

school of epic. 'l'his suggests, firstly, that' more than one 

version of the myth was current in the eighth century, and 

secondly, that it was not exclusively an Ionian epic, but 

one which flourished on the mainland as well. 

Then, the name given by Hesiod for Aietes' wife, lduia, 

is different from that given in the Naupactia, which was 

Eurylyte. 7 Later in the tradition, with the advent of Apsyrtos, 

it became usual to assign two wives to Aietes8 , but it seems 

7 Schol. A.R. III, 240. 
B ". 
e.g. Soph. Scyth (F 546 Pearson); A.R. III, 240 ff. 
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very unlikely that this was the case in the eighth century. 

Once again, the difference is probably evidence of several 

traditions in the myth. 

The description of Medea, "neat-ankled", is very 

, conventional, the word ~~6+up(JS and its cognates KolA'h[ o1>vfoS 

and ~~V66fvf5 being commonly used of many women in epic con-
I 

texts. This undefinitive reference to Medea may be an in-

dication that at this time she was not as important in the 

myth as she later became. 

A little further on in the ~heogony, there is another 

important reference to the story of the Argonauts: 
Ko~nv ~; Alf'rnl.:> ~LO'Tr~~[Oj ?¢\6'~~10S 
P;i6',VI1',/f P(I\)\,SL 6f:':", o(til.f,v",·-r,j""." 
1'}yE '-""'t' ~~\1'\·,€!...), "-E\i'j':;; OT"y,;iV'ldii J[fi\uJs, 

'T ' \\' -- "\ ' f<. \ \ • ... 
ollS '1I'J, !\C'M ~."~61'f M .. €. ti"-t() IvvtDl"(0~ U"1r~,v(,Jr) 

if rfLcr"I~' ~ l[c\t.1.1 Koll ~'f.i~e~ \fi~ J <5 ~ p(t',o~rY~s: 
.,.co~ T~h601r Xo(<.V~I<W oitpU'i.."fO , 1io~~ol HOYI]6"'4S 
') ... .J \ ,~ t \ ,('. ..... I 
c:Jt<H?S' ~'lt'l "90S' cJ.ywv € /\l!<t.JI\I.W i<OI)~V' 

A Lrol/ rr-rys, \<.fl tIN e .. l.\f.e7V ~\"!.\1 io/1- I olKo!'1W. 

Kelt p> ~ 1t. ~~'7&£t6 "U,;(l JT\l6'Wl.l 'irol~~VL A('!(~vJ 
M~~~.l()\( 'T~I('!, '7i'~\S(>/, ty~v o..)6p£6"IV tTr~~c X~~P'')V Theof5. 992-1002 
<Pl \uf[~~r • ~Ey;Aou \'t AL'oS v;os £~ ~ nkEl:'To. 

One noteworthy feature here is that the tasks are said 

to have been imposed by Pelias. If this is a reference to 

the tasks at Aietes' city, it may mean no more than Pelias was 

indirectly responsible for them, but it is perhaps more likely 

that the actual voyage itself is meant, including, of course, 

the trials at Aietes' court. This was a labour imposed upon 

Jason by Pelias, and it is noteworthy that the same formulaic 

phrase lJi,~fo,ts 6'foVOf.V'T~~ ,iS0.9A6uS is used in v. 951 of the labours 

of Herakles. That ~[(iAo/JS could stand for the voyage and 
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all the dangers encountered thereon is indicated by the use 

of it in Odyssey III, 262 of the hardships of the Greeks at 

Troy, in the words of Nestor ~rID.s t\~V Y<~f '<~"Z'[)l,. l"f(oHo(<; 'T«~~~cV'TE.S' 

~ieAc;US! ~"'f£ G'· .. . . • Very reminiscent of this passage from 

the Theogony is a fragment of Mimnermos (F 11 Diehl): 

ou~€ Ko1'-' ~\v j-lfyoi. I<WoIS dV11d1'tv c{~'T~S 'I'iGWV 

q ALi's) '\~\~6'cl.'S J~ylV0~6'oc.tV o$"cv, 

UrpI6'i~ '~~~\1) C'ff"fwv 'Xo(X€'ji~r~S ;~&XoVJ 
>f')'\. ,'~Sl " \\ \1/ e o \,)0 I)(v /(}ji K£.dvoV KollIOV LI-<cV'To poov" 

This echoes the idea that the tasks were imposed by Pelias,! 

and Mimnermos would seem to have been drawing on the same 

tradition as Hesiod in that respect~ ! 

Another feature of the Hesiodic passage is the de

scription of Palias, which obviously influenced the picture 

of him presented by Pindar in Pythian IV. Pelias would seem 

to have been a well-known figure to Hesiod. There 'is no 

indication of what happened to Pelias after Jason's return, 

but his murder would qertainly seem to be out of the question. 

This wo'uld support the ~uggestion made in the previous chapter 

that the murder was a late motif, not present in the earlier 

versions of the myth. 

The phrase '7fOI r'~1/ At:t!Cv may suggest that Jason became 

king of Iolkos, but, if he did, he did not remain there for 

long, since we read in F 81 Rz2 of the sack of Iolkos by • 
Peleus, when it was ruled by Akastos, the son of Pelias. 

Pherekydes depicted Jason as an ally of Peleua, but there is 
\ \ f' 

no evidence for this in the fragments of Heaiod. ~Ot~'lV !\d.wV 
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.m~y only be an epic convention, as it ts a common eplc meta

pho~, especially of Agamemnon in the Iliad •. ]~ut it is notable 

that it is u~ed .on three occasions on which Jason is named in 

the extant work of Homar and Hesiod. 9 This might suggest that 

it could denote Jason as leader of the Argonauts, A72v being 

1 used in a sense similar to one common .in the I;tiad, of men or 

soldiers. lO 

Again the references to Medea are rather colourless 

and conventional,' the phrase £ AnZW'(\lSd. Kt)~P'IV al so occurring in 

Iliad I; 98, while BJ.. \<t.pt]V 'Tiotf;,;tf! J JkvlTiv' is also found in 

Theog. 921, and in a slightly different form in Hom. HYIIE!. 

Demeter 79. Medea does not seem to have been any more than 

a simple sympathetic heroine, the wicked king's lovely daugh-, 

ter. She is perhaps suggestive of Nausikaa in Odyssel VI -

VIII, and in fact the Argonauts really carried the Nausikaa 

episode to its logical conclusion. Bowra has indicated the 

possibility of a fuller version of the Nausikaa episode than 

we have in the OdYSsey.ll Such a story could well have in

fluenced the myth of the Argonauts, and may be reflected in 

Hesiod's picture of Medea. 

The reference to a son, Medeios, is interesting. Hesiod 

9 . 2 
Hes. Theog., 1000; F 19 Hz ; Homer, II., VII, 469. 

10 . - . . .: 
e.g. II. VII, 434; XVI, 129; II, 115;~n plural II, 

278; IV, 91. -. . . . '. 

IlBowra, "Composition", Chapter 3 of A Companion to 
Home~, edit. Wace and Stubbings (London, 1962), pp. 55 f. 
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may simply have formed it from the child's mother's name on 

his own initiative, but the names Medeios and Eriopis for 

the children of Jason were given by Kinaithon of Sparta.12 

The Naupactia named two children Mermeros and Pheres, while 

Eumelos implies a number of children, without citing any 

names.13 It seems impossible to attach any significance to 

the fact ,that both Hesiod and Kinaithon gave the name Medeios, 

as it' would be an obvious literary name for a son of Medea. 

Ho'wever, there is again a noticable difference between Hesiod 

and the Naupactia, and apparently Eumelos as well •. 

In addition to these two major references, there are 

numerous others in the surviving Hesiodic corpus. From one 

of these we can learn the Hesiodic version of Jason's parent-
14 'T' \ C ~ \ ...,'~ p ,.. ~ f' ,> 1\ (''' 'll \ -. v \ age ,\IJptl ) \1 <:'oI."I'WVE:tJ-s tXl)~~6~ ()cJo 1i'ollli<l.~ tK ..u.olS"~\HVVOS.l N'F''i.o/ In I,~l 

I~~l""V) t~ll~t \<.P')O~~~) t.{«(\ l6XCl ."To~<'~~J.~ £~ ".!~·T"O 'Tp""('S • fHO--ova( t<:nll 
p~ f1"\ ~ Koll '1\ t-' uQ ;';OVJ.. r\ tl'tOV iJ;i gi K .. J\· ~i!.(',:\\J l'l~ fl} S k'o< Q) '~H tfU)-\OV "/ i'v't.To{l 

. 'rol(.I,)\1 J kul1.i S'i\ ~'ii·r~~~S~v (~ )A~K\t-t(~']s, This is noticeably' different 

from the version of Apollonios, who, like Pherekydes, calls 

Jason's mother Alkimede.15 Nothing survives on this subject 

from Eume10s or the Naupactia, but again it is clear that 

there was a diversity of tradition. 

Two lines are preserved by the Scholiast to Pindar 

Nem. III, 92 which tell of Jason's education by the centaur 

II, 

12F 2 K (Paus. 
'. .' 

'. ,13Naup • F 10 K 
3.10). 

- .,' ....• -. 

II, 3.9). 

(Paus. II, 3.9); Eumelos F 3 K (Paus. 

14. R 2 F·18 z (Schol. Oftyss. XII, 69). 

15A•R• I, 232. 
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. Cheiron, fH'(s'wv ~'S 'TiKd)' '\)t~v ?l~<S'"ovd,.) '7\Oltt~Vol AoI.[Jvj ~\V XCpwv 1i9f~fJ 

~VL 1t~~lltl G~.~ £.'111, • Hence the story of Jason's education 

by Cheiron was in the tradition at an early date. It is 

notable that Hesiod (Theog. 1001) also states that the son 

Medeios was educated by the centaur. There is no reference . \ 

in the Homeric poems to Cheiron educating Jason,but the 

story is found in literature subsequent to Hesiod, notably 

in the work of Pindar, who makes much of it in Pythian IV 

and also in Nemean IV. Both these authors were Boiotians, 

and this story of Jason's education would seem to be a 

mainland motif, probably originating in Thessaly. In this " 

connection, it is interesting that two other heroes were 

said to have been educated by Cheiron, namely Achilles and 

Asklepios. Homer refers several times to Achille~' education;6 

and that hero too had his origins in Thessaly.17 Asklepios 

also, although later he was considered a god, was for Homer. 

merely a Thessalian prince, skilled in healing, whose two 

sons-led contingents to Troy.18 It is true that Homer does 

not mention Cheiron with regard to Asklepios, but then the 

only stories about Cheiron which he does include are those 

concerning Achilles and Peleus. The story of Asklepios' 

ed~cation by the centaur is found in Pindar (~. III, 53). 

1611. IV, 219; XVI, 1l~3; XIX, 390. 

1711. I, 154-6. 

18ll. II, 729-32; IV, 194. 



It may be that such an education was common to all major 

Thessalian heroes, perhaps with the purpose of accounting 

briefly for their early years. 
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As for the preamble to the voyage, the story of 

Phrixos, and the object of the expedition, the Golden Fleece, 

Miss Bacon says, "in none of the extant passages of Hesiod 

is it said explicitly that Jason was seeking the fleece. The 

golden ram is mentioned in a reference by Eratosthenes, but 

the context preserves' only an allusion to l)hrixos and Helle, 

and may not connect the fleece with Jason at all".l~ While 

this is quite true, the indirect evidence enables us to build 

up a good case that Hesiod did know that the Fleece was the 

object of the expedition. 

Firstly there is the reference in "Eratosthenes ll
, 

./ '< c 1 '( (') ~ \ .'.- \I '>':J.. "" (\..>.," ), t\ ., ,.. C \ 
\(elo~' Ilu'ros () Cf.plsov OI~KQr~6'l{ KJl t:~fI~V' .,l1'til'l11:) at liN CC,¥oo~ c(lJrrul.\ u'lTo 

N ~i~~s 'I,\S P ~'Tf()!\ • €·fx£, \( xp\l6~rJ ~Of~'v') J-s c tk':u1}os ~~l ~ 6p£I<V~r 
[tfr,'~""6IV ~O Hence, according to Hesiod, Phrixos' 

ram had a golden fleece. 

Then, the Scholiast toA.H. III, 587, commenting on 

the fact that Apollonios says that Hermes was sent by Zeus 

to ensure that Phrixos was received by Aietes, remarks that 

the author of the Aigimios told that Phrixos was received 

without intermediary because of the fleece, and that, 'after 

sacrificing, he purified the fleece, and walked into the ' 

19Miss Bacon, p. 21. 

2°F 5'1' Rz2 ("1:!ratos". C t t XIX) J:' aa§_a, .• 
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halls of Aietes, holding it. 21 Moreover, the Scholiast to 

A.R. II, 1122, referring to the sons of Phrixos, says,~o0ThUS 
~ ~cHp()~Wr6s_ cf¥lv ~I<. Xol~l<I{-!\\lS 'Y1f ~Rlr]T~v &u}'ot'Tpas J ) flKotJ6~~oIOS bE ,",'0(\ 

(1-10(0$;\:$ 'w 'T.M-5 t/~'i..'t~A<HS '\\0( ... \\ 4>..t6~V ~-~ -'1 O<J,W6()1}S''Tt~l\ ~ \6'TQv. +<~YoS'TOS-
'.'\' "');,/ >,.... '\ T , . . 

~I:.V '1'1~"\ .,,(V'TO\JS ') ~PttN J ~f.>{IJ'TI\' J M(",c.LVcl. J l<u'rr6'"t.)pc v. - . ... .. 
These two references show us that Phrixos and his golden 

fleece were received at Aietes' court, and that Phrixos 

married Aietes' daughter, Iophossa, and had four sons. Hence 

Hesiod knew that the Fleece was with Aietes, and, as we have 

seen from Theog. 992 ff., he knew that Jason went to Aietes. 

It would seem a reasonable assumption that he understood that 

Jason went to fetch the Fleece. There is other evidence that 

the Fleece was known to be the object of the expedition by 

the time of Hesiod, for the story was told by the author of 

the Naupactia. 22 

Hence it would seem that, for Heaiod, the story of 

Phrixos was a fundamental part of the myth of the Argonauts, 

and that Jason went to Aietes to bring back Phrixos' fleece, 

a Golden Fleece. If we acept this, it is the earliest in

dication we have that the Fleece, which was the object of 

the quest was golden. This, of course, eventually became 

the tradition, but, even in the late sixth century, there 

were a few dissenters, notably Simonides and Akousilaos, 

both of whom made the Fleece purple. 23 In this, they may 

2lF 184- Rz2 

22F 9 K (Schol. AeR. IV, 87). 

23Simonides in Schol. Eur. Med. 5; Schol. A.R. IV, 
177,; Akous. in Schol. A.R. IV, 114-7:--
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have been resurrecting an old version which had fallen out 

of favour, or they could have been inventing a new one, 

perhaps being unable to accept the story of a golde~ fleece, 

so that they rationalised the tale, and had it ."dyed purple". 

instead. But in any event, their version did not gain 

support, and the Golden Fleece became the firmly estaplished 

tradition. 

We have. also noticed that Hesiod mentioned the four· 

sons of Phrixos.~4 In naming all four, he must surely have 

had more to say of them. We will recall that, in the version 

of Pherekydes, there was a strong possibility that the sons 

had returned to Greece before the expedition set out in·search 

of the Fleece. Apollodoros makes a reference to their return 

journey ,saying that Phineus was blinded ~'n rrols 1rq Cit) 'lQl6't, i~V 
tK ko'AX")V €.lS 'l11V c E ~ \~~oI. l[(\oGv ~~fvuofV. 25 In the fragments 

. ,.. (::, ~\ 
of Heslod we ha~e a passage very similar to this, ~£T\'fW6~~t £ 

CPLVi~ 1rdv cHrSCo&~)S EV fvl€'Y~\o,~ .)HoG.t'~J 61'1. fr~~t.[ rr~v 6bdv €1{1VUQ(V .26 

No other source connects Phineus with Phrixos, and it may be 

better· to accept Robert t s sugg·estion that we read :i'rl.{To\s><fp(~ou, 
- S 27 

so that Hesiodts version is then the same as that of Apollodoros. 

If we accept this reading, it means that Hesiod too depicted 

24F 152 Rz2 (Schol. A.R. II, 1122). 

25ApOllod. ~. I, 120. 

2~ 151 Rz2 (Schol. A.R. II, 181). 

27Robert, De Apoll. Bibl., p. 82. 
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the sons of Phrixos as returning to Greece before the expedi

tion set out, and, for this detail, he was probably the 

source for Pherekydes. 

It will be seen from this that Hesiod was also ac-

quainted with Phineus, and indeed ·there are several references 

to this character in the extant fragments. For his parentage, 

Hesiod said that he was the son of Phoinix, Agenor's son, 

and Kassiepeia, which was apparently the usual version, re~ 

peated by both l.)herekydes and Antimachos. 28 

As well as the explanation forPhineus' blindness, 

gi ven above, Hesiod, in the 'l'hird Catalogue, said that he was 

blinded because he preferred long-life to ,sight. Presumably 

the first explanation was supplied to link Fhineus more closely 

to the story of the Argonauts. Later on, various other ex

planations were given, e.g. Sophokles said that he had blinded 

the two sons of his first wife at the instigation of .their 

stepmother29 , Apollonios because he disregarded Zeus and 

revealed the god's plans to men. 30 Apparently the persecution 

by the Harpies was part of his punishment. In the Hesiodic 

Journey round the Earth he was driven by the Harpies "to the 

land of the Milk-feeders who have waggons for houses ll
•
31 

28F 31 Rz2; Pher. 3 F 86 J; Antini. ]' 14 B II, 291 
(all in Schol. A.R. II, l78/82a). 

29Soph. F"704 Pearson. 

30A•R• II, 181 f. 
:) 

31F 54 Rz2 (Ephoros in Strabo. VII, 302). 
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This is a reference to the nomads dwelling along the north 

coast of the Hellespont, and indicates that, for Hesiod, the 

' .. myth of the Argonauts had a Pontic setting. 

There are several references which show that Hesiod 

knew of the pursuit of the Harpies by the Boreads. The 

Scholiast to A.R. II, 296/7 tells that, according to Hesiod, 

Zetes and his followers turned and 'prayed to Zeus, t~@) 0(' y) 
tu~{oe~v At,,~(w~ U y t ~r.gCV'H • 32 The scholiast adds that Ainos 

was a mountain in Kephallenia, where there was a temple of 

Zeus Ainesios. 33 If this interpretation is correct, it in

dicates that the chase ran:ged as far as West Greece. Tni's 

reference s~ould not be taken as evidence that the,myth was 

set in the West. We have already noticed signs of a Pontic 

setting, and another fragment of Hesiod shows how widespread 

the chase was. 34 The Boreads pursued the Harpies to the lands 

of the Massagetai and the Half-Dog men, of the Underground

Folk and the Pygmies, to the Blackskins and the Libyans. 

The pursuit extended to the Hyperboreans, and to Etna and 

Ortygia, and to the tribe of the Kephallenians. It must have 

been somewhere in this context that the previous reference 

fits. The chase is very diffuse, and undoubtedly reflects 

Odyssean influence in its western features. 

32F 57 Rz2 

,33Kleon, M. IV, 365; Timosthenes ]' 39 Wagner. 

340xyr. Pap. 1358 F 2. 

~'. 
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While Apollonios says that Iris made the Boreads 

turn, in Hesiod's version it was Hermes. 35 ,These two 

characters are both messengers of the gods, so that it is 

quite likely that some, versions should include the one, and 

some the other. Hesiod said that the Harpies were not killed 

by the Boreads, and in this he was followed by Antimachos and 
36 

Apollonios. In this respect Pherekydes did not follOw Hesiod, 

but instead adopted the version of the ~au2actia, which here 

again differs from Hesiod. 

As for the crew of the Argo, the Scholiast to AqR. I, 

45 says that Hesiod did not list Iphiklos among the.Argonauts~7 

This would seem to imply that Hesiod included a catalogue of 

,Argonauts, which would be quite likely for a poet of his type. 

But the Bcholiast to Odyssey XI, 326 does preserve a lengthy 

reference by Hesiod to 1phiklos, in which nothing is said of 

his participation in the voyage of the Argonauts. 38 It may 

be that the Scholiast to A.R. had this passage in 'mind when 

making his statement. 

, The Phineus episode makes it clear that Zetes and 

Kalaia were among the crew, and it is also possible that the 

Dioskouroi were, since the Scholiast to Pindar, Nem. X, 150 -
says that Hesiod, in giving their descent,made them both 

3?F 58 Rz2 (Schol. A.R. II, 296). 

36F 59 Rz2; Antim. F 13. B II, 291; A.R. 11,,;296 ff. 
with Scholia. 

37F 50' Rz2 • 

38:F 117 Rz2. 
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the sons of Zeus. 

However, one crew-member of ·whose presence we are 

certain is Herakles. The Scholiast to A.R. I, 1289 tells 

that Hesiod said that Herakles disembarked to look for water, 

and·w~s left behind in Magnesia, near the place called 

Aphetai, because of the fact that he left the ship there. 39 

All accounts, except that of Herodoros, until comparatively 

late times, are in agreement that Herakles left the Argo 

early in the' voyage. 40 Herodoros denies him any part in 

the expedition at all, and it would appear that originally 

that was the case. The hero's subsequent introduction to 

the story and early removal from it appear to have been made 

to explain his absence from the expedition for the Fleece. 

The generally accepted story that Herakles was left behind in 

Mysia is always connected with Hylas41 , and is probably due 

to the coalescence of two originally separate myths. The 

versions which do not include Hylas are probably more authen

tic, and of these, Hesiod's would seem to be the earliest. 

His reason for Herakles' absence is simple, and was repeated 

by Herodotos, who gives a different, but less obvious de

rivation of the name, Aphetai. 42 

39F 154 Rz2. 

40 . Schol. A,R. I, 1289. 

41Kinaithon, p. 212 K; Hellanikos, 4 F 130/31 J; 
A.R. I, 1273; Apollod. ~. I, 117. 

42Herodot. VII, 193. 
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Unfortunately, nothing at all survives about the 

events at Aietes' city but the statement in Theogo&y 994 

that Jason finished many grievous labours, which, as we 

have seen, probably means more than just the tasks imposed 

by Aietes. Our remaining references are to the return 

journey. One of these is F 63 Rz2 (Schol. A.R. IV, 284). 

It will be best if we quote the scholiast at greater lengt~: 
oUbd~ ~~ {Q-rop~ ~IJ 'ToSTo'.\" "rQus )"ryoY~~·T"'~ 1O~6""e1\~~.0t(€V«t EH 'T~V 1t'E'ltp;(V 
e~),M~ ... " tilA) T~~<>iYi~rou, c.~ ~l<o\,o.,)G1(~:v 3A'7t'~~~"J"lo.f. ~ 0 r~v r~f tJ<0rVO$ ,{VTo~S 
~ I~ 'foll/of, ~o5 'J\t'ii'AfV KEVO<t. )tYli~ '1~V ~cY:~'1" 'e; A 0(0601.\,,1 , £I<U@~V Si E.'S ""1V ~ ~f.TEfotY 
e'\ '\ \ #' \ A. \ ' c: ~ • \'" , \ \' ( 

o(,,~l!'lf«v' ~h'\1"\J~~Vfil KJl 'l\.tP~l<itl €1J£'f:..tI., WS J~ EACfoV'i€S" €'lil 'T~V 1'f\(lpoV ol 

JAr~cv"'~h"(l e'1\~ 6'Tp")'TrffbJ~ ~k'QI~\CN .. ~v 'flry~ j t-tfXf1f oD i"f~ $.l,I\dc<S"OolV 'll"c,'fty~'V'oV'To., 
C.H ¢"«()~()s \[ ~\~ f,1~\&'os c(U'ic~5 e: t6--n:1\\(\l K'£: V.l I, Air:c... t'~l<o('fol~OS ~E' <.: .. 'Afi"er'&.Jros: 
&'~> ~At~XwV ..tu'T~V t~,oft1 t") £Kh'I~oV"l E;S "1V Gai-Ac/.<!({oIV 'Tw P~~lV. oo~~ ~I~ 
fT' ~ (' .?J" \ " J \ \ - , \, )' 0-1.... , ~:\ c 
\,xVI'4.\lO$ £7.t\\:.v<.>·:N,) ~~.i\cI.. Y.o\Tol rr"'<JV J\)Ij'QV' "l\1tcUV I I(,~e <.J'v \{oI\ '7iforr~fovJ (,)$. 

"'i 0 t oK\Yl\ W t KuQ.li5 LO"f'lf (t ~L~~' k<>l \~ r t' ~,o~. 
Hesiod, then, ~aid that the Argonauts sailed into 

lithe great sea" through the Phasis. The Scholiast to A.R. 

IV, 259 says that Hesiod, as well as Pindar and Antimachos, 

said that the Argonauts came through Ocean to Libya, and, 
, . 43 

after carrying the Argo, r~ached "our sea ll
• Hesiod's 

route, therefore, was Phasis - Ocean - Libya - Mediterranean. 

The most interesting feature is the passage" ~,,~ }: 6\ ~oS , 

which Artemidoros denied on the ground that the Phasis did 

not issue into "the great sea".44 The Phasis was understood 

43F 64 Rz2; Pindar, ~. IV, 25 f.; Antim. F 12. B 
II, 291. 

44For the following discussion of the Phasis I am 
indebted to J. D. P. Bolton, Aristeas of Proconnesus (Oxford, 
1962), pp. 55 ff. 
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.' by Artemidoros to be the river now called the Rion, flowing 

into the south-east corner of the Black Sea. Herodotos, who 

·had the same conception of the.Phasis, says that the bound

aries of Europe were the Nile and the Phasis, though some 

said the Tanais and the Kimmerian Bosporos. 45 The question 

is how could such a minor river as the Rion have been regarded 

as an intercontinental boundary, and indeed Agathemeros said 

i·t was an older boundary than the Tanais. 46 How could Hesiod 

have formed his concept of the Phasis? 

There are two passages in Aischylos which may shed 

some light on the problem. In Prometheus Vinctus 729-35, he 

says that 10 must come to the Kimmerian Bosporos and cross 

from Europe into Asia, i.e. the boundary between the continents 

i.s the Kimmerian Bosporos. Then in Pro¥1etheus Sol utus he writes, 

~i\& P.lV S (, gu p.oV II eov~s E u pc.Slj\ll l I ~~yc.!V. )'1 ~) JA ~(ei.<; l(P/-IOVc{ ~ S6'tV. 47 

There seems to be a contradiction between these two references. 

The word ~~fY"N is hardly applicable to what Herodotos knew 

as the Phasis. Moreover, the other boundaries between the 

continents were not rivers, but straits, such as the Helles

pont, Propontis, and Thracian Bosporos, and the Straits of 

Gibraltar. Hence it would be more natural if here too we had 

a strait, which is in fact wha't Hesiod' s concept of the Phasis 

45Herodot. IV, 45. 

46Agathem. I, 3 (G.G.M.). 

47F 191 Nauck. 
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suggests. On this reasoning, then, it is natural that t.h.e 

Kimmerian Bosporos, being a strait, should be regarded ~s 

an intercontinental boundary, as in ~ 729-35. But how 

are we to reconcile this with Aischylos' other statement? 

As we have noticed above, his Phasis must have been 

something bigger than Herodotos' Phasis. What happened may 

well have been something like this: during their early ex

ploration .of the northern Black Sea area, the Greeks came 

to the Kimmerian Bosporos, which at first would have struck 

them as a natural intercontinental boundary. When, in the 

course of further exploration, the Palus Maeotis(Sea of. 

Azov) turned out to be not a bay of Ocean, but a sea itself, 

they would have discovered that there was a channel in the 

north-east corner (later called the Tanais). They could well 

have assumed that this was a strait leading to Ocean, and, 

as such, a continuation of the intercontinental boundary. 

Taking this view, the contradiction in the two references by 

Aischylos disappears, his Phasl.s (later the 11anais) heing the 

continuation of the Kimmerian Bosporos as the boundary. 

In that case, where does Hesiod stand? Clearly his 

Phasis, through which the Argonauts passed, must be either 

the Kimmerian Bosporos or the Tanais. In the Theogonl 337-45, 

he gives a list of the rivers which were sons of Ocean, and 

these include the lster (Danube) and the Phasis, but not the 

Tanais. Such an important river could hardly have been omit

ted, so that it seems likely.that it was listed under the 
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name of Phasis. The identification with the Kimmerian Bos

poros would seem to be ruled out by the fact that Phasis is 

listed as a river, which the Kimmeria:q. Bosporos ,clearly ,was 

not. That Hesiod's Phasis was, in fact, the Tanais is sup

ported by Skymnos, who made the Argonauts pass through the 

Tanais into Ocean, the old Hesiodic version under another 

name. 48 It is also supported by the fact that the Tanais 

took over the function of the original Phasis as an inter

continental boundary49, and later writers, such as Eratos

thenes, said that some people thought of the continents as 

islands divided by the Tanais and the Nile. 50 Moreover, 

Strabo writes of the voyage of Pytheas, rn';ool.v ~!i\fMJOl 
\ ,.., ... 1" I \ r (> .... C \ 111 ... (" . 51 ;r'lv 1\d.fW I-{~cl.y'l'\\\!' 1''1]$ \:·"lfl.j'i\I)\ J1\o ~. Q fl\)(.)V t,(\)s . 1.l.\I..}. i. QOS" 

If this was what Hesiod meant by the Phasis, how did 

the name come to be associated with the river npw called the 

Rion? This again would appear to have been the result of 

further exploration in the Black Sea. After it had been dis-

covered that Phasis-Tanais was only a river, and when the 

'Milesians had penetrated to the extreme south-east cor:ner of 

the Black Sea, they would have thought that they had really 
. ;) \ :1/ () / 52 

reached Phasis, ~v&J.. VcN 61V f.:,I$Xcl..'ToS 0fO~()S , and this became the 

48 Schol. A.R. IV, 284. 
49 .' 

Herodot. IV, L~5. 

50Eratos. in Strabo I, 4.7 •. 

51Strabo, II, 4.1. 

52F Incert. 559 Nauck. 
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Phasis of later tradition. As we have seen, the original 

conception of the Phasis did not have the idea of the last 

place possible, indeed it was a passage-way into Ocean. That 

the later PhasiS could not fulfil the function of the original 

one is shown by the fact that later geographers wrote of the 

boundary as "the Phasis, ~ the isthmus between the Pontus 

and the Caspian".53 

All this would indicate that the story of the Argon-

auts, as Hesiod knew it, was current before the eastern parts 

of the Black Sea were fully explored, and was thus earlier 

than the discovery of the Phasis of later tradition. Hence 

it does not seem likely that the story was a Milesian epic, 

dependent on the Milesian exploration of the Black Sea, as 

Friedlander suggests. 54 In support of his theory, he says 

that Phasis was certainly a Milesian Colony, but, as we have 

shown, this Phasis could not fulfil the function of the 

original Hesiodic one, and, in any case the Milesian colony 

called Phasis dates from no earlier than the sixth century.55 

Hesiod's version of the return route was accepted by 

Pindar and Antimachos, but, as we have noticed, it came in 

for criticism in the light of improved geographical knowledge, 

53 Bolton, p. 57. 

54p • Friedlander, "Kritische Untersuchungen zur Ges
chichte der Heldensage", in Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie, 
69 (1914), 299 ff. 

55Boardman, Greeks Overseas, p. 265. 



so that Apollonios, in order to have the voyage through 

unknown territory, brings the ship up the Danube, thence 

down the Rhone and into the Po. 
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For events on the return voyage we have no direct 

evidence, except for the Libyan episode, when the Argonauts 

carried their ship across to the Mediterranean. 56 . Apollonios 

in III, 311 refer.s to Circe, and IV, 892 to the island of 

the Sirens, and in both places the Scholiast says that he was 

following Hesiod. But in view of the words of the Scholiast 

to A.R. III, 311, 'TotS KO('T~ T~ r\Jf6~\I\1<6V i\£Ar:1.yoS O?\olil6JEtt(VOI) 
, ~ J \ • 

T,)V )OSu66'iws 1'f\'A.:'y'fjV:l WV oI'fXlYDS' O;:~(rCtl~'o.s) 
it seems certain that Hesiod must have included these episodes 

in an Odyssean context, and not in a situation involving the 

Argonauts. 

Consider the scrappy character of the evidence, and 

the fact that no references to the events at Aietes' city 
-

survive, it seems unlikely that Hesiod gave a detailed, connect-

ed narrative of the myth. Such a long ep~c subject would not 

be suitable for a poet of his type, and he is much more likely 

to have been selective in his references to the myth. In 

some respects he agrees with Homer, and since Homer is a 

poet of the narrative epic type, it may be useful to examine 

next any references to the Argonauts that are to be found 

in the Homeric poems. 

5~ 64 Rz2(SOhol. A.R. IV, 259). 



CHAPTER IV 

THE MYTH IN THE HOMERIC POEMS 

Since the voyage of the Argonauts took place, accord

ing to traditionl , in the generation preceding the Trojan War, 

we might reasonably expect to find some references to it in 

the great poems which tell of that war and its aftermath. 

But before we look for these references, it will be best to 

assign a date to Homer, that we may see more clearly his 

position in the history of the myth. 

The date of Homer has, of course, been a very vexed 

question, and this is not the place to enter upon a detailed 

discussion of the evidence. There is abundant literature 

on the subject, and we can do no better than to accept the 

opinion of most modern scholars that the poet should be dated 

to the second half of the eighth century, perhaps approaching 

700, and probably a little earlier than Hesiod. 2 

le.g. the fact that some Argonauts, such as Peleus and 
Telamon, were the fathers of Homeric heroes. 

2For support. for this date, see Bowra in O.C.D. IIHomer", 
and in Wace and Stubbing's A com9anion to Homer, p. 41; also 
J. A. Davison in W. and S. p. 25 ; Wade-Gery, The Poet of the 
Iliad, pp. 2, 33; by G. S. Kirk, The Songs of Homer (Camb. 
1962), pp. 282-7. 

82 
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As for the poet's knowledge of the myth of the Argo

nauts, Strabo has a long section on the Subject. 3 He begins 

by' t'~lling, us that II Demetrios of Skepsis, in his desire to 

refu~e the -statement of Neanthes of Cyzicus that the Argo

nauts erected the sanctuary of the Idaean Mother near Cyzicus, 

when they were sailing to Phasis on the voyage which is ad

mitted by Homer and others, declares that Homer did not know 

the voyage of Jason to Phasis. II Strabo goes on to 'say that 

this is at variance not only with the statements of Homer, 

but with those of Demetrios himself. He then lists evidence 

for the voyage, citing names and objects which indicate the 

Argonauts, and mentioning al'so the words of Homer (.,.~~ cO~~poo 

rp wv1js ).4 

With thesa statements by Strabo in mind, it is rather 

disappointing to discover that there is actually only one 

direct reference to the Argo in the Homeric poems. This is 

in Odyssel XII, 69, where Circe says of the passage past the 

_ Planktai: olf~, KE~IJ~ y€- '1rclr~ori(J '7\ovrro-,r°ro~ v-ryu s-' 

>A \ ~\ JA- " l'-riw '}\..I6\jAU\oU(fo(, 'iI-l(' f'\ll]'i~O 'it" .... ou<f~. 
Several points arise from this, which must be examined in 

detail. Firstly the Argo is said to have travelled by this 

route on her way back from Aietes, the implication being 

that she did not do so on the way to him. 

But perhaps the most interesting word in these two 

3Strabo I, 2, 38-40. 

4Strabo I, 2. 39. 



lines is 7iot~ll"l~J,ou6o(. , referring~~to the Argo. What did the 

poet mean by this? Stanford writes, in his note on the 

passage, "It literally 'means 'cared for by all', a reference 

'either to the' popularity of the expedition (cf. Pindar',' 

Pnhian IV, 184- ff.) or to the saga about it,.,,5 It would 

surely seem that the second explanation is the correct" one, 

as the poet is making orily a rather vague reference to the 

voyage, while the first interpretation would seem to de~and 

'a ,more detailed account. Hence it is that the s~6ond ei

planation is generally preferred, the word being usually 

translated as~'celebrated", or "world-famous'l. However" 

Strabo also has 
..... \ 6 

'i\,.L<:f~ tA~1\ 0 u6 ot.,. 

something to say on the use of the word 

Writing of how Homer adds an element of myth 
-. , - . )' ',... It ..... ,'" 

to the historical story, he says, £~l \<JKUVOJ U'1\OI<€.I~'VWV r tV 'rtlIJ'TW\0 

,~U A.t1 tc.-r.1.l ~Aryw 'Ti.t6l tt ~AoV6''''' tJS ~v' yvwr~~oI.S 'Yo''I\OI~ I<.A ~~.tVrfo~~" "'~$ V~u,('T"QA ld y€.vo~~"'1s. 
He! goes on to say, in the same passage, that if the facts 

were as Demetrios, alleges, then, in the first place, the' 

expedition in search of the Fleece would not seem plausible, 
.. 

since it was to unknown and obscure countries, and; ~econdly, 

the voyage through desolate and uninhabited regions would be 

• Strabo's argument here certainly 

seems very strange. He says that the words "Argo known to all" 

are well-used in that the voyage was to well-known and populous 

regions. But were these regions so well-known when the myth 

was taking shape? If they were well-known, then surely ,the 

1962) , 
5W•S• Stanford, The Odyssey of Homer (2nd ed. London, 

note to xtr, 70. 
6Strabo I, 2. 40. 
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myth would lose much of its interest, since it is a story 

of the exploration of the mystical and unknown. How would 

the expedition not seem plausible if it was to obscure 

countries? Surely that would only make people more interested. 

Why should a voyage through desolate and uninhabited regions 

be without fame, just beca~se the regions themselves were 

unknown? Strabo seems to have made the strange and unnecesS

ary mistake of transferring the idea of '1\oI.6l~£~ov 00( from the 

Argo and its myth to the places which the ship was supposed 

.to have visited. In this he may have been influenced by his 

own chief interest, which was geography, or perhaps he is 

employing such a perverse argument simply in an attempt to 

refute the statements of Demetrios. At any rate, his comments 

do not put forward any good reason for abandoning the generally 

accepted opinion that the word 'If,,l.\S't ~(~QU()oI. should be interpreted 

as· a reference to the popularity of the saga about the voyage 

of the Argo. 

If this interpretation is correct, what are its impli

cations? Some people have taken the word as an indication 

that, by Homer's time, the myth of the Argonauts had been 

worked into an epic poem which had become popular. One such 

scholar is Rhys Carpenter, who says, "A famous allusion in 

the Odyssey suggests that such a poem already existed when 

the O~yss~;y: was composed and that it enjoyed great popularity.,,7 

?Rhys Carpenter', Folk Tale, Fiction and Saga in the 
Homeric Epics (Berkeley, 1946), p. 143. 
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In a footnote he asks, "Could this by any chance have been 

the poem in 6,500 verses, entitled The Building of the Argo 

and Jason's Voyage to Colchis, ascribed by Diogenes Laertius 

to the Cretan Epimenides?" He adds, "Such an epic (because 

of Colehis) could hardly have been composed earlier than 

650 B.C. nor need 'Epimenides' have lived much later." This 

suggestion that Homer is here referring to the poem by Eplmen

ides is open to several objections. Firstly, as can be seen 

from the passage quoted, Rhys Carpenter assigns a yery low 

date to Homer, running into the latter half of the seventh 

century. But, as was said at the beginning of this chapter, 

modern opinion is generally in favour of an eighth century 

date for Homer. Epimenides can hardly be dated so early, 

so that the9dysse~ would appear to have preceded his poem 

by a substantial period. Further, Rhys Carpenter's other 

reason for suggesting the date 650, namely the mention of 

Colchis in the title of Epimenides' poem, is also open to 

obj.ection, because the Corinthian poet, Eumelos, says, speak-
e, (') ),.. LJ \ ... (' A 8 

ing of Aietes, 0 ?J wxt'lo 1\0 "'Xl otl. 1 01.. lrJ..Y and Eumelos can be 

dated well into the eighth century.9 

Not only does this discredit Rhys Carpenter's case 

for Epimenides, but it may also suggest Eumelos as a likely 

8Eumelos F 2 K (Schol. Pindar Q}.ym., XIII, 74). 

9For this date see T ... J. Dunbabin, "The Early History 
of Corinth ll

, JHS ·68- (1948) 67 also A. H. Burn, "Dates-in 
Early Greek History", JHS 55 (1935), 130 f. Eusebios gives 
761 and 744. . 
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alternative. We can find support for this suggestion in a 

statement by Murray, "'l'he verses of Eumelos are' quoted as 

the earliest known authority for the story of the Argo and 

Medea, and the composer of our Odyssey speaks of the Argo 

as a subject of which 'all minds are full,."lO However t~e 

interval between the two poets can hardly have been sufficient 

for the Argo to have become '1rJ.6l~C\OU6J. solely through the work 

of Eumelos. More likely, the story was a theme in the oral 

tradition, which Homer could well have known and used in 

allusions. But there is one feature of Homer's story which 

may have been derived from Eumelos, and it is found in Qdyssey 
..,. / \)') "}' ,. \ ' \ \. 

XII, 71-2: \<Jt VI) K~ "Pl)\l '\.v D tftl/'~~ ~.J" tV pI; yot 0-~s- 'lfOTt 7\'L 1"p~s.J 
;!t)J' &lH£,1) "7ro.(f{~'iT"-!-t'f'tv J 'E-Tld .</> no~ ~tV >I~6wv, 

Her~ again, even in Homer, we find the motif of Hera as the 

protectress of the Argonauts, and in particular of Jason, just 

as Athena looks after Odysseus in.the Odyssey. As we have 

already said of the presence of Hera in the accounts given by 

Pindar and Pherekydes, the most likely place for her intro

duction into the myth is Corinth, where she had a flourishing 

cult. This would suggest that Eumelos was responsible for the 

presence of lIera, in which case this reference in the Odyssey 

must belong to a late stage in the .poem's development. 

Also worthy of consideration with regard to this 

10 G. Murray, The Rise of the Greek Epic (2nd. ed. Oxford, 
1911), p. 199. 
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reference are the Planktai, past which the AFgo is said to 

have sailed. A commonly held view is that the poet, although 

calling the rocks Planktai, is referring to rocks like the 

SYffiplegadeS~l We find the story of the Argo and the Symple

gades in its fullest form in Apollonios' Argonautica, where 

the Argonauts managed to pass by sending a dove thro~gh first, 

while they followed, helped by Athena, and escaped with only 

slight damage to the stern of the ship.12 The passage in 

Odysse;y XII, 59-72 bears some similarities to this story: 
(v9£.v ~~v y~p '1\~'ifa{l f,'i\~r~.pE(~) 7fO'TL ~' ol~'Tol's 
KG~c( ~tld... r °X&~l KU,.J.VW'lr1 b'os :Artl'rp('\~ s' _ 
I>''''~K'T.Js ~~ 'To l 'ToIS "If.. &tol 'cl.K~f~~ k'olhov~l. 'In ~(v '\"' QV~~ '1\o-r1-r~ '1Qf[fX~To(l 06~t ii~h £.\oIl 

'(r~<,wv(.S, "foil 'T)6!~~ro()f4V At't 'l\<>I'Tft <p£rouIlLV. 
~nJ. ti£. I<~\ 'IWV otlW .;(,~ollp~l'loll A~S '1t'~'TP'1' 
tt>.,>-' ,':OJ,1v ~v('l <H '7i'c:l-r~lf '>E.W'f~ettlOV 'L~V.tl' t 

'T~ \1 O"\J '1r~ "l.s \JlsvS fuyw ~v.r?[jv) h' 'iU l'l~lr"'l, 
) \' [).I c ('\,. ,,' - ',l.. " 

olhK.I. . v 0r.0u 1f\V..t1< ~ '1'f. I/f..w K.ll 6LJr~T,J 't'(vTwV' 

f<G~oI.Q' jA~r 'f0r~()06l TUfo~ T' O'\OIl~O f)G t.noll . 

oi:~ ~1 I(dv1 'J (. 'lrolf'~'"((~W "I\oV'I0 1\o{,of v'1 us, 
)A' !'"\ ( , il.' /. \ .. tyr.; l"(f.dl ~~OU601. J ~<' f\1~'ToiO I"f\I\ .... oIJ<S"ot. 

~..l { Vu l<t '\~v {I/e~ Wl<oI ~J.~~v tt~1'[Aeir 'i'\oTL rrt{-rf-<S'.J 
~~>-., q \-\~1 'Tt"ole~"n: ~'ft:v, ~:rr~l +aor ~t.\J .tTY} owV'. 

A notable idea in both stories is the danger to the birds. 

Robert thinks that Apollonios' story of the sending through 

of a dove is a later improvement based on this story in the 

Odyssey, noting that Apollonios' predecessor, Pindar13 , does 

not mention the dove.ll~ But, as Graham:: says, "it is difficult 

11 A. J. Graham, "The Date of the Greek Penetrat1pn of 
the Black Sea", BIGS, V (1958), 25-42. 

12 A.R. II, 549-610. 

13Pindar, Pyth. IV, 204 ff. 

14Robert, Heldensage, p. 829. 
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not to be struck by the fact that the doves in the Qdyssey 

passage seem'unexplained and meaningless lf
•
15 They remind 

Stanford of the dove in Apollonios16 , and it would seem 

preferable to take them as a reference to a version of 

Apollonios' motif already existing in the early tradition, 

than to adopt Robert's opinion. 

However that may be, it is generally assumed that 

Homer is referring to the same rocks as Apollonios17, who, 

like other later writers places these rocks, the SYmplegades, 

at the entrance to the Black Sea. If this was also the case 

in Homer's story, several possibilites arise, since Argo did 

not pass by this route on her outward voyage. Therefore, 

either she must have entered the. Black Sea by another route, 

or else Aietes' kingdom did not lie in that direction at all. 

For the first of these two possibilites, it could be argued 

that she travelled by a route similar to the ones given by 

Apollonios and Hesiod for the return voyage. This suggestion 

might be supported by the fact that, in Pindar's account, the 

Argo called at Lemnoson her way home, Lemnos lying directly 

on the route from the Hellespont to Greece. But, as we noticed 

in our treatment of Pythian IV, there can be little doubt 

that Pindar was there altering the traditional material to 

fit in with the purpose and structure of his ode. Moreover, 

1 5Graham , p 

l6Stanford~~ote 
17e •g • by Robert 

to XII, 6,. 
and Graham 
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.if Aietes was known to be in the, east, the natural way" to 

go would be through the Hellespont and the Bosporos • 

. R b t h d t th d 'b'l't 18 o er" owever, a op s e secon poss~ ~ ~ y; the 

Argo's goal was not in the east, but lay to the west, so that, 

on her return trip,the ship sailed into Ocean and hence back 

to Greece through ,the S;y:mplegades.'l'his, according to Robert, 

was the ,form of the myth known to Homer, and he thinks'that 

the subsequent reversal of the voyage, including all the Black 

. Sea' details,' is due to later Mi1esian mariners and poets. 

But there is a strong possibility that the whole identi

fication of Homer's rocks with the Symplegades is wrong. As 

Stanford says, in his note on the Homeric passage, "Homer does 

not clearly identify them (the' .[~oly\('T,.il ) with 'the Cl'ashers I 

, ('!.ur'\\\lY~\£.S ) • • • which figure in the Argonautic Saga etc. ,,19 

However, evidence that the rocks were not, in fact, the same 

can be found in the description given by Homer. The SY]lp1egades 

were rocks whfch clashed together, but, as Liddell and Scott 

point out,20 Homer did not conceive the Planktai as mOVing, the 

name presumably being active in sense, meaning "the Deceivers ll
• 

They are merely ~~1f't.~ ~t.s , "overarching", thus making the 

passage narrow. The danger comes from the waves which dash 

ships against the rocks, 'and from the fire riSing from the 

rocks; It was from this fire and smoke that Apollonios 

l8Robert, He1densage. 

19Stanford, note to XII, 61. 
20 T.'\;'" 

L. S. J. !!.!.Y.. Jl..f\ol.,1f'1-'"fJ..l 

I. , 
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understood the rocks to be the volcanic Lipari Islands, and 

surely the context of the Homeric passage, with its mention 

of the Sirens, Scylla, and Charybdis, indicates that the 

rocks are to be located in the west together with those other 

phenomena. This implies that Homer was not referring to the 

passage of the Argo through the 6¥mplegades, but was in fact 

introducing an Odyssean element by depicting the ship as also 

the first past the Elanktai. We can see traces of his version 

in Apollonios' account of the Planktai, and the Alexandrian 

poet also thinks of them as motionless (IV, 945-7): 

~~ (y ~,-~~~v k\'~rvol1 .. ~Vot~(l~\.t~ ~~ft ~~ewJ~ 
o{nO'T€. 2l't. ~~UX(C/l VL,(t"f\~ I.)(Tfo 1<.'<.lJel'<.L ~V<f()1.) 

1t~"l~"'lV~~ 1 ~et '7\o\\~v u'\\tlftXe:v J~PLOV o(g~oI. 
All the movement comes from the waves, which at' one mO'ment 

leave the rocks standing high and reaching to the sky like 

cliffs21 , and at another rise over them as they are stuck 

fast·to the seabede 22 In the actual passage of the Planktai 

in Apollonios' version, the Argo is helped through by Thetis 

and her Ner~ids23, but more significant is the speech pf Hera 

(IV, 786-8). I9lry 1~ 64>' £6';w6d. ~~ 1f~ot1/~'T~S '?r~fDWV'TolS 
,.. ~/ f\ ~~?, ~ " (i\ / \ I 

'1I't'''rt5 ) (Ytlcl. ~vro~ OtlV."tl \'"' po~ £OL><l~ C10LI\<\oI.l 

.ROj-W-'Tol 'rE. 6k~~ffi6(' '7\~r/..~AUH O'Ii\",~c(~£66(V. 
Not. only does this description recall that given by Homer, but 

"2lcf • Kallim. Hymn. D~. 38 ~(y.( ~iv'~f'€()" ~~e[pl I<urov 
22 .. . 

cf. A.R. III, 1398, where 1~~f£\\lcro is used. of the' 
partly-emerged Spartoi 

23 A.R. IV~ 924 - 63 •. 
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h€re we have Hera saying that she helped the Argo past, just 

as she did in the Odyssey. Apollonios seems to have become 

confused between two versions, but there can be little doubt 

that in these lines he had the Homeric passage in mind. That 

his accou~t of the passage through the Symplegades is not de

rived from Homer is suggested by the fact that in it Athena 

assists the Argo, not Hera. 

If this view of the Planktai is correct, .and it be 

admitted that they are not the Symplegades, all the problems 

about the route taken by the Argo are solved. Homerts Planktai 

are the same as those so called by Apollonios, through ~hich 

the Argo did in fact pass on her return voyage in Apollonios t . 

version of the sto~ye On her outward voyage she presumably did 

pass the.S~mplegad~, of which Homer makes no mention, though 

it is likely that he knew of them. This is suggested not only 

by the presence of the doves, which we have noticed, but also 

by the fact that in all the areas of Greek navigation, no 

place is more suited for the creation of a myth about rocks, 

whether "Clashers l1 or"Deceivers l1
, than the Bosporos~ We are 

told by the ancient geographers how the strait seems to be 

closed from a distance, but, as one comes nearer and moves 

from one side of the channel to the other, it seems to open 

and close. 24 This fact, together with the strong current~ 

could easily give rise to a myth, which, once formed, could 

also be applied, with some modifications, to a similar navi

gational hazard. It seems best to conclude from this that 

24 Eratos. in Schol. Eur. ~. 2; Dion. Byz. 3. 19. 
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the early story of the Symplegades in the myth of the Argo

nauts influenced the developme~t of the story of the P~anktai 

in the Odyss~, and that the Homeric poet was responsible 

for the final link in making the Argo pass the Planktai as 

well. 

As has been remarked, this passage in Odlssel XII is 

the only direct reference to the Argo in the Homeric poems, 

but there are also several indirect references, which must 

be considered in an assessment of Homer's knowledge of the 

myth. 

This is 

Circe and Aietes, which later became part of the tradition, 

as represented by Apollonios, whose words betray his debt to 
25 K -r ~ \]",'1 .. 1/ ", .Homer , tfK,)S £.I~ '\'r.. {l)I)~V If.lli T O~rJ.TO{ '7\o\.'l\T<><\l,I'oV'T£S; 

r£.l..t \{oI.6h/vq'T)lV 1>.iCcl.V ~~tt~\tdt 1\~~'fcJ.o . 
.... Ve have already met Circe' and Aietes in Heaiod, Theogony', 956 ff., 

where 'tihe poet gives them exactly the same parents as Homer does, 

presumably drawing on the same tradition. 

The problem which we have to consider is: did this 

relationship already exist in the version of the myth of the 

Argonauts which came down to Homer, or was it a feature of 

25A•R• IV, 683-4. 
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the tradition of the Odyssey, perhaps introduced by Homer 

himself? To answer this, we must examine the two figures 

involved, Circe and Aietes. 

In the Odyssey, Circe is a major cha.racter, and 

plays a significant part in the story. She it is who tells 

Odysseus that he must visit the Underworld26 , and later on, 

after his return from 1Iades, she warns him of the dangers 

ahead, the Sirens, the Planktai, Scylla and Charybdis, and 
. 27 

the isle of the Sun-god. But in the story of the Argonauts, 

even. as told by Apollonios, she is a comparatively unimportant 

figure. Her only function is to cleanse Medea and Jason of 

the blood of Apsyrtos28 , for whose murder we have no evidence 

earlier than that of Pherekydes and Sophokles. 29 Hence it 

seems that, while Circe was an integral part of the Odyssey, 

she is a comparatively late addition to the myth of the Argo

nauts, That she entered the story along with the other 

Odysserul elements is indicated by the fact that she is located 

in the west, as is shown by the words of Aietes: 

TiS£IV Y'f'"i\O'Tt. lIJ..Tf~) ~V' dn.tol6lV)"£.\tolO 
;),v'Uoe!S J ciT' £r<{lo Kol.~\yvV('fYJV· tt<O~I?(V 
K\~~v ~61itrZ,.s t.t6'w X90vos } ~r ~J LI<OpU9ot 
d 1<-r~IV ~ 'l\-c.(foU 'Tur6"~V[dOf) ~ve ~ t'lt vvv 7i€f 

VolLt7..(HJ~O<},C( 7ion~V d.1i';lIfD~h KoXX(.ros olr,", (A.R. III, 309-13) 

Before her appearance in the Odyssey,Circe must have been 

260dYSS. X, 490 ff. 

27XI1 , 37-141. 

28A•R• IV, 559, 659-752. 

29Phera 3 F 32 J; Soph. F 343 Pearson. 
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almost unknown, hence the rather fullsome introduction given 

to her. It has been suggested by Bowra that Circe and Calypso 

are really two characters evolved out of one30 , and it may be 

that Circe was the later development. If this is so, the poet 

would want to have her established as a worthy epio figure, by 

giving her appropria·te relatives. This is where Aietes comes 

in. First of all, he must have been a well-known epic figure, 

needing no more introduotion than 0 ~oo ~rwv At f'TY)s • His 
)1'1 \ \ ;' / f'1'" fame is also indicated by the phrase neyw '1fcA6"Lpt.\Ol)Q.J. J 7ioJ.f n'1'oto 

'7\'\[0\)001,." He was also' suitable for another reason, for Circe 

was a witch, and Aietes was the fathe~"\ of Medea, who also 

possessed magical powers~ lience this was a suitable fa~ily 

for Circe to be related to. Something like this is suggested 

by Strabo (I, 2.10)ft:t~'WS ... 'Tl lir€r~ i<CfK'II{ j.!Jt M~rf.t:;l ~l)eEuO~"-Vol 
Koll J~>rOtlll)tt(V:' 'Titt 1\) ... ~ t~PP,""I~£ld.! K~'i.. 'T~~ .hkil~ ';\~('L(.1t7foTI(<>I.~J r:rvyt'<.v'il.'() 
'Ti. ~'i\ Ao(61t '\ \&lV lHI TO!) ~ .. IJ k' I t\< 't V c.)V \<.:. T, ~ • • 
The connection with Atetesand Medea was emphasised by calling 

A> " "r'.. . 31 A}'" . A'i' Circe's island tcHi) 'r/6oS, ("It? be1.ng the adject1.ve from (..0£, 

the name. of Aiotes t city, and it is also applied twice to Circe 

herself in the Odyssey.32 In Qne instance, the use of this 

adjective has .misled the poet, when he suddenly puts Circets 

island in the east (Odyas. XII, 3): ~ 

v.~~OIJ 'I': Alo{'~v),'oeL rr:) :Hous\~r,l'y£v:')lf 
Oll<t,;{ ~~ol\ /(DpOL t-l61 \\-ll r1VTOAoll Hd\lOlO. 

i,llhis would seem to have been a recollection of Aietes' city, 

30nowra in W~ and S. p. 53. 

310dyss. x, 135: XII, 3. 

320dysn. XII, 268, 273; cf. A.R. IV, 559 (of Circe), 
III, 1136 and IV, 243 (of Medea). 
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perhaps of the ~,~J..(T) "16-tl.S on which Pherekydes said the Fleece 

was kept. 33 

In this way Circe was linked with the myth of the Argo-

nauts, and this association was seized upon by later writers, 

who presently found a function for her in ·the story itself. 

But this development cannot have been earlier than the fifth 

century. 

We have two other passages in the OdysseI, from which 

it is not possible to gain very much information, but they 

need to be considered for' the sal{e of completeness. One of 

t~em occurs in ms. XI, where Odyssey tells of meeting Tyro 

during his visit to the underworld: 
, ~'U'1\o\«\)6.l.piv~ Jr~~l"V 'T~~£ K,A N·~\~ol ) 

\ \ (\" A \ / -
'Tt.J l<f"l.TEpwoE.p.J.'i\O\}'fE U\os ~ty"\OlO 1~Vl;00'/v 

dP,-\> o"'{~w· Tx..\('l)l' ~\v ~v ~0e-vx Grut tcJ.L0\1< 0 
Vol~f, 'i\"·}.,~rf'1vos l~) ~.) ~f 'kv Jlu>"~ '~.lQo€.vn 
'lot) \ ~) [rrfee\J\ Kr,/&~l "'-~t<'l: ~.LG(ht.! ~VVJII<~V 
~iO-ol/.l <TJ 'f)W 1<e!)Ti 'A.,vGJw.[ e ' t TlrIO ?(olfrl1v. 

We have here a mentlon of two or the characters of the myth, 

Pelias and Aison, as well as a reference to Iolkos, th.e 

starting point of the expedition. The poet shows that the 

great line of the Aiolidai, the famous Minyan family, was 

well-known to the epic-tradition. He knows that Neleus mi

grated to Pylos, and he depicts Pelias as ruling in prosperity 

over Iolkos. There is nothing in the context to .suggest the 

expedition of the Argonauts, and Pe1ias seems to be the 

33pher • 3 F 100 J (Schol. A.R. III, 1093). 
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legitimate ruler of Iolkos. Could this have been the position 

in the early version of the myth of the Argonaut~? If so, 

it would help to explain several other features, notably the 

traditions which indicate that Jason did not stay at Iolkos 

after his return. If Pelias were the rightful king, Akastos 

would be his legitimate successor, and Jason would have no 

claim on the throne, and no future at Iolkos. It may be that 

some such situation lay behind the story given by Hesiod and 

Pherekydes about the capture of Iolkos by Feleua. Such a 

situation would also accord better with the tradition of the 

funeral games given for Pelias. It would mean that Jason had 

no personal grievance against Pelias, but was merely the in

strument of an oracle (as in the "one-sandall! motif), or of 

some avenging deity. This passage occurs in the Catalogue of 

Heroines (XI, 225-332), which has been considered by Bowra as 

an interpolation. 34 If so, it probably had its origins in 

the catalogue poetry of the Hesiodic school, Boiotian or Thes

salian, which will explain the presence in it of these figures 

from the myth of the Argonauts. 

We find another reference in Odzssez X, 107-8, where 

Odysseus describes how, in the land of the Laistrygonians, he 

sent out a reconnaissance party, which met a girl drawing 

water, ~ ~t" J( f~5 Ke~v~V I<r.rrtflfoollc k'.,I\Alr~t&fl\V / 'ApTod(L1] V • 

Now, in the Argonautica of Apollonios, we read how the heroes 

34 Bowra in W. and S. p. 45. 
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reached the land of the Doliones, and put into harbour. There 

they discarded their small anchor-stone, and left it ~?~? ~,( 
)Ap'TotKln (I, 957), replacing it with a heavier stone. While 

the precise location of Homer's spring cannot be <let ermined , 

there is no doubt that the Artakie of Apollonios is to be 

located at Cyzicus. Stanford in his note to the Homeric 

passage, notices the name and says, "There was a fountain 

also called Artacie at Cyzicus in the Black Sea, which figures 

in the voyage of the Argonauts; so some argue for Argonautic 

influence here. But the Cyzicene name may well·have been 

taken from Homer." 35 However, the reference to the spring 

in Odyssey X is little more than an 'aSide, and such a casual 

reference rather suggests that the spring was well-known • 

. Certainly in the Argonautica the reference to the spring has 

more importance. Moreover, this spring at Cyzicus seems to 

have been quite celebrated, as we learn from the Scholia to 
,. c) 1 1\ ...) A .,,.. , I.J .. .., '2 ' J A \ " A.R. I, 957: l<f~vll U'1\ "r ToI l<ll ~ rf->lKl.,J 1<("~\l1 'lr~r I\VjII<!CV) '1$ Wt I\WrcS 

~£~V",'J.l ~-<l \(1)i\~lp.olKof,'6'rrl. 'T~S" /J.O\lCV[,;I.~ €.oT[V. 
Hence the location of this spring at Cyzicus is not the mere 

invention of Apollonios, but was also given by his rival 

Kallimachos, and even by a poet as early as Alkaios. Hence, 

it seems preferable to conclude that the Homeric poet, wanting 

,to add a little detail to his story, took over the name 

Artakie, from the spring at Cyzicus, than that, from a rather 

irrelevant allusion in the Odyssey, later poets gave the name 

35Stanford, note to X, 107-8. 
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to-a famous spring at Cyzicus. That Homer could have known 

the spring at Cyzlcus is suggested by the Eusebian·date for 

the found~tion of ,that city, namely 756 B.C. This d.ating 

has 'for long been the object o-f much scepticism, but Akurgal. 

has re.corded his excavations of a considera.ble Greek city 

some twenty miles to the south of Cyzicus. 36 These excava

tions show an entirely Greek city, with pottery going back 

to around 700. If such a city had been built around 700, 

about twenty miles inland from Gyzicus, it seems safe to con-

clude that the Greeks on the coast must have been strong and 

numerous, implying that Cyzicus itself must have been founded 

some time earlier than the inland city, that is, around the 

middle of the eighth century, and presumably the Greeks.were 

well-acquainted with the area at an even earlier date~' Hence 

information abo~t the environs of Cyzicus could well have 

reached the poet of the Odyssf3Y, and it is possible that the 

sto~y of the Argonauts, set in the Black Sea, was the vehicle 

for the transmission of this knowledge. 

Let us now turn to the Iliad. Since it is commonly 

agreed that this is the earlier of the Homeric poems, we might 

expect not to find as many references to the myth of the Argo

nauts as in the Odyssey. Also, the latter is a sea-adventure 

story, like the story of the Argo, and so would be the more 

likely to contain references to that legend. However the 

Iliad does contain a few passages which are of interest to us 

in our examination of the myth of the Argonauts. 

3~. Akurgal in Anatolia, I (1956), 15 ff. 
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Three ~assages in the Iliad refer to Jason's son, 

.Euneos, on Lemnos, . and the first of these is in VII, lJ,·E'.7 ff: 

. "~E.S ~) £1< t\~pv'OlO '7r~f-~64"'olO~V 6l.voV :ryOtJ601.L 

'1\\)~Xil) 'T~~ 1i\po€~I<I.\I .)r'f]60VC~~S )ES"'10S)· . 

"r'~v f J ('Ttit"Y1v1T\51l') u'1{'.) )1~6ovL 7i",~fvt ~o(Wv 
The other two passages do not add very much to this, and are 

best considered in conjunction wi th it. In XXI, 40-41,·we 

read of Achilles' encounter with Lykaon, and learn how pre

viously K.Jl 'to'Tt. f'ltv rllV A1ip-vov £0K'Tltt[V~V ~1\fp~66E. "?VQ('V ::1wv~ 

~T~'\.I[O\S ~\I~oov()s ~VoV i'SwK£. The third passage (XXIII, 746-
'"' .\ p' '"'lI ,;' A - :> 

7) refers to this same incident, '\ltO$ ,~e .!.LP(CIl~O~ l\uKol.oVoS (,j\!IlV 

:tSwK€. AJ.'p6KAL-! ryP(~'L )I,?oQVt~qtEu,,€~ • . Surely our first conclusion, 

after looking at these three passages, must be that the poet 

of theIlia~ knew of the visit by the.Argo-nautsto Lemnos. 

For he does not merely say that Jason's s'on was in Lemnos, 

but that he was, in fact, the son whom the JJemnian princess 

Hypsipyle had borne to Jason •. Graves has surely got things 

the wrong way round, when he says, commenting on the ·visit 

to Lemnos, I1Jason is made to call at Lemnos, because, accord-

ing to Homer, Euneos, who reigned there during the Troja.n War, 

. was his son etc."3?The fact that Homer tells us that the son's 

mother· was llypsipyle shows that he ·knew that Jason had actu

ally visited the island. Since he knew that Jason had been 

in· Lemnos, he is able to depict Jason's son as a person in 

authority on the island. 

The first passage has our fullest reference to Jason 

himself in the Homeric poems, and describes him as rrrolp~v A.(~v. 

37Graves, II, 149.1. 
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We will remember that exactly the same phrase was applied to 

him by HeSiod38, and, as we suggested in the last chapter, it 

might denote that Jason was the captain of th~ Argonauts, in 

the same way as it was used of Agamemnon as leader of the 

Greeks in the Iliad. 

The two passages referring to the purchase of Lykaon 

by Euneos are interesting. The first one suggests that Achilles 

conducted the transaction in person, while, in the second, 

Patroklos apparently acted as his agent. Such a.minor dis

crepancy is an obvious sign of the oral tradition, but -whether 

Achilles conducted the sale in person or not, the two passages 

do suggest some sort of fl"iendship or alliance between him and 

Euneos. We can add to this the opini9n of Demetrios of Skepsis 

II that Achilles sacked Lesbos and other" places, "but spal:'ed 

LeIllnos and its adjacent i:slands on account of his friendship 

with Jason and Jason·s son, Euneos, who at that time possessed 
1139 

the island of Lemnos. What could have been the basiS for 

any friendship between Achilles and Jason and his sori? Strabo, 

commenting on the statement of Demetrios above, "says "that the 

relationship could not be due to any other fact than that both 

men were Thessalians. We have, of course, numberous refer-

ancee in the Iliad to the fact that Achilles came from Phthia 
J'O in Thessalyr , but we have no direct reference to Jason as 

38TheOg., 1000; 

39Strabo I, 2. 
40 e.g. II, 683 

2 
F 19 Hz • 

38. 
ff. 
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a Thessalian. However in Iliad II, 711-5 we read: 

O( ~£ 1'tf~S £V€~o,,'/o 'lIoleolt ~Ol~l]'~ r~ \(rv~v 
:BoL~~V,", \<'.{I \Aalt~r K.h liU\('T\~tV~v .)To(w~l<ovJ 
.,C>v \1~X' '~};~~'TO\O t'l\OS 1\.rls tvg~k'~ V~6JV 
~~~1\o~ ) 'T~V U7i' )A~pq-Ttf 'Til~~ ~Col YUV<J.IKWV 

)A~I<r}Q"r J 1r't.~(010 (juYcJ.TPWV t.lros J('lc1''f1(. 
This passage suggests that the poet knew that Pelias and 

other figures in the story of the Argonauts were Thessalians, 

a fact which we also noticed from Odyssey XI, 254 ff. Hence 

Strabo's suggestion that the link between Achilles and Jason 

arose from the knowledge that they were both Thessalians 

is quite plausible. Moreover, Achilles was a celebrated pupil 
41 of Cheiron the centaur ,and the Homeric poet may have known 

that Jason too had been educated by Cheiron, a fact which, at 

any rate, was known to Hesiod. 42 This common educational back-

ground could well have been the basis of the friendship be

tween the two heroes. 

I think that we can see from what has been said that, 

although the references in the Homeric poems to the myth of the 

Argonauts are rather scanty, the Homeric tradition seems, 

nevertheless, to have been well-acquainted with the story, and 

probably knew much more than we have been able to glean from 

the few meagre references. However, we have not met with 

much success in our attempts to locate Homer's sources. Some 

4111 • IV, 219; XVI, 143; XIX, 390. , 

42F 19 Rz2. 

:l 
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of his allusions, like Hesiod's, apparently belong to the 

Boiotian and Thessalian folk-tradition and probably came to 

the Homeric poet in the oral tradition. As we have noticed, 

some elements of the story of the Argo found in the Homeric 

poems can perhaps be traced to Eumelos ~f Corinth. But there 

is another reference in the OdysseJ which may prove of assis

tance to us in this problem. In I, 259 we read how Athena 

saw Odysseus ~i '[f0fl)S ~VloV1'.t 'TI~f)· }/T~olj 11£(>f-i£fCfo<D • 

At first sight this does not appear very helpful, but, when 

we consider it in conjunction with a reference to the Naupactia, 

we discover something of interest. Pausanias (II, 3.9) writes 
, @\' :>... )1..... J (. .)1 \" , \ '7r: \,.. e,;' , 

Tt'l\OllfJt of., <CV IAV"(O\S .J.Oo\l';' ~.:s WAl<oU ft€.Tol 'IoV .\,/.f.f.tou ",-VolToV £5 

1<6f~Vf.LV ~t'Tr.dKq(olIJ k'oI.t oE Mip(-IEfoV r\~V 'r~v '7\f''i.6'~~rr~fov 'IWV '7Ioll~wV 
(!\\' 01.. t' f\ r' ,.,. ) - \ 
/)7\0 f\i<llW"YJS 0 t.,l.'I/Q:.lf''l Vf;'! cn1t'iu oV1~ ~Ij 'Iti tr'ifc{V "1 '1r~ [r~ k'. T· ". . 

The context of the passage in the Odysse~ shows that Athena ~s 

speaking of somewhere in north-west Greece, not far from Ithaka. 

Hence the Ephyra referred to will probably be the one in Thes

protia, which lay opposite Corcyra, so that there certainly 

seems to be a close relationship between the Homeric reference 

and the Naupactia. That this is not just a chance statement 

by Homer can be seen when we consider the reason for which 

Odysseus visited Ilos, (Odyssey I, 260-2): 

And 

) g \ o \..J66SVS otxcro 'Y~f Ko(\ ~{i'6£ ()o~s hr~ V1'I~'S 
tirt'/!~O~ ~Vref)tt'v'\)V fl~ilt(WS'.l 6'.~fol OL e'l:1/ 
Lou) X(Jt-~6G"{l Xat);i<v1"golS' 

again, in II, 328-30, one of the suitors, commenting -on the 

decision of Telemachos to ~o in search o~ his father, says: 
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Hence 

place where one could easily obtain pOison, which indeed 

seems to have been the only reason for going there. How did 

Ephyra manage to acquire such a reputation? We can perhaps 

see the answer to this question in the fact that Odysseus 

went specifically to Ilos, the son of Mermeros, that is, to 

the grandson of the magician Medea, who apparently pass'ad on 

her skills to her descendants. Homer, then, in making Odysseus 

go to Ilos, son of Mermeros, in his search for poison, shows 

that his tradition knew that this Mermeros was the son of Jason 

and Medea, and presumably also knew the story that Jason and 

Medea settled somewhere in that region. This opinion is 

strengthened when we look at the Scholia to Odysse~ I, 259 • 
.I!~~v ~~~ "'11 t~:t~~_tv JEtJf'1 'T:)~ e;Q'K"p(~),.,~r '7\~rol.·rf.I/O~£VOSJ 

l6XH .j>~l'.t (JIJ 0 .L ~oS') oUrlVES ~~,,(6\~'tU6'olV G~O'1\eWTrol.S J Sr 
(, "') 1\ \ \ ... {' C 'n " (' ~ "\.,, 
to'\oP£\ 1\.;J"r.OO"":f,r 0 \t{}y\V:>t\,\.lS'. ~I\> t>i(?{-1a/\{wV \::()IIV €tt'T((\('oL 

The fact that the scholiast makes Ilos the son of Jason's other 

son, Pheres, does not invalidate the connection with Ephyra, 

or the suggestion that Ilos derived his knowledge of poisons 

from Medea. It seems safe to conclude that, in this reference, 

Homer was alluding to a tradition that Jason and Medea went to 

live somewhere in north-west Greece, at Ephyra or not far from 

it. The Naupactia too reflects this tradition, and an exam

ination of the remaining fragments of that poem may take us a 

little further into the history of the myth of the Argonauts. 



CHAPTER V 

THE MYTH IN THE It'RAGMENTS OF EUMELOS 

Among the early poets who dealt with the story of 

the Argonauts was Eumelos of Corinth, and indeed some lines 

in the Argonautica of Apollonios are said to have been taken 

directly from his work. l We possess several references to 

this author and his work, and it will be best to consider 

these before proceeding to his treatment of the myth. 

fausanias (II, 1.1) begins, t:~)t'1f}L; ~t. ; ",qjlfl ~Gc(ov 'YwV 

1)",K'X\SWV t<J.\O\)r·~VtJV) c'S t(~~ 'T.:i ~'Vl ~£y~-r: ... ,! '1i;;,\ ;~~l ) -I> t/IV ~v ~ 
\<\)~W &l~ QU'f) foi<\'5 ) tl \1' t~p~\ou y~ '1 ~YYr-# and Clement of Alex-

andria (Strom. 6, 629A) says, 'Yc~ ~l\ <~OtOSC\) ~(:r'1 \\oI!oIV £:.. 'li('~~V )oyov 
KJl WS '(8\01. ~~~V~1I<OV ~~f)\OS 'IE. k'.Jl 'Aklll]6(\,JoS: o~ t()-ropLoy~.f1>OL 

At first glance this presents a very disquieting picture. 

Pausanias is doubtful whether the Kopt'itll'd, (l..hf1e""~~ is by 

Eumelos,2 while Clement accuses the Corinthian of plagiarism 

in simply converting the work of Hesiod into prose. On the 

other hand, Pausanias also says that Eumelos was said to 

have written epic, and there is other evidence to support 

this. The Scholiast to Pindar, Olym.; XIII, 74 calls him 

\ c /' /. d ' ht l' f h'l "fl<i; rrO\~1"I)f l0tr.,{I:\:O!>, an preserves eJ.g J.nes 0 verse, W J. e 

the twelfth-century Byzantine polymath Tzetzes (Q£. L;lc., 102l t) 

lSChol. A.R. III, 1354. 

2That Pausanias actually had it before him is suggested 
by II, 3.10 
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, who wrote 'Tal 
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Also, of 

course, lines are said to have been quoted by Apollonios, 

and the Scholiast to A.R. I, 146 says· • • ~V l<oplvQ\~k';(S' 

\(Y£l F-Jr'1\cs k,T~\.' The title I<c~\\'8Iol.l<~' suggests an 

epic poem, like Ar~onautica, Naupactica etc., and it is clear 

that the surviving lines must belong to this work. How are 

we to clarify this situation? 

Pausanias' doubts about "the Corinthian History" have 

arisen probably because, though Eumelos was said to have been 

an epic poet, Pausanias had before him a work in prose, which 

he therefore regarded as spurious. The obvious explanation 

would be that the work was a later prose epitomization, such 

as many epics underwent e.g. the Bibliotheca of Apollodorose 
\ \) rI \ .. ,. 

'l'he epic T..! I\OI~'V~I~K~It:J~became 
(L' (\ ~ .l... ,-

") ~,OCI\lt;l\J- :')\)'iYf°A. r)'] ,which 

Pausanias knew. It will have been the same epitome which was 

known to Clement. He is notorious for his attempts to dis

cover plagiarism,3 and, on finding H prose work of a gene a-

logical nature, has reasoned thus: Hesiod wrote genealogical 

poems; this prose work is genealogical, so this Eumelos must 

have transcribed the work of Hesiod into prose. 

That Eumelos did not write in prose is also indicated 

by his early date, for which we have several pieces of evidence. 

The first is provided by the aforementioned Clement who says 

(Strom. I, 333B) , ~qAwv(Slis p~.v c~v j<:-.. -rJ 'r1fXo\~X(;V ~piplllolLJ k'-<\\(V~ r£ 
'T.~'i.6~,J-rr£f0S' 0(1 p .i.~r>~' •..• , t (; thl~·lJS ~ ~ g k'op (VDIDS Ttr \.6~S 'fE-poS i)V 

3e •g • he alleged that Euiamon stole the Thesprotis 
from Mousaios (Strom. 6.2.25.1) 
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.J \ "" )n /" "... '" " ;-C,"l\L~£~I\I}l'<~l/oll npXf~ ~ Lup~KOUOo/S" KTl601.Vrrl. 

i.e. Eumelos was earlier than Archilochos and Kallinos, a.nd 

overlapped in time with Archias, the founder of Syracuse 

(founded 734 B.C.). Secondly the chronologist Eusebios gives 

dates of 761 and 74/+ for Eumelos. However possibly the best 

indication of his date is provided by the fact that he COID-

posed a hymn to be sung by a Messenian choir at Delos, of 

which a fragment survives in Pause IV, 33.2: 
'T0 y~p )lGwpi1-~ 1<..L-r.J.Gu~IO!; ('I\\~'10 MOL6o( 

J K.I.'1j.l.~~[V\Zle.{p~V] K~l €:~£09~(~( 6""p~o(~) tXOlifO{. 

Since the Messenians are unlikely to have competed at Delos 

after their subjugation by Sparta, this hymn must belong, as 
4 Dunbabin says, to the years of Messenian freedom before the 

conquest by Sparta in the late eighth century. It should not 

be thought that this hymn is unlikely to be the work of Eumelos, 

on the ground that he was an epic poet. Pausanias, who knew 

him to be a writer of epic, had no doubts as to the authenticity 

of the hymn. Nothing could be more natural than that the Mess-

enians, wanting a hymn for their choir to take to Delos, should 

turn to the foremost poet of the Peloponnese. 

All this evidence for his date is fairly consistent 

and points to the second half of the eighth centurY. He was 

said to have been a Bakkhlad,5 and this aristocracy held sway 

4Dunbabin, in fff2 68 (1948), 67. 

5paus ., II, 1.1. 
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held sway at Corinth from 747 and 6576 , which would thus be 

the lowest possible date for Eumelos. 

We must now consider how and why it came about ·that 

a Corinthian poet dealt with the story of the Argonauts. To 

discover this, it is necessary to examine the position of 

Corinth at this early period. 

In the works of Homer, Corinth is barely mentioned, 

and there is no indication of a heroic past. It is named but 

twice in the Iliad, at II, 570 as part of Agamemnon's immed-

iate kingdom, and at XIII, 664, where a Corinthian is named. 

Both these references are late additions to the tradition, 

referring to the poet's own time. 7 The word ~ty£tOS ,which 

occurs in both contexts, is applicable to the Corinth of the 

eight1h century and no earlier.' The saga did not speak at 

all of Corinth, a fact which must have been somewhat galling 

to the progressive Bakkhiad clan, which came to power in 747. 

As we have noticed, Eumelos was said to have been a Bakkhiad, 

but Bethe disputes· this8 , and cannot conceive that a member 

of that aristocracy should demean himself to write verse. 

However, when we consider the position of Corinth in the mid-

eighth century, a Bakkhiad poet is far from unlikely. Corinth 

was an expanding and progressive city, beginning to earn her 

epithet J¢y€foS , and sending out colonists to Syracuse and 

~Iammond, pp. 143; 146. 

7W• Leaf, Homer and Historz (London, 1915), p. 209. 

8E• Bethe in P-W Real-Encyc., VI, 1080. 
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Corcyra. But her image was spoiled by the fact that the epic 

tradition had nothing to say of her. To remedy this state of 

affairs, it is not unnatural that a member of the ruling 

Bakkhiads should have undertaken to compose suitable epic 

poetry. This concept of Eumelos as a "political" poet is 

shared by Dunbabin, who says, III1'he Bakkhiads found their poet, 

who invented a glorious past for their not very ancient city,,9, 

and by Bowra, who calls Eumelos "a poet not afraid of manipu

lating mythology to flatter Corinthian pride". 10 

How did Eumelos acquire this glorious past? As we have 

noticed, Corinth is little mentioned in the Homeric poems, but 

there is a considerable number of references to a place called 

Ephyra, the site of which is not always clear. However, an 

examination of some of the references may provide us with a 

clue. From 1liaQ, II, 659 we learn that Ephyra by the river 

Selleis was sacked by Herakles. In XV, 530-1 we read that one 

Phyleus, father of Meges, had brought a corselet out of this 

E-· h fIlh' .. . d t hI' d t D l' ). 11 same 'p .yra. ~ 1S pa1r lS sal 0 ave lve a OU lCQ10n , 

near Ithaka, so th.at this Ephyra is likely to have been in that 

region of north-west Greece. This belief is supported by Odys~. 

I, 259 where Athena tells Telemachos that she saw Odysseus 

going up from Ephyra, from the house of Ilos, son of Mermeros. 

9Dunbabin, pp. 67-8. 

IOBowra, liThe Daughters of .Asopus", in his Problems in 
Greek Poetr;; (Oxford, 1953), p. 65. (Also published in perme,§., 
1938, Heft L..) 

lIllo, II, 625 f. 
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Again this is clearly not far from Ithaka, and it is also 

mentioned in Odyss., II, 328, where the suitors wonder whether 

Telemachos will obtain poison there. We also have a reference 

by Thukydides to an Ephyra in north-vlest Greece, (I, 46.L~): 

as Corinthian, but it is unlikely that this was so in the 
,.... 'i Ii 

Homeric context. The phrase tWX"! Hey €c$ does not suit 

C d . H t d t . 1 d G 12 ' orinth, an Argos ~n omer en s 0 mean ma~n an reece. 

It is likely that the place referred to was the Ephyra in north

west Greece, which Thukydides' description suggests was rur~ 

4Apy£os , and it will have been to that city that these figures 

originally belonged. There is also evidence that this place 

was connected with Medea, subsequently another Corinthian figure. 

This is found in the reference in the OdysseZ to lIas, son of 

Mermeros, to whom Odysseus had gone in search of pOison. 13 

According to the Naupactia, Jason's e1der son was named Mer

meros, and Jason 'was said to have shifted hi,s Qbode to Corcyra 

(opposite Ephyra).14 The Scholiast to Odyssey, I, 259 even 

12 ' e.g. II., II, 108; Odyes, IV, 99; XXIV, 37. 
13 Odyss., I, 259 ff. 

14Naup ., F 10 K (Paus., II, 3.9). 
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says that J"ason and Medea lived at Ephyra. Ilos, then, was 

a grandson of Medea, which explains his skill in poisons. 

The poison is obviously of significance, as it is again assoc-

iated with Ephyra in Odyssey. II, 328 f. The presence of the 

sorceress Medea must have played a part in the establishment 

of this tradition. 

In Dunbabin's opinion, we can carry back to the time 

of Eumelos the introduction of Medea into Corinthian myth

ology, and the identification of Ephyra with Corinth.15 All 

the legends connected with Medea could thus be worked into a 

Corinthian centext, and this enabled Eumelos to deal with the 

myth of the ArGo. The method which he used, was that of the 

genealogy. He made Ephyra the daughter of Ocean and Tethys, 

and said that Ephyra dwelt in the land of Corinth.16 The 

Scholiast to Pind.ar, Olyrn., XIII, 74 preserves eight lines by 

17 

link 

1 5Dunbabin , p. 66. .' 

lE.B, 1 K (Schol. A .R. ,IV, 1212). 

l'7F 2 K 
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between the city and the legend of the Argonauts, and Eumelos 

then dispatched him to Colchis, where he figured in the legend. 

The clause "until he should come, or child or grandchild of 

his" leaves the way open for the introduction of Medea into 

Corinthian mythology. 

Several points arise from this passage. Firstly, it 

is noticeable, that the name of Aietes' mother differs from that 

given by Hes~od and Homer18 , a fact which must reflect a diff

erence between the Peloponnesian and the Ionian traditions. 

Moreover, Eumelos gives Aietes a brother, Aloeus, who is nowhere 

mentioned by Hesiod or Homer, but he makes no mention of Circe, 

whom both Besiod and Homer named as Aietes' sister. This 

supports our suggestion in the previous chapter that C'irce be

longed to the Odyssean saga, and was not originally 'a feature 

of the story of the Argonauts. 

It is also interesting that the two territories were 

originally ruled by Asopos and Ephyra. As we have seen, Ephyra 

was a daughter of Ocean, and it is likely that Asopos, being a 

river, was also sprung from Ocean. If so, it may denote an 

original division of the land between Ephyra and Asopos by 

their father, Ocean. In any case, as we shall see later, 

Asopos, too, was important in the epic of Eumelos. 

Why did Aietes hand over his kingdom to Bounas and ga 

off to Colchis? The text says that he handed over the kingdom 

18 The05., 956; Odyss., X, 137. 
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c \ 
tC.Kc.JV ,"willinglyfl. Hqwever, the Scholiast to Pindar, Olym., 

XIII, 74, which preserves the passage, gives a paraphrase of 

it before actually quoting the lines, and this paraphrase 
'\" , 

states that Aietes handed over the government I.U) ~p£6eE.{ $ 
I I \ 

, "being displeased with the rule". But the lines 

themselves make no reference to Aietes being displeased, nor 

does Pausanias, who also tells the story (using the prose 

epitome).19 Our difficulty may be resolved by a scholion to 
I \ (>, \ 

Pindar, Olym., XI} I , 74 , which runs as follows: 'f'd.6l 0 E r-r1 V 

\(~r\V ~ov '7rol"rr~~o" ~;VJl ;'ijrol. t'\"l ¥~I.!S • A \{'T~, Y'~f ~"'t'~ "c~ ;\(-00 K~l_'RV'Y!o'1i~r 
"'01\~OV ~o@1v,.tl l\o~\v 0(\«(5t< ... t.v k'o\:fv's ~1t" 01\,.')'.1.1 ~riV ttr. w1/uHl~,V ~XOV(o(V, 
{\I/, "v 1"'- ,-C' [\'n --n" \' 
~v t 'Ti,;.l\i MrtVl:;'IWV '·VPolV\/l'.,l 'jr"'eJ. !( • .r'7'.l,C'~60'cil .nouV"{ K.-r. A.. 

Several features of this story suggest that it was taken from 

Eumelos. The first of these is that Aietes' parentage is the 

same as that given by Eumelos. Then there is the derivation 

of the name Aia from Aietes, which is very much the sort of 

thing which Eumelos could have done. That Eumelos used the 

name Aia is also indicated in a reference by Tzetzes (ad Lye., 
\ ~)~ I \ L' \ ,r . II" f\ (I ... f\ ""'Ii- \. ./ f.' ~ rb .... 

1024; Al«) '7\o<\L-; l\CAX(jJS KQ~'\viYC5 ~'t,)rrrGAIS' l/ii\07>DVI,-'y)"u)wVe(r-,on:ptJV 
:... \ ... \ A ' ... "-, ' 'r -- \ C ,,< ' 
d.~XoV1J. ",E.yf.l 'ToV n\l\-r"\lt')wo1i~ !-<oJ'.. rV~VIAO\ 0 '1'\0\'11"("15',1\''1.:' 
The fact that thes'e two features were probably derived from 

Eumelos makes it likely that the motif of the oracle given to 

Aietes was also an element of the Corinthiaca. It would be a 

neat and authoritative means of shifti~g Aietes from Corinth to 

Colchis, and the passage ending ~\ f' ~~£T(i 1\C)~x[Jd. y .. /i~V" 
could easily have continued "For an oracle had been given to 

19 Paus., II, 3.10. 
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him to found a city among the Colchians taking its name from 

him etc." r.rhe oracle motifVlould add more point to the word 
c , 
~KWV , a further indication thnt it was probably part of 

Eumelos' story. Apparently Aietes obeyed the oracle, and there 

is no indication that he was displeased with his lot at Corinth. 

The last sentence of this fragment of Eumelos contains 

our earliest reference to Colchis, a name which was to become 

established in the tradition. From where did Eumelos get this 

name? On the east coast of the Black Sea there was a coun~ry 

called Kulhai which was conquered by the king of Urartu in 

the late eighth century. Barnett says that there are frequent 

references in the annals of the Urartu kingdom to the kingdom 

of Kulhai, and adds "this is the land of Colchis, and the 

recent Russian excavations of burials rich in gold and silver 

at Trialeti in the central Caucasus, belonging to the Late 

Bronze tloge, show that the Golden Fleece and the Argonauts need 

not be considered all a figment of the imagination".20 In a 

later reference he notes that in the eighth century there was 
21 plenty of gold and silver in the kingdom of the Kulhai. 

22 It'urther, in another article, he says that the combined 

20R• D. Barnett, "Ancient Oriental Influences on Archaic 
Greece", in 'Phe Aegean and the Near East (Studies presented to 
Hetty Goldman), (New York, 1956), p. 221. 

21 Barnett, in Aegean and the Near East, p. 229. 

22B .... t arne" , 
68 (1948), 8. 

lIEarly Greek and Oriental Ivories", in ill!§. 

.' 
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23 24 observations of Payne and Kunze show that the trade route 

which reached Greece from Urartu, North Syria and Assyria 

flowed through Crete and Corinth. Barnett himself suggest 

that a route went by land through the Caucasus, and then by 

sea from the south coast of the Pontus, since certain heavy 

imports could hardly have come overland. In view of the part 

played by Corinth in this trade, it is not surprising that the 

attention of Eumelos should have been caught by far-distant 

Colchis. Indeed, as we shall see, there is evidence that he 

had some knowledge of the Black Sea area, and he seems to have 

been trying to interest the Corinthians in that region. 

Our passage ends with the departure of Aietes to Colchis, 

but Pausanias (II, 3.10) not only tells the same story, but 

goes on to narrate the subsequent events: E:)~r/'XCl£'" .)&t,~ ... 1-<01:' ~ 11£1 
" ) \ , ('",..) .- \ >0 \, "~ 1'": ' ." ) ,/ • k "G 

]ouvos 'Tf~~\I'TYj6'"EV, 6tJ1'v.)S E7l"W1\bJ. 1'0V fll\CAltws t(~l 'T'tjV \:4)'Jf.J\~\v <5/)'CW JPX\jV 't;f!V'OO 

b~ 0'6-r€.rOV 'feU M'lI.pol. el~VO) 0 u ~ {Vol U '1I'1~( ?ior ~"ou ".-(IS;.:" t ,,~~ I< of tI/5:~ 1-11 S'f: I~V 
U ti::r.til't.u~.q{{VCVS ~t 'It..\ I<w ~<\f,,,,~!;GVJ:t,ft.- ~r; ~ ~t;'1v,' ~'" ~'j_\t.G. r.\v ~~v ~vi ~l' ot ~ 1',¥ 'l:.i tfoVoI 
I ~ !J \ c, H C"'" ~' """ ' , ~ ,J\ ,"I \ I .' , , • .' > ... ;:;v I'U)() IV 17 (4) , 1·1'1C.'tj~ .£. "'::,'J~~ ~<;:.\' y!\f"{')<''I) t'\';: H ~~t 'TlkTCttt',vol/ r<oI.To(l><fUTl'T'E:t\lolVT~ 

'f..5 rT~\ ~~"(,',.;' tepOVG~V "r~'j c i\pol~ j k'ott.,->Ik'pOirT'i.IV ~ ~( ..!t;~v.r'fouC e~~~G.tl \fori'3ou~.(v· 
'\ ,-",'" iF' ,I' t.... (-t .- ,,~ \.-.c" ,".("" • 't' "" ~-",. ) 

'Tt..l\ilS '~c ..i.V'hv' riE. (/.;"~\\, ~H ')'!t-'''''ri'-,\-iC! ~Yis £r,l" ~b;; t'·~\ -lrai 1.''7iiJ ,rw ~..looVO 

O - I • \ ' \:'r () ,. . - ) I " "'. ~ .> - \ \ 
~ol. ~roJY) 0:.) v¥ ..J"T{I/ (~~·\V ~f.v"(~\I'l c~':'/~Vi~Jf'J)'I"') Qcr~':''1\A€.tJV-r:-.I d£. ~~ ...Iw"koV 
ot:·rc.6&n ~oG'rvJv' fe fvtl<J ~'1I".\Q{.\V /-(<)(\. t'ifl~£i';V7ixP,"" ~-:.,G6·o(V 

1\ ) I , " , \ , .... 
'l11V'lV, '1'f'/V -.!~A~)v. 

From thlS passage several points emerge. Firstly, the Corin-

thians summoned Medea from Iolkos as their rightful ruler, and 

Jason came with her. Hence, in the version of Eumelos, Jason 

23H• Payne, Necrocorinthia (Oxford, 1931). 

24Kunze , Kretische Bronzere1iefs (Stuttgart, 1931). 
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and Medea were probably living at Iolkos after the return of 

the Argonauts. The fact that Medea was invited to Corinth 

shows that she and Jason did not have to leave Iolkos, so that 

it seems unlikely that, in Eumelos' version, Pelias was mur

dered. This is also indicated by the fact that Jason returned 

·to Iolkos after the quarrel with Medea. As we have seen, 

Medea's association with Ephyra enabled Eurnelos to introduce 

her to Corinth must have originated with him. The story was 

known to Simonides, who referred to Jason as ~A6xo\J ko\XrScs 6Gver0W5, 25 

presumably drawing on Eurnelos. Since uimonides also dealt with 

the funeral games for Pelias26 , it may be that Eumelos, too, 

described them, all the more so if he did not include the story 

of the murder. 

Another item of interest is the episode involving the 
.. , ., , 

children, which led to the quarrel. The phrase 'T~ d.t.,l "Tlk-ro~E.VOV· 

shows that there were quite a number of children, though there 

is no indication of exactly how many. The affair suggests a 

strong connection between Medea and Hera, who, as we have 

noticed, has a prominent part in the later tradition. In the 

version of Eurnelos, Medea seems to have been greatly favoured 

by Hera. 'Ne can discover the reason for this in Pindar l s 

Olympian XIII. Medea had resisted the advances of Zeus, and 

as a result of this, Hera promised to protect her children by 

immortality. 'rhe passage of the Scholia to Q.1..;z:E.., XIII, 74, 

25Simonides, F 48 Diehl. 

26Simonides, F 32 Diehl. 
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preserving the lines of Eumelos which we have examined, in-

dicates that Pinda..r was familiar with the work of Eumelos, 

and may well have used it for this ode. If that is so, the 

story of Medea refusing Zeus probably occurred in Ewnelos' 

poem. It seems likely that this strong link between Hera 

and the Argonauts was established by Eumelos, since Corinth 

is the only place connected with the Argonauts which possessed 

a well-established cult of Hera. At Corinth she was worshipped 

under the titles Akraia and Bounaia, the latter title because of 

a temple built by Aietes ' successor, Bounos27 , indicating a 

link between Hera and the rulers of Corinth. Once Hera had 

been linked with the Argonauts, she could be introduced at any 

stage of the story in any subsequent narration. We do not 

know at what point Eumelos first brought her in, but certainly 

Pherekydes introduced her at the beginning of his tale, since 

he says that Hera put it into Jason's mind to propose the ex

pedition for the Fleece. 28 It seems more probable that this 

introduction of Hera by Pherekydes was influenced by the work 

of Eumelos, than that it was due to an existing Hera-iviedea 

association in Thessaly, as is suggested by Will.29 There is 

no evidence for a strong Hera cult in Thessaly, such as would 

make Will's theory likely. On the other hand, Eumelos may 

have given Hera a prominent part in the story, since she was 

27 Paus., II, 4.7. 

283 F 105 J. 

29will , p. 115. 
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the only genuine Corinthian figure whom he had, so -t;hat, as 

well 8S linking her with Medea, he may have made her the 

champion of the Arf50nauts and the enemy of Pelias. 

Nothing survives of Eumelos' account of the pre-

liminaries to the expedition, nor of the voyage to Colchis. 

However, regarding the events there, the Scholiast to A.R. 

says that Apollonios took some lines from Eumelos. Unfort-

unately, we cannot be certain which lines are meant. uri gin-

ally the reference stood to III, 1372 ff., where the throwing 

of the stone and the mutual slaughter of the Spartoi is des-

in his edition of the Scholia, has transferred the whole 

reference to III, 135Lj- f., where the growth of the Spartoi is 

described. It was on this basis that we remarked, in the 

chapter on l:)herekydes, that Eumelos included the story of the 

teeth and the Spartoi. However, an examination of the Scholia 

suggests that we must revise this opinion. If the lines were 

taken from Eumclos they cannot have been paraphrased from 

30First by Valckenaer, Eurip. Phoen., (1755), p. 257; 
see also Wilamowitz, Hellenistische Dichtung, (Berlin, 1924), 
II, 230, 324. 
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Sophokles, and vice-versa. Hence the two references cannot 

stand together. The paraphrasing of Sophokles' lines must 

refer to III, 1354 f., but it is impossible to decide where 

the lines borrowed from Euruelos are. The development of the 

myth, as we have traced it so far, suggests that the motif 

of the teeth and the Spartoi was a late addition, unlikely 

to have been present as early as Eumelos. This would seem 

to rule out the possibility that the reference does in fact 

belong to III, 1372 ff., and would indicate a place somewhere 

between 1330 and 1345 (omitting any lines'referring to the 

teeth). Beyond this it would be unwise to gq. However, one 

interesting point which we Can consider is that the lines 

are said to have been spoken by Medea to Idmon. In the 

Argonautica of Apollonios, Idmon does not reach Oolchis at 

all, but dies on the outward voyage. 3l An odd feature is that 

Apollonios includes two seers, Iclmon and M.opsos, who dies on 

32 the return voyage. In earlier accounts only. one seer seems 

to have been present; Pindar lncluded Mopsos, but not Idmon, 

while Pherekydes had Idmon, but apparently not Mopsos. It 

would seem that Apollonios combined two different traditions, 

and depicted one seer as dying on each journey. Eumelos ob-

viously had ldmon as his seer, and there is evidence to 

support his story that Idmon reached Golchis. This is found 

31 A.R.,II, 8L~8 ff. 

32 A.R., IV, 1502 fr. 
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in the Naupactia33 , in which Idmon was responsible for the 

Argonauts making their getaway, and was obviously an im

portant character. His importance is also suggested by this 

reference to Eumelos. Obviously Idmon was not an eye-witness 

of the scene, and Medea must have been describing to him what 

had happened. Perhaps he had been left in charge of the Argo 

to ensure that no harm befell it. It is unlikely that all 

the Argonauts would have come to watch the trials, leaving 

the vessel unguarded. 

This is the only actual reference to the expedition 

itself by Eumelos which we have, but there are a few items 

in the Scholia to A.R. which are of interest. The Scholiast. 

to A.R.,II, 946 ff. mentions Sinope as a daughter of Asopos. 

We will remember that Eumelos said that Asopos ruled at Sikyon, 

while Ephyra ruled at Corinth, and the Scholiast to A.R., II, 
? (>, I" "0 ...),1 fj \ A J , • (". \ 0 .... 

946 c. says tv M: ~o,.s :... f.r,t;CJ\s (If£tJ( kdt \y'l'IIjt )'EvS.'~.A(;y~I'roll· l<oLToI d! T\V~r 
J~A '.-.- ) !"-. "'. , )~ .... \ .' A '" I 
~, (>~wS" \<~ l ltd. (>V!>I.COl}\ # K,'<' '\ ~~. iJlh\ \w ~< ... 1\ nf 1""0 'T",W\ \I . Sw7\o II \<. T. t\. 
Hence, according to Eumelos, Sinope was ttie daughter of Asopos, 

though others made her the daughter of Ares. Apollonios, there

fore, was probably using the work of Eumeios, and if Eumelos 

named Sinope in a context suitable to Apollonios, it is likely 

that he told of the Argonauts in the Black Sea area. 

It is not hard to explain why Eumelos should have been 

. t t d' A R' fl' l' 34 ln eres e ln sopos. lvers were very use u ~n genea ogles, 

33 . Naup., Fs 7-SK (Schol. A.R., IV, 6Ga, 86). 

34See P-W, Real-Encyc., tlFlussgottertl, espec. "Asopos", 
"Alpheios", "Kaystros", "Sangarios ll

• 
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and it would be to Eumelos' advantage if he had a river with 

which he could connect his characters. There are no notable 

rivers in Corinth, so Eumslos adopted tIle nearest major river, 

the Asopos in Sikyon. However, it is not so easy to see why 

he should make Sinope a daughter of Asopos. Because of the 

date given by Eusebios for Trapezus, namely 756, and since 

Trapezus is said to have been a colony of Sinope, Sinope 

itself is generally supposed to have been founded by Miletos 

at any rate by 760,35 which makes Eumelos' reference rather 

odd. He can hardly have hoped to establish a prior claim to 

the Milesian colony. If this early date for the Milesian 

Sinope is correct, the best explanation would be that Bumelos 

was concerned only with the heroic past and the part which 

Corinth played in it. By attaching the Argonauts to Corinth, 

he had also to make places connected with them'Corinthian, hence 

Sinope became the daughter of a Corinthian river. 36 

However, there is another possibility which may put a 

different complexion on the matter. Trapezus may have been 

founded in 756, not from Sinope, but from Trapezus in Arkadia, 

the seat of the Arkadian kings. 37 Pausanias states that the 

people of Pontic 'rrapezus welcomed settlers from Arkadian 

Trapezus as namesakes and brethren from the mother city, when 

they left Arkadia at the time of the founding of Megalopolis. 38 

3-t: 
J c •g • Hammond, p. 656, gives 770 as the date of the 

first foundation. 
36 Bowra, Problems, p. 59. 
37G• 1J. Huxle~Homericall, in G R B S, 3 (1960), 20 .. 
38paus., VIII, 27.6e 
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There may well have been a short-lived eighth century settlement 

from Arkadia. It would not have lasted later than the Kim-

merian invasions of the last quarter of the eighth century, 

and the city may well have been refounded by Sinope in the 

seventh century. Such a Pe1oponnesian interest in the Black 

Sea would perhaps explain some of Eumelos' interest in the 

area and why he made Sinope an Asopid. Sinope would undoubt

edly have been known as a place well before it was colonised. 

An interesting feature in the Scholia to Pindar, Olym., XIII, 

74, which may lend support to this Arkadian th~ory, is that 

Aloeus is said to have been allotted 'T~V ·;~v .Jfl(J<~~(~ CN;)P'o{~) , 
l~' ,.., ). ~ 

which is referred to in the actual lines as 1i v E.X} A6()J~r:S, 

This suggests that the land which Asopos had was in Arkadia, 

and Eumelos may have been alluding to this when he made Sinope, 

near the Arkadian colony, a daughter of Asopos. 

However, if the Arkadians colonised Trapezus, it is 

hardly likely that they would have passed by such a favour

able site as Sinope 39 , unless, of course, it was already 

occupied, whether by Milesians or others. Friedlander, argu-

ing that Eumelos had taken over a Milesian Argonautic~, says 

that the Milesian source probably included a call by the Argo

nauts at the most important Milesian colony, and that Eumelos 

attached the original story to a system which was familiar to 

him. 40 But if Sinope was settled by Miletos in the eighth 

39vor the sl.'ta of gl.'nope °ea Strabo XII A 11 .J.: ~ Q ".10 • 

4°F' dl'l d rl.8 an er, Rh. f.Aus., 
-

69, (1914), p. 302& 
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century it canhordly have been earlier than 770, which would 

leave very little time for a story about the place to be 

fitted into a Milesian ArPjonautica which would be current in 

Eumelos' time, around 730. Perhaps Friedlander himself was 

nearer the truth a little earlier in his article, when he 

remarks that the dau3hters of Asopos e.g. Corcyra, Salamis, 

. Aigina, Rhode, were all carried off by gods' and gave their 

names to islands (or cities). He says that this is a re

ference to the taking-over of these islands from the Pelo-

ponnese, e.g. Rhodes from Argos, Corcyra from Corinth. But 

when he comes to Sinope, he says it certainly was not settled 

from the Peloponnese, but was a Milesio.n colony. However his 

theory about the taking-over from the Peloponnese is not at 

all certain. He is not able to supply any evidence for Aigina 

or Salamis. Sinope may not have been settled from the Pelo

ponnese, but we may be'able to find out from Eumelos who the 

original settlers were. 

Herodotos tells that the Kimmerians made a settlement 

J ...".- t". '" C',.. \ \ ' ,', 41 i d' t . th t h £V '\~l Vvv .c.lil,~·r~ "i::(II\."~ t.\A":~ O'Ki~:-IJ.l , n ~ca ~ng ate 

Milesian settlement was not finally made until' the seventh 

century. Ps-Skymnos refers to a settlement by Habrondas, a 

Milesian, who was sai.d to have been killed by the Kirnmerians. 42 

This would mean that the settlement was made not long before 

4lHerodot., IV, 12. 
l~2 

Ps-Skymnos, 947. 
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the Kimmerians arrived, and must have been around 700. Ps-

Skymnos goes on to say that, after the Kimmerians, a settle

ment was made by Kous and Kretines, exiles from Miletos43 , 

which can hardly have been before 675. All these settlements 

would have been considerably later than Eumelos, but we may 

learn who the inhabitants of Sinope were in his time from 

A.R., II, 946 and the Scholia thereon: 
") F' (? , '1'1 ,~ " ..: • t2 l\ < ::'. . \\ " ". 
,.. ~lil t4,l )6) n61:'>l.lf\'1S' \~ 7'f-,JJ..i.V 'X[;,r,~o,\ ) 'O:'~,~''; l~ \V~·,;'i\rv J 

O,;.,J.I~(J A~'ilNT\O~O 1 K,,(Q(66~To ! I,"'l I.ll 0 ~,,~,',r~v' . 
I .. l' \.'. -- ~ \). ~', ~ -l"-"'i.u,,\;!,'IV .,t",~ "~-i'v:; -' u·,'fo'.5X":"SL.1'1~~ ,. O~,l.'., '\.J,. 

("" \ '; ~\I _J ,\ '''_ ~ }-\(-I~"'.' 0" "A-"~";' J t,.J .~ ,. 
,jTj ',"!} ~ \,., .. /1\.""",.,-,.; ",t.'\·",IC VI:\.,\ ~ oy ~,~,~, 
(' • \ {. I h , ',. \' r. ~ .. J 

O\.%i:(i.~,;\ I c· ~~Ol ~\H I-\~:rol te'U\\v '~IJ(:".I"V 
" <;. Pc.. f'I_ ~ 'I • '_ • ~ 

'h .,~. ~ 1':'>1['\7'<:,/ •· ... Iv ;)'-... ~ -5.t.-(I; k~ r ~~ 6vV.,lN . 
'1 . '\. ."\.> '.. 1\, f '_'. ? ,I .. ~ 
f.,;,~ ~. i i;{Jt 11-;~~ ~ •. :'~ ,;. Ii ch'/,!, ,~~ i V ;.j v"-'~)~' v"'· 
c., , ,...,' ~ " I ". I C Il I ,I ~ \ , ~ (I ,... 
t~.~lf:-'kN I 7\VI'~\(\)V" ('l\, 'To\'~ I n\~;v' DO:V~ 1-i£V ~\J(}rw\l 

'Tllv.j" 'i \ l 1. r tf' i"w i.v J. Y I<';{''/(I ~\ ~ ~,J. ~n V • (I I , 946-54) • 

The Scholiast to A.R., II, 946-54a says that, by Assyria, 

Apollonios means Kappadokia, formerly called Syria. To II, 

963-5a he says that Halys and Iris are rivers of Leukosyria, 

while in b he writes: 

j\i~*Cl6'1;;:.6. The Scholiast to A.R., II, 946-54b tells that, 

according to Artemidoros, some people called the Assyrians 

Leukosyroi, evidence for which is also to be found in Hekataios 

and Herodotos. 44 The latter also'states th~t the Halys flows 

between the Syrians and the Paphlagonians, and issues into the 

Euxine (a little to the east of Sinope).45 All this indicates 

43 . 
. Ps-Skymnos, 951. 

44Hekat., 1 F 200-1 J; Herodot., I, 76. 

45Herodot., I, 6. 
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that the Leukosyroi lived in the region around Sinope. 

According to Apol1onios, as quoted above, Sinope 

refused the advances of ~eus and Apollo, but her ingenuity 

does not ring true, and seems more like a late invention tl1an) 

an original part of the story. The Scho1ia to A.R., II, 9'+6-

54c may preserve the genuine version of Eumelos: "}ro'AIS (oG JoV'ToU 
c. ~ -- ' "" '" '1ft "... "~" ( (" ~ Jft ' \ \ 1) t-\V'tv1\'Y} J (.)V~tU,5i'" £;vY) .i'7iO 'TY)~ (wire\) r;}vy.J'TflJ,~ J...IV( ... l~'l/f) 'h\V cJt'1f'd~clS 7\"'~"i\k'V 
, "( v ,. l' =- _ ..... /.' '\ . ~ .-.. I'!-- • ...:, ~ ~ ,4" .) (J 'S (C"Ii ... l 
0<'1\0 Jf",::/.5 ~_J{'~16"<V '<..\~ ,J.l,uvT,,'I, \~,(l t"-'y~\~ 'I\h~ 't-Il,\"(; ioU(!li"JCi.tp 0' 0 upo. 
That this story must have come from ~umelos is suggested by 

a similar account by Apollonios of the carrying-off of Corcyra, 

another Asopid, by Poseidon. 46 

What better reason could Eumelos have had for naming 

Sinope's son Syros than that Sinope, as known to him, was 

inh~bi ted by the people called ~:o, ';f"'~ C>\" t\ f. v:<' cc>urr.; ~ " the Pontic 

Syrians. The genealogical derivation of the name ~$r"( from 

an ancestor ~:.JrD\ is typical of Burnelos. 47 11'his s~gges-tion 

that Sinope was inhabited by Syrians in the mid-eighth century 

gains support if we accept Huxley's contention that Homeric 

Syrie (V~6r:~ T\ \. r.1.l(~1 '7 Odyss., f.:V, 403) is the peninsula of Sinope, 

known as V1rS( even in the twentieth century.48 If Sinope was 

in fact a Syrian city in the eighth centurY', the theory of a 

Milesian origin for the myth of the Argo may well have been 

dealt a fatal blow. The place would seem to have been in the 

46 A.R., IV, 566-9. 

47 cf. Kcr;'Ivt)o) , F :3 K (Paus., II, 3.10) 

4Brluxley, p. 20. (It should be noted that in fact he 
thinks Sinope was a Phrygian city). 
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myth long before the foundation of the Milesian colony, just 

as Phasis was present in the story well before the foundation 

of the colony of that name. 

It will be best now to consider the reference by 

Apollonios (IV, 566-9) to a second Asopid, Corcyra: 
A.J \ .~r \).....,\ '\/ ,. ( ,,; 

11 u'ToI..f ",?ren' £'i(\. '\1161. ">\''>1.\:>':'/, !,'i-pr;'\)f.,(\' It{.:,VTO, 

t.J G ,4. ]f Q .~i t. ~ ~w v' ,1 PI'6 '-' .. :d" ~ '~J. ... ' ;:("1' ",.j";;, ~,; 0 G f 1 V 
0'" .,' C\ ;:I'\ - ) 
~)\.l"'l:.lrvY \<'~fl<0rN) c.:..\o:',!t;" , . .£I\I()\JY~r~S()s otl.~sJ 

J~1f ~ ~ol~ Clf/I' ~l'tJ'T'- K. '"r. \. 
This is very similar to the abduction of Sinope by Apollo, and 

it too must have come from Eurnelos. According to Plutarch, the 

Oorinthians displaced earlier Eretrian settlers49 , and it 

would have been very helpful to the Corinthian cause if Eurneloe 

could establish a prior claim to the island in this way. 

Eumelos' reference to Corcyra is thus easily explained. In 

the lines quoted, Apollonios was actually speaking of "Black" 

Corcyra, th~ modern Korkula, since he was keeping the real 

Corcyra for his Phaiacia. 5O A reference he makes in that 

connection also be'crays the influence of Eumelos: 

) / 't' j(' . \ !-[' J-.":' .:-.-
~:t.1ro"'-f. ';~'Ii.~XbI.OrH) YT:· ,,:s):lv J.;.'-rufYj;'j~V (;.q/frtS 
,,,., )" \",. 

"J.'J'l:.I')(5 E..\N~.Ll',:j'~,;\'To }1't"Y-J, ¥rovov' (A.R. IV, 1212-13). 
, I 1\ 

Apollonios must have derived this reference to the Corinthian 

colonisation of Corcyra from Eumelos, and he may also have 

49 Plut ~, ~,uaest. Graee., 11. 

50A•R• IV, 982 ff. with Scholia. 
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obtained the identification of the island with Phaiacia from 

the Corinthian, for Hellanikos tells that Corcyra had by 

Poseidon a child called Phaiax5l , behind which story we can 

surely discern the hand of Eumelos, on account of the re

marklable sirniluri"ty to the tale of Sinope. Having obtained 

all this information from Eumelos, Apollonios adapted it to 

his own needs, and used it for two islands instead of one. 

If Eumelos created Phaiax, he must have included some episode 

involving the Phaiacians in his story of the Argonauts. 

Another early epic poem, the Naupacti2 , depicted Jason as 
" 52 

going to live on Corcyra after the death of l)elias, "but 

whether this was so in the Cprinthiaca we cannot say. We only 

know that Jason returned from Corinth to rolkos, from which 

he might have gone to Corcyra. 

There is another reference to the work of Eume10s 

which may reflect the adventures of the Argonauts in the Black 

Sea area. 53 This is given by Tzetzes, who, commenting on the 

Works and Days, says that Eumelos named three Muses as daughters 

of Apollo, namely Kephisous, Apollonis, and Borysthenis. Bory-

sthenis was the name given to the river now called the Dpieper, 

flowing into the northern Black Sea.~+ In classical times, it 

51 Hellanik. 4 F 77 J (Steph. Byz. ~ i!>,;.(,;S 
52F 10 K (Paus., II, 3.9). 

53Eumelos F 17 K. 

54 Herodot., IV, 53. 

) . 
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,/ 

was al so given to a Greek colony, probably on a promon}a'i'Y, 

now an island (Berezan in Russian), at the river mouth. 55 

There are no Greek remains earlier than the seventh century, 

but it is likely that Eumelos knew of the place before 

colonisation, and, in any case, was probably referring to 

the river. It S88ms ir;;possible to conjecture where among 

Ghe adventures of the Argonauts the episode could have come, 

whether on the outward or homeward journey. 

Also worthy of consideration in respect to Eumelos 

and the myth of the Argonauts may be a fragment of the Nostoi 56, 

since the Scholia to Pindar, Ol,ym., XIII, 31 refer to ~V E(r~o\ l"oY 

;; J K I" {\ . I ... ," r ~ \' ." 
(l VT<>L 0 r \ V r.1 lew' I<.)~ l 'Y~';; 'f .J.ViJ. \/') C', 0\( "kill ~~ ,'\ A'1 \.'£,:.:1. 

In view of the word l'<.:;e(\/'fJicV it is clear that for £'Uj,.fO~·irOV' 

£0"'~~ 'Ao V, should be read. In support of this reading, it is 

noteworthy that Pindar obviously used the work of Eumelos for 

Ol;y:mpian XIII, 54 ff., as can be seen from the Scholia. If we 

accept it, it means that a ,,:c.:'"~ycs was attributed to Burnelos, 

and since this fragment is about the myth of the Argonauts, 

it is possible that it comes from Bumelos' Vo6tfoS: 

A~)tTl'~,ol ~, Al..60V~ &lrik'~ (:p-i\w k'ofoV ~C~(:';c-'iT~ 
(' • , .. , I J() ... "r 

Y;i~~';' ~'i\o rU6.a.s ~\'~Uln6l TfJ..'7\\·~~·6·(fl..J 

This 
tj>.J:n1tJ.f.:rJ. '1\0 \~' (~'(j1)6J ,v~ X9\Jo£[ OU)l A l~'ry6iv. 

story of the rejuvenation 61' Aison sug8est~ that the 

version attributed to Pherekydes and Simonides57 that Medea 

55Boardman, Greeks Ov~rscas, p. 259. 

5~ost9i F 6 K. 

57Argum . ad Bur. Me£. (Scho1. IV, 1. Dind.) 
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rejuvenated Jason was due to a confusion on the part of a 

copyist who wrote IA ~Q N for A 1 i. nNo There can be no doubt 

that a rejuvenation of Aison is much more likely than one of 

Jason, and it is fitting that the aged father should be re-

juvenated on his son's victorious return. It is worth noting 

that thi.s fragment does not imply that Aison was boiled, but 

only that various drugs were boiled, and in some way applied to 

Aison. The process of cutting-up and boiling the "patient" 

would seem to be later, and one of the steps in the develop

ment of the concept of the barbaric evil Medea, which was to 

become current in the play of Euripides. 

It will be seen that Eumelos was distinctly differen.t 

in his treatment of the story of the Argonauts~ Neither Hesiod 

nor Homer indicated any real relationship oetween the saga and 

the Peloponnese, but Eumelos depicts Aietes as living at Corinth 

before gOing to Colchis, and also· brings Jason and Medea to 

Corinth after their return to Iolkos. There can be no doubt 

that he was manipulating myths in the Corinthian interest, 

other examples of which are his story of Marathon, an Attic 

hero 58, and of Leda, an Aitolian figure. 59 His attachment of 

the Argonauts to Corinth seems to have contributed the Corin

thian Hera to the myth, and it also led, in time, to the 

expanded "Corinthian" version, as depicted in Euripides' Medea. 
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Clearly Apollonios was indebted to Eurnelos on several points, 

especially the daughters of Asopos, and even borrowed lines 

from him. There can also be no doubt that, by ~he time of 

Eumelos, the myth was firmly settled in the Black Sea area, 

though we can hardly say whether he was responsible for that 

localisation. 

'rhe available evidence indicates that he derived his 

material from north-west Greece, notably Thesprotia, a con

clusion which is also suggested by the Naupacti~"the fragments 

of which must be examined next. 



CHAPTER VI 

':(IHE MyrrH IN THE :B'RAGIIJIENTS Oli' rnrE NADEl-leIrIA 

A work referred to several times in the Scholia to 

A.R. is the NauEactia. We know very little about this poem, 

of which the author is not known, being generally referred 

The poem is mentioned a number 

posed this epic. In this opinion he was probably influenced 

by the name of the poem, on the analogy of the Cypria attributed 

to Stasinos of Cyprus, and also by the nature of the poem, 
~ ; r ,.. ',r __ . ..-- _ , 

'<:,'11"1 £..) r!V."lf<)~ 'll',,,'·i'lnlJ!!l:..y',( , which suggests a mainland epic 

.of the catalogue type. In support of the claims for Iv.iilesian 

authorship it may be Daid that there is a tradition of a 

festival at Naupaktosl , and a Milesian could have been there 

to compete. However, no name is ever attached to the pro-

posed Milesian author, and Charon of Lampsakos is an early 

authority, so that it may well be best to accept Pausanias' 

opinion and attribute the poem to Karkinos of Naupaktos. For 

the date of the poem there is no evidence, except such as can 

IHesiod is said to have died there (J.1DUS. IX, 38.3). 
Also, there seems to have been a school of genealogical poetry 
in the area (see P-N, Real-Enc.¥c., XVI, 1984). 
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be drawn from an examination of the fragments themselves, and 

which must, inevitably, be tentative and inexact. Perhaps the 

uncertainty over the poem's authorship can be taken as evidence 

for a very early date. The presence of Medea would make the 
.... -,;J n " 

story of the Argonauts a suitable subject for £':i~ rCS yl..l 1/1. 1)<,01:) 

1i~-rrt\ Ii ~~ V.l... 
/. 

Most of the fragments referring to the myth of the 

Argonauts are cited in the Scholia to A.R. One such reference 
..' \ ,.." " II ." . , (:' ",' " is ]' 3 K: K~:l.Jeflc~}vJ. Krr;<T"ir ~ i<f)\4,,'.j.x 1'HI) .. d'Tt/\· l<'~r'")"j6~V. 'j",u'jc; h£. ~1)6( ~"'l 

N 1'\. 1", I C ;", ,.," ~ i. ,~" '_, \ ,¥:," -, . L' \,"'" ." ( i L. \ .., , , • 'r 
I ~Cl'l\·hl\~~f)\. [l \ll~/ I"~ 1V'(\JI' .... I' .. ,~: ... ( ',t,~(~·"s n<{l ~.f\:.F'd .. \),}:I~ t\ S (p:).6,V il5 'f~ (f1':f.{)~olvlot,j 

~• ,~ \T.'"'c' V /... .~.\: ~ \ 'T,t; \ ':' I. I'--"'~ ) (1 '\' '·~\:r-f·, 2 
f)\{t"\'! 'I"~;) "~'i~'I'>Y 'Ie \.II;.{~I ',J I\\,:.,I')/.J.." )\,t,; .I,,!;,\,,:t/o..., .. ' ~ • 11 i i J l.. L 

Hence the Naupactia obviously included the episode of Phineus 

and the Harpies. Pherekydes gave the same version, and it is 

likely that he followed the Naupactia for the whole Phineus 

episode. Hence in his account of the chase, his version is 
c...... (? \ '" A ~ ,.. probably the same as that of the Naupactia: (,";':. vI"! ~·ov tl'{'OlJ 

I 'r',(:-' t" ,\ /(,),- '7' ,'(' .. C, .• ....I.. / 
YiWITc,lj !·!..,It l"QU .c.l!'~·\;:<u .. l rl")(o"~,) f~l(..}KQV):pf.fr;.I<II"hj\ ~v £!<."V T,?6"IVu 

The Boreads pursued the Harpies across the Aegean and Sicilian 

Seas, and the Harpies took refuge in the cave in Crete, under 

the hill Arginous. This account differs from the usual one, 

3 

given by Hesiod, Antimachos, and Apollonios, whereby the Boreads 

turned back at the islands called StroPhades. 4 These three 

authors are also named together by the Scholiast to A.R., II, 

2 Schol. A.R. II, 299. 

33 F 28 J (Schol. A.R. II, 271). 

4Hes • F 57 Hz2; Antim. F 13. B II, 291; A.R. II, 296. 
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297&, because they agree in statin3 that the Harpies were 

not killed. On the Phineus episode, the Naupactia and Phere

kydes seem to stand together and apart from Hesiod, Antimachos, 

and Apollonios. Hence in view of the Scholiast's statement, it 

is likely that, in the account by the NauED..ctia and Pherekydes, 

the Harpies were killed. This is supported by a reference by 
.- £ ;' \ N '1 

Philodemos (~,f1.i6~r',46 b lp. 18 G): r; Yf,) ·t·~v () l 'TJ :'JiT";!OIK'U 

;;r.- ". r '" 1: .~s: ~' t ;) . ,~, - "", I \ d ? ' l • • \ i -, 'Jf.<. 1< J \ 

l~I)-~Vj.S KAt ·~ti.f(KvlJt1.$ I..l fi·.nlvcJ\(.S .. .I1h:'\X\.'I\<l~ 0 "", t"~\ r-'\r~l)k'\)~ . f>(t 5 
r"'~ \ I'" \ f~ '. /' r ("...~' ,-"",. .. - ,- ~I 
\t.I'. ~6'f)1~ , ., -t'J.~ hp "/'\\) 1.J.S £')\./'1)1 l'J"i': t; ,!6 . .tf V fi(~ ';;~t~V gop,," OI..i ~7\"'" I 6 c.JI/. 

It seems certain 'that the lacuna should be filled by the words 
, / \ ',' ,-

T..1 NJ",'r\~:K~id<'..! orTl fVchi7~K1iolin view of the relationship between 

the poem and Pherekydes as regards the episode with Phineus 

and the Harpies. Hence it is probable that in the Naupactian 

version the Harpies were killed by the Boreads. 

It is sometimes said, e.g. by]'arnel16 , that the author 

of the Naupactia knew of the murder of Apsyrtos. In this 

connection, it will be remembered that we have cited Pherekydes 

as the earliest authority for this episode. 7 Farnell's belief 

is based on a reference which, in Kinkel's text, is as follows: 

Apoll. Rhod. III, 242. 'Tov tt;<V' l -'1'1 "fUf"1'O\) l<<>.vl<octS(1'} vu(-<f? rril<tV 

1 (' I/",I I.. 'N ' \ r.' \.... ,\ \,... L A61'£Pbc.£I~·. lh')ChCII • ., 'l",,! )·,!'ii"J.K,,\\l<oIlT\~1\OI~I'~~·)S :~,\)p0h\)'r)lv ~Qi~V .V'r~· 

This suggests that the Naupactia called Apsyrtos' mother Eury-

lyte, and this reference has led Farnell to assume the murder 

53 F 165 J. 

~arnell, Pindar, II, 146& 

73 F 32 J. 

~aup. F 4 K. 

8 
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of Apsyrtos. But, in fact, the schelia here are confused, 
9 \ 7" " and the comment should refer to A.R., III, 240 : ($uV eR Volt 'C.6~E 

r:tt-:olf>rrt, that is, it is merely a reference to Aietes l wife. 
I 

Hence all that can be drawn from the fragment is tha'l; Aietes' 

wife was called Eurylyte in the NauEactia, and the poem pro

bably did not even know of Apsyrtos, let alone his murder. 

The name Eurylyte referring to Aietes' wife is also given in 

an actual fragment of the text of the NaupactialO ". In this 

point the poem again shows a difference from Hesiod who called 

Aiet es 1wife Iduia. ll 

Most of our other references are concerned with events 

at Aietes' city. The first of these is given by the Scholiast 

~O.$. c gi fT,; N..}.v"lT •. IJ<'flg~ r"[V-r./\ ,lpIUI4f.' 'T'oJf 0t;'i! ~~'1~;) '4)rpotJ~"(JUf cif,G'relr. 
Clearly, then, the yoking of the bulls was in the story, and 

the Naupactia must have given quite a number of names, if 

12 

Jf/Q~£l is used in its literal sense. In Apollonios' version, 

after the task had been imposed, six heroes offered to undertake 

it, but then Argos thought of obtaining the aid of Medea. 13 The 

9See Wendel's note on III, 240, p. 227. 

10 ( ) F 8 K Schol. A.R. IV, 86 • 

11 Theog., 958, 960. 
12Nau.,E. F 5 K. 

13 A.R. III, 504-39. 14 . 
Naup. F 6 K. 
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As the text stands in these two seholia, the situation would 

seem to be that, in the Naupactia, firstly, all the heroes 

offered to undertake the task, and then Idmon got up, and 

urged Jason to undertake it himself. This is strange, and 

it would seem that all is not right with the seholia. The 

ehain of thought in Gehol. III, 523 is very difficult to 

follow, the second sentence not fitting very well with "the 

first. Nor does the statement that Idmon urged Jason to 

undertake the task accord with the comment of Schol. III, 

515-21. Clearly some emendation is required, such as: Schol. 

been a comment on a reference which has dropped out, the most 

1 
,~, 0 I )~I \ '),' ) , /..... V 

ikely phrase being in v. 521: at ~ .iA.<\t't (. I S,,1\,'11f5 oO:::fJV tf·Ko'. 
~he emended scholia would then read as follows: 

C' h 1 1'11 515 20 ~ ", ,.'Cl, " \. \', ' ..... ~(~ •. ,"( • ../, ~\ • ~ ,\ '/ \,,'"'' l oC o. , -: f) lol ~:v rr':l r:, f,'.' '1:" ,;!, ,l),_, "~ . ./ oJ I rj'l./l i( focll(''C 11 (;;t( , jt..l.l,:s al 

" p,.' _,I '~N' _. ,r" )I~(. ) .. ,\.. ).,_.... 'c ~ I '1 A \ 
'1'o1.l~ l~o.L!i J €V \'i 'TotS 01. v·t{~ \<,'11 ktl) lOttA.N J. \,"",6'l,~.. , '>l. .'1';'/' Ii·Z b; ~L II 'lie. (l'f'/;I/,H '1,rN ..! CI" oV. 

Schol. III, 521: ~~ ~',~A\()L 1. i"S-'i\i1l'~ .. ~Ht~ fXO\f 'r ~,.. $'£ rrJ Nohrt~-rl/<l lfoi'vrroJs 
, ,~fd9tff:l ,'\O~{ \1"1\".),0'1'<)>.1 ~.p~e09ti";,v'CI.i~ J(->I6'-r'el r •. 

Schol. III, 52,_ll-: ~~\~ "TW) O·(c.~ ~''''f~! 'fr~;S: ~ ¥v,.,.,(,;,(\ Ij't')~-(VJ li~'f~p"'~ 
t~ j j\!,:6:J~ 1;11' f.:\~S'El:.!'" 5QVf.f>Y?'i.l.l 'f~v' J9 ~ov. 

This reading would ~ndicate the following situation 'in the 

Naupactia: none of the heroes offered to undertake the task, 

they all shrank back, and Idmon got up and urged Jason to do 

it himself. Hence we have a more exciting dramatic situation 

than the old reading would suggest. That all the Argonauts 
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should be ready to perform the task does not do much for 

Jason's heroic standing, which must have been considerable 

in such an early epic. The magnitude of the task is greatly 

increased by the fact that the other Argonauts were afraid, 

and unwilling to face it. 

It will be noticed that a central figure in this 

episode is the seer Idmon, and he also has an important part 

in the events depicted in Fs 7-8 K. These two fragments are 

best considered together, and since Kinkel attributes one 

scholion to the wrong line, and publishes an unsound text of 

the Scholia to A.R., it will be better to give the references 

as they are in Wendel's text. The first is in Schol. A.R., 
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Naupactian version was very different; from that described 

by Apollonios. Medea did not go out on her mvn decision to 

urge the Argonauts to escape. 15 Aietes had deliberately 

invited tho Argonauts to a banquet, apparently intending to 

burn their ship, and kill them when they fell asleep. But 

just in time, Aphrodite intervened, and filled Aietes with 

desire to sleep with his wife. Idmon noticed what had happen-

ed, and urged the Argonauts to make their escape. Vlhen Medea 

heard them going, she got up and went with them. Il'his is 

easily our most detailed early account of events at Aietes' city, 

and it is noteworthy that Herodoros told the same story, surely 

using the !iaupactia as his source. In vi_ew of this, it is 

likely that other information provided by Herodoros may also 

),. ,r "J \ ~. '-'--r _, 0; _ • - f I J )'" \ 

J.yrA'JJv 'Iot-.:'ru\'! <!{'1\06'!)i-'1j"v'>'l ''i'N' .\.c<tOV"( Ii Iii) -hI) 1\lt(D1.J <';:7\'! 'i~ 
,;- " $ "':") ,'. ,,\ "'" ~ 

1t'C.f€v8w1<>t. o/tvC.;i;";\ 'It. -re'/ 'f(>(Y~t;\/ r..: ~J.l 7n 1\ {,,<AS J.i\~\I£'(~f!:!'/ 
(I , ("" \ ... . "" '. ./, ~~ .. ", 

'i6\1 '6 ~ <> Cl A{.) ~(1)! }. f <$" 1;( I.\'j"!- uS f;~ t ~hi \ TNoV • 
" 

The story of the invitation to dinner strongly suggests that 

tlLe Naup~cti~ was also Herodoros' source here. Hence, in the 

15 A.H.lV, 83 ff. 

l6rrerodor. 31 It' 52 J (Schol. A.R. IV, 87). 
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Naupactian version, before the banquet, Jason had successfully 

yoked the bulls, killed the dragon, and brought the Fleece to 

Aietes. Aietes' plan to kill the Argon~uts at the banquet was, 

therefore, a last desperate attempt to keep the Fleece. In 

the reference to the escape which We have already noticed, no 

mention was made of the Fleece, but we learn what happened from 
(I " 0 '" ". "A ' \ ,. \ \ the Scholiast to A. R. IV, 87: 0( ... )6",) .)~ ,XC.J6'k.'iA : (; r'V .. i\,).!\wVIQf rf.T.~ 'I" 

, "1\' > ~ f\'/ -. . e " \ '"' 
1'Jy~,'; 'T,j'-' \" Y~'i·'~Ir,.~V cl< '1.:.1 t\\\ric \.) oi~c'V '(';':-'{-<,)'T'>\ U'l\''5X''/C(.I[-\ZV'1V' 'To k'w~ 

'--' r,' I \ ~. .J; ,' . ., 

~~ 1(.<',,' ... 0 ~ T;.l 1'10/ u 'F..n>l. 'Tt i<oJ Yr-s. ~ -H 6u'J,~K j> ff.)cl'&.!v-".: II Tf' 'Y'; i.'L:.·.,s 17 
,\ , \. i. ),...,. .# / 

1<J.-r:J. 4'fy)" 4' () Y7V /<.0/.''101 '7" ;V ti.1.i"'0 u 0 l..KoV {~f.ll{ € V(~', . 

In Apollonios' story Medea fled to the Argonauts before the 

Fleece had been obtained, but the Naupactia told that she 

brought it with her from Aietes' palace, when she joined the 

Argonauts in their escape. We can hardly imagine that the 

Argonauts forgot about the Fleece, presumably some of them, 

perhaps the watchful Idmon, had instructed Medea to bring it, 

or perhaps Aietes had concealed it in a place unknown to the 

Argonauts. 

Several features of the Naupactian version are worth 

noting. Firstly, there was only one trial, the yoking of the 

bulls. The episode of the ploughing and the sowing would 

appear to have entered the myth later, for if these features 

had been known to the Naupactian poet, surely a man who gave 

such a detailed account would hardly have omitted them. But 

it may merely be that the episodes were not part of the 

17 Naup. F9 K. 
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particular tradition which came down to the poet of the 

Naupactia. Although we do not possess a detailed account 

of the Naupactian version of the actual yoking of the bulls, 

it would seem likely that Jason accomplished it by his own 

might, without the US6 of magic. Medea's ~agic does not 

have any part in the story, as is indicated by the fact that 

Jason killed the serpent without her assistance. This was 

clearly the early form of the myth, as was said in the chapter 

on Pherekydes' treatment of the story.18 

The story of the banquet is an episode which is not 

found in any author subsequent to the Naupactia, except, of 

course, Herodoros, but it is a good epic motif, and indicates 

a well-developed story. 

Of great interest is the part played by A.phrodite. 

Apollonios tells how Hera managed to get Aphrodite to assist 

Jason by making Medea fall in love with him.19 It is possible 

that in the Naupactia too Aphrodite made Medea love Jason, 

but the Naupactian version suggests a much closer relationship 

between this goddess and Jason than is the case in Apollonios' 

account. Hera does not enter the picture at all, and Aphro

dite acts on her own initiative, Kn("·ilDi'I ¢>Ot6iv -l~(~"ftl/ c>nv.1$ }Jf'T) 
( t I lit .J 

-, ... , \. J-- , ; _ " 'J 'I; ,~ ;,,~ 20 
J..t '8/\tv .1 '1tS""-,N I v<:.t;O-nffl 0 t i-, .;,/ ~s. O-'-JV .,i 'IX": 1-;;', ~\. '_ I -: ~ i<>lf "( ,r i'/ 

18see above, p. 55. 
19 A.R. III, 55 ff. 
20 - Naup. F 8 K. 
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This is reminiscent of the way in which Hera helped the Argo 

past the Plankt~i, ti\E.~ '1>L\os 7,'(,v } Ti~' 6(",.';/ ,21 and strongly 
• • I 

suggests that, in the Naupactia, Aphrodite may have been the 

protecting deity for the expedition. The goddess had a strong 

cuI t in Thessaly, where one of the months was called "~tP,-or 

and that she had a connection with sea-faring is indicated by 

the titles Tu"'T\~f and E;~;'i\A::JI,J, ~2 If Aphrodite was the 

orig1nal protectess of the Argonauts, it would indicate that 

the theory that Hera only entered the myth at the hands of 

Eumelos is correct. Certainly, there is no sign of Hera in 

the surviving fragments of the Naupactia, a fact which suggests 

that the poem was earlier than Eumelos. Once Hera was estab

lished by the version of Eumelos, she became standard, and 

Aphrodite has no significant part in later versions of the 

23 story. 

In the account of the escape, there is no reference 

at all to Apsyrtos, which supports our earlier sugges'tion 

that he was unknown to the poet of the Naupactia. 

Then there is the part played by Idmon. After the 

imposition of the task, he urged Jason to undertake it, and 

21 Odyss. XII, 72. 

22p_vV ., Real-Encyc., "Aphrodite". 

23There may be a hint of her former importance in Pindar, 
Pyth. IV, 213 ff., where she brings Jason the love-charm. 
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later it was he who realised that Aietes had fallen asleep, 

and was thus responsible for the Argonauts making good their 

escape. In fact, he would seem to have been, in the Naupactia, 

the most important Argonaut, other than Jason, and, as we have 

seen, he may also have played a notable part in Eumelos' version. 24-

Since Herodoros was clearly following the Naupactia for his 

story of events at Aietes' court, including the presence of 

Idmon, it is likely that he was also giving the Naupactian 

version in making Idmon's death take place fu~ong the Mariandyni 

on the return voyage. 25 

The Naupactia was undoubtedly used as a source by Herod

oros, and,in view of the large number of surviving references 

to that author, it may be possible that some other fefltures 

were also derived from the Naupactia. This is more likely to 

be so in features fundamental to the story, especially if the 

details given by Herodoros differ in any way from the standard 

version, or from the versions of other authors later than the 

Naupactia. 

One such feature is the return voyage, for Herodoros 

said that the Argonaut.s returned .by the route whence they 

came. 26 This is at variance with the Hesiodic version, and 

24-Schol. A.R. III, 1354-. 
2531 F 50 J (Schol. A.H. II, 815) , See above, pp. 4-7-8. 
2631 F 10 J (Schol. A.R. IV, 257/62a) • 
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also with those of Herodoros' contemporaries, Pindar and 

Hekataios. 27 To take such a definite .stand, Herodoros must 

have had good ,authority, and this could well have been the 

Naupacti~. It certainly seems likely that, in the early form 

of the myth, the return voyage would be the same as the out-

, ward one. It would later be changed to add more interest to 

the tale, espeCially when the places mentioned became well-

known. 

Points to note here are that Herodoros calls the mother Them-

isto, when she is normally known as Nephele, and that he names 

all the children of Athamas, not only Phrixos and Helle, citing 

names not given by anyone else. It is probable that differences 

of name in this myth reflect different traditions. The only 

other author known to have used the name Themisto for Phrixos' 

mother is Pherekydes29 , who employed the Naupactia as a source 

for the Phineus episode. Herodoros, too, derived material 

from the Naupactia, so that'this agreement between Her-odoros 

and Pherekydes would seem to point to the Naupactia as the 

source of the name Themisto. ,If this is so, it is likely 

, 18 a J 
27Hes • F 64 Rz2; })indar, P7g~. IV, 

(all in Schol. A.R. IV, 257 a). 

'2831 F 38 J e 

293 F 98 J. 

25 ff.; Hekat. 1 F 
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that Herodoros also took the names of Themisto's other four 

children from the Naupactia. 

Another relevant reference is given by the Scholiast 

to A.R. II, 1122a, who tells us that Herodoros called the 

mother of Phrixos' sons Chalkiope. 30 This is one of the 

common names for her, and was the one used by Apollonios. 31 

However, Hesiod called her Iophossa, and Ph~rekydes Euenia. 32 

Hence, the most likely sources for Chalkiope would be Eumelos 

or the Naupactia, and in view of Herodoros' reliance on the 

latter, especially for events at Aietes' court, it is most 

likely that the name occurred in the Naupactia. 

Herodoros' account contained another interesting 

feature, which is mentioned by the Scholiast to A.R. III, 594-
... -, (I}' -t,'" ) ,.... (). • -''' (-~ . .;" ,/ ~-. t.. 

8a and 605: V~)6.f~(~ :) C~ J"J'-f",-.;: 'l',..i,IOt C ~i, :·;1.1":"1< ;J:,)6~IV ~nU".lo!<>iV ('\~yEV r Ii ; l I' t 

.. ... 4" " .... ,- .f.,., .... -. _ .. .. " ":. ".' \ ~:."-.'_:,.", c/ ""; ~ 
jH} <tP\.)tC' 1, !(i).-. 1"t0/(-.;:.) '/'~l .)(V'((,V f<.d<()d~{VJfk,.'. r:.,'(to?Y'f.W, 071\.$ 

J. r <yc':0 - 'T'l)) P :},6', h \':';-i S' r. ,n'\'/oo, jr_ ;') 'l'/f,/i'J.j'i-d.1 ,[z~ K.,i; ~'f'1P~:; tr;c (~toV 'iTd.1tfoS 
~ , I I • , 

(Hx\ou '~k'i\<oEl, 6'T~ ~ .. ~: xr!]6'tt~~ ~~lv Ir;'y}'lTi '~t~;0}i~VO~ ,r~'iT~ "T~V ;>\..J7oJ 
-' ,. -' \ " t· . \ <: \' , ,., , .-,: '.J ,r- ~ - - .... '-'i'l0V(.N o{'7It..l\tHj~l) /{-il -\po ~(!"0'lr ',v ;t(./f !-ey·d· ... I.'~o,.(\.) i.'J rtup£.v 

"'-.,, ", \, \ ,.., . .~. .'" , \ t ,\.7',,\ 3.3 
""OIJ<T~'J ,,-vu<·~ ""~..:t !1V(v ~(~)!l'J T .. ..)v 'r;.l\)ft.0'1 At yo QI.,J'T;;,V ;::·xrvo'r16:>lt. 

Herodoros' story is.perhaps hinted at by Apollonios in the 

thoughts of Aietes (III, 597-602): 

3°31 F 39 J. 
31 A. R. II; 1149. 

32Hes • F 152 Rz2 (Schol. A.R. II, l122a); Pher. 3 F 
25 J (Schol. A.R. II, 1149). 

3331 F 9 J. 
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.;~'t:I,,'y';.!\i'lv 00 lIoi';P~~ ~("';~.\\,)~v" }\~\tolt) 

X f{: IW \{\V ",:1;\ \ VQ.Y! 'If ~~.\(d PO\,)\;) "(I:, y ~ V sti\'lr' 
. ". ~/ . ,. -. 

<):1) C!\ 'H.\""'f/!\ 11'T"I)Y fl'; "jl '!) k; l(',(,"l'CV ·t'~J..A {o\,6b.",d .. l \ ,_, 

"r~ V', .'. \ \' / ,'~. I~':> " n " 
,.1) I'd· ~t/'O'~I\"':()\)) ii€..\~{\{·(\V ~ .. ' P.'f .. I\,,-~I-! V.deN 

'1 / 
"I·r..t[\,p;.~s ,.-t-~. -" () \ \ (':">, ) 'I '., ~r' 'Il \ (.t.) '-.I \:~\./ ~ tJ :\ :/\ ",\/ G') {)-I . 1'\ rT. A 

However nothing like this is indicated in other passages in 

the Argonautica, such as the words of Chalkiope in III, 260-7: 
( 

versions of why the sons ~f Phrixos were returning to Greece. 

The task of yoking the bulls was, in Herodoros' version, a 

protection against any unrecognised kinsman who might arrive, 

but Phrixos' sons, the children of Aietes' own daughter, were 

there at his court, so he must have sent them away, just as in 

A.R. 111,601-2. That this was, in fact, the case in Herodoros' 
'u (' r\'> \ 

account is shown by the Scholiast to A.R. II, 531-2: nr;ow~ Ot ET\\ 
. '\. " '(j .. ' t ,n" , .J....'," \ 1/ 

"r~G f .. d(,Oo ~6t -rt.&\1"~-A;1 -Tn)S rI\I\/~"'~'v'r(l(~; t p) au I'1rya; 0 ~l~OU ~"j\.lVllJ 

tcr~.~lj"l<:U This suggests that the sons of Phrixos had re-
. . '. 

turned to Greece before the Argonauts set sail, a feature also 

known to Pherekydes and Hesiod. It was clearly the early 

34cf • also the words of Argos (II, 1147-53), and of 
Aietes (III, 304 ff.). 
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version, and Apo11onios' alteration of events is not very 

convincing. Herodoros does not appear to ha.ve drawn on 

Hesiodic sources to any extent, so that his version is likely 

to have come from the Naupactia. A link with the ~aupactia 

is .also suggested by the fact that Aietes' safeguard against 

a would-be murderer was the task of yokine; the bulls, that 

and nothing else, just as that was the only task facing Jason 

in the Naupactian version of events at Aietes' court. 

A significant difference from the ordinary tradition is 

found in the name given by Herodoros to Jason's mother, a basic 

character in the story. The Scholiast to A.R. I, 45-7a shows 

t.hat he named her as Polypheme, the daughter of Autolykos, 

while Apollonios and Pherekydes both called her Alkimode, 

daughter of Phylakos, and Hesiod named her ~olymede.35 As we 

have noticed, there are several differences between the 

Naupactia and Hesiod as regards the names of characters in the 

myth36 , so if we may assume that the Naupactia also differed 

from Hesiod on the name of Jason's mother, it may well have 

'been the source for the name Polypheme, given by Herodoros. 

Among the more notable items attributed to I~erodoros 

is his flat refusal to admit Herakles to the expedition for 

the :b'leece. 37 Since all versions from Hesiod downwards had 

35Herodor. 31 If 40 J; A.R. I, 47 and 252; Pher. 3 F 104 
alb J; Hes. F 18 Rz~. 

36e •g • Aietes' wife, Aietes' daughter, and probably 
Phrixos' mother. 

3731 F 41 b J (Schol. A.R. I, 1289). 
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included Herakles at least at the start of the voyage, Hero

doros was certainly fighting against tradition. He must have 

had some grounds for taking this stand, and such could only 

have been found in an epic of pre-Hesiodic date, namely the 

Corinthiaca or the N"aupactia. There is no evid.ence that 

Herodoros drew on the Corinthiaca for any other features of 

hiz story, but, as we have seen, he was heavily indebted to 

the Naupactia. Hence, we can tentatively conclude that, in 

the Naupactia, Herakles did not enter the myth of the Argo-

nauts. 

There is one r~ference surviving from the Naupactia 

to events after the return of the expedition, and it is 

supplied by Pausanias (II, 3.9) ~ J{;::1(11 'g~~'T'v <;"1 "[\\rl~'\ N.l\l'l'i"'J~·n,,; " 
, ..., , ... ~ l' ,\ ? _. ) ,'" • _ '.' J \ -<"'l ,_ \ • "\ '" fl .- . el" 
OVOIJ..I'/\;Ii.\fO\ "r.-<'i'ol\lT .. l. """ f.\I"';',)-""I,'\\" '1..:",'/.';' l~t 1:1';I\~"i~ l""r,,fTl)v If"Lo" \,?,o.!voI1<N C.,J 

i~. f, ~ ,. .. ',.... /... ,'\" 
KOf\iIJ~V l'h\\)H<';~{j.l\ I t{.J\ Ot /"1":0,''-' : • ., ·;;d ''flil ~'I',t((:'1'(t'<)'/ '\/,Ji{ '11.1\'\,'0\/ 10)7(0 !\€oIiv'fS' 
~1"'t9"!L'~Yr .. l e~~,\-;'~v··r.J tli T(j \ '"/I-i{'N.V' ~'i~~;'fI"\i '~i.I"rt·n f.' (1:i~·'tV :6"-'T"tV 
7. ' I . fl "' 'I .1' -/" 

t> ttV<t~l1v '(Ip', {I', 'c. :-l'i~',/;V·'. Hence, in the Naupactian version, 

Jason did not remain at Iolkos after his return. We have 

also noticed this in the work of Pherekydes and Hesiod38 , 

but neither of those authors tells us where Jason actually 

wen~ to when he left Iolkos. In both cases, Akastos, the 

son of Pelias, became 'king of Iolkos, and this was probably 

so in the Naupactia too. It is noticeable that, according 

to the ~upactia, Jason left after the death of Pelias. 

This seems strange, since we would expect that, on Pelias' 

38Pher. 3 F 62 J; Hes. Fs 78-81 Rz2. 
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death, Jason would become king. It can hardly be that Pelias 

was murdered and Jason compelled to leave the city, for the 

murder is unlikely to have been in the myth at such an early 

date, and the word f)~.\!d(roV does not imply it. Akastos was 

an Argonaut, and Jason may have given up his claim to the 

throne in his favour. If so, it would not be surprising 

that Jason should leave Iolkos to allow the new king a free 

hand. Another possibility is that originally Jason had no 

claim to the throne at all, but was a mere adventurer, or 

the instrument of an oracle, like the "one-sandalled" man. 

Certainly, no source earlier than Pindar states explicitly 

that Jason had a legitimate claim to the throne. 39 That 

Jason had, in fact, no claim would be the simplest explanation 

of the prevalent early tradition that he did not remain at 

Iolkos. 

But why, in the Naupactian version, did he go to 

Corcyra? In the version of Apollonios, Corcyra comes into 

the story as the island of the Phaiacians,40 a belief also 

referred to by Thukydides.4l From Apollonios (IV, 1002-3) 

we learn that a party of Colchians passed out of the Black 

Sea through the Kyanean Rocks in pursuit of the Argonauts. 

39Pindar, ?yth.,IV, 109 ff. Hes. (Theog. 995-6) describes 
Pelias as a despotic ruler, but does not indicate that he was 
a usurper. 

40 Scholl AeR. IV, 982/92. 
41 Thuk. I, 25.4. 
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The Scholiast to the passage tells that this party came to 
c (1' 

Corcyra: at. o£ 

k~:\)"rr'16~~ tl~ 
ttfuX0V' DvrrES 

case was hopeless, they besought Alkinoos to receive them 

as friends, and they stayed on the island. 42 Apollonios goes 

on to tell that, when Corcyra was colonised by the Bakkhiadai 

from Corinth, the Colchians left the island .lj·3 It may be that 

the Naupactia reflects this tradition. If Corcyra was in

habited by Colchians who had been reconciled to Medea, it 

might be a likely place for Jason and Medea to go to. However 

this move to Corcyra may well have arisen from some other early 

tradition. 

That Jason had only two Bons in the Naupactia is made 
.) ..-

clear by the use of the comparative ii'-fe 6}'" ·'~po.'i: e A re-

ference to Mermeros occurs in the Odyssey, I, 259 ff., where 

Athena tells Telemachos that she had seen Odysseus: 
, ~ :J L ' " .,.. ) . -':'"' \ ~~,t ,'. : 
f:S 'j+-"";P'» .:J../ \ ov··r.i '11"~p .1 ,-\ .. DJ t t'~ ;>/-t(f) t ~;i.(, 

, 1·,1 
':1.1 .... \ ......... .. ;' \.,. '. \ \ ~" ._, . \ 0f-'j"J Y~'P ".'i \,~~:{:'t t7( '( ",~: ""f)': <,J\,15(ful: 

r\ .;' , t' ',t' \:) '1 ",' t... 
t. ~{·rhJ.t:C>V .J.V i\t'·'1·:·v\.v -:\\::.~','I'\.;_.;,): L:, ; .. ~;., .; .. ' ': l\; 

. .,' ,.':' r, '.,. \ , I 
Lon~\ ~. ;','1-.'" c"\."J.~,_ )I'\.j~r'. ~-:Yi ::'[ _.J.\ 

That is, Ilos:\~on of ~er~eros, lived at Ephyra, probably the 

Thesprotian one, as it is not far from Ithaka. It would have 

been somewhere in this area that Mermeros met his death in 

the Naupactian story, so it would appear that the Odyssey 

42A•R• IV, 1206-11. 

43A•R• IV, 1212-14. 
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and the Naupactia are reflecting the Same tradition in this 

episode. We will also remember that Bumelos was able to 

introduce Medea to Corinth because of her connection with 

Ephyra. Hence, the evidence of Homer, Eumelos, and the 

Naupactia all indicates that Jason and Medea settled in 

north-west Greece, which suggests a common tradition for the 

myth in the early eighth century_ 

It will be seen that the "reconstructed" Naupactian 

version gives quite a complete story. There are indications 

that the poem included the preliminary Fhrixos episode, and 

it probably stated that Phrixos 1 sons had returned to Greece. 

During the voyage, the Boreads pursued the Harpies for Phineus, 

and killed them. On arrival at Aietes' city, Jason was con

fronted with only one task, the yoking of the bulls, but this 

was so terrible that all the Argonauts were afraid, but Jason, 

at Idmon's urging, did it himself. Then he fetched the Fleece, 

after killing the serpent, and brought it back to Aietes. The 

latter then treacherously invited the Argonauts tio a banquet, 

intending to kill them, but, through the aid of Aphrodite 

and the vigilance of Idmon, the Argonauts made their escape, 

and Medea joined -them, bringing the Fleece with her. Probably 

they returned home by the route by which they had come. Then, 

after Pelias' death, Jason and Medea went off to Corcyra. 

This, then, is the earliest version of the story of 

the Argo which we can trace. It remains next to consider what 

were the likely sources for the Naupactian poet, and then to 



trace the development of certain episodes from the early 

myth until the version of Apollonios. 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MYTH 

The Origins 

Since the early tradition reflected in the Odyssey', 

the Corinthiaca, and the NauRactia is unanimous in fixing 

the final abode of Jason and Medea in north-west Greece, it 

might seem possible that the story was taken from the folklore 

of that region. But the fact that the pair settled in north

west Gr~ece is really insufficient evidence for postulating 

a North-West Greek source for the myth. Since the Naupactia 

is probably our earliest source for the story, we must try 

to discover the origins of the tradition which came down to 

the Naupactian poet. 

At this ear.ly period, the spread of a tradition is 

likely to be governed by the influence of one area on another, 

depending on the quality of the communications between the 

two areas. Because of the natural barrier imposed by the 

mountains, Naupaktos can hardly have enjoyed close cultural 

relations with the North-West, which was always a backward 

area. l Communications are much easier to the North-East, 

1 Hammond , pp. 8, 10, 13. 

151 
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towards Boiotia and Thessaly. The fact that Heaiod came to 

Naupaktos provides evidence for cultural relation2 , and the 
,J,.) '" 

Naupactian '2'11'1 ~s YVV<i.Il<olS rn£1iO(~IIE:Vt~ are suggestive of the 
/1' 

HOL'>ll- of the Boiotian poet. So if influence is mar,e likely 

to have reached Naupaktos from the North-East, what speculations 

can we make concerning the possible origins of the myth of the 

Argonauts? 

One outstanding feature of the story, right down to 

t.he Argonautica of Apollonios, is its Thessalian character. 

Jason and the core of the Argonauts are Minyans, and their 

voyage starts from Iolkos in the Gulf of Pagasai. For the 

Naupactian poet, too, it must have been basically a Thessalian 

'~ale.We have noticed that the protecting deity of the ex

pedition may well have been Aphrodite, who has her origins in 

Thessaly, where a month was called'RfplO,) in her honour.' 

The Phrixos episode, too, is wholly Thessalian. Hence not 

only could Thessalian influence have reached Naupaktos, but 

there are even Thessalian elements in the Naupactian version. 

Another such Thessalian feature may be that story, prevalent 

in early tradition, and which seemed so difficult to explain, 

namely that Jason and Medea went off to north-west Greece. 

It may have arisen from a Thessalian recollection that they 

themselves had originally lived in Thesprotia4 , or may even 

2 P.aus. IX, 38.,. 

'P-W, Real-Encyc., II Aphrodi te". 

4Herodot. VII, 176. 
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reflect a later overland expedition to the West. 

If the myth is Thessalian, what can it reflect? The 

voyage was generally attributed in antiquity to the generation 

before the Trojan War, as is shown by the fact that some 

Argonauts were the fathers 'of Homeric heroes. 5 It was on 

this basis that the chronologists obtained their dates, 

Eratosthenes giving 1184 for the capture of Troy, and 1225 

for the Argonauts, while Eusebios gave 1263-1257 for the Argo

nauts. Since Blegen ~ow dates the fall of Troy to around 

1250,6 on traditional reckoning we should put the expedition 

of the Argonauts at about 1~90-80. Can it be possible that 

the myth actually reflects a real voyage made by the Thessa

lians around that time? Several things would suggest that it 

is possible. 

As has been remarked, Jason and the core of the Argo

nauts were,Minyans, which suggests that the Minyans were the 
~ . 

governing el)ment in Thessaly at the time of the expedition. 

According to Strabo, the Minyans of Iolkos were colonists 

from Minyan orchomenos7, and the IIMinyan:"'ware" pottery, so

called since it was first discovered at Orchomenos, is found 

in Thessaly from 16008 , indicating that the Minyans probably 

.. 
5e •g • Admetos, Telamon, Peleus. 

. ~ ~ 

....... 60 • W. Blegen, "Troyll, . ill W and S, ch. 13, pp. i.S3 
(chronol. table), and 386. 

7 .. 
Strabo IX, 2.40. 

8.Miss Bacon, p. 141. 
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arrived in Thesaal$ around th.at time. At any rate, they 

would have been well-established' 'by the timeo! the expedition. 

Further, there is sound archaeologi"cal evidence that 

there was a prosperous civilisation in Thessaly in Mycenaean 

times. Tholos or "beehive" timbs have been found at'Dhimini 

and Sesklo, and more recently, a palace has been located at 

Volos (ancient Iolkos), which has been dated to just the right 

period, a generation before the Trojan War. 9 Furthermore, 

pictures of vessels with many oars have been found on a Middle 

Helladic vase from the same place. lO 

Then there is the evidence of the Homeric poems. 

Achilles was a Thessalian, and Neleus, who founded the great 
. . . 11 

Mycenaean dynasty at Pylos, was a Minyan. . More significantly, 

Thessaly is shown in the Oatalogue of Ships to have been a 

,j . c~nsiderable sea-po:Wer.12 She seI.1t nine contingents to ';rroy, 

totalling 280 ships, out of a total Greek force of 1186 

vessels. This suggests that Thessaly was quite capable of 

'sending out a naval expedition in the generation berore the 

Trojan War • 
. -';". 

As we have seen, the myth of the Argonauts was local ... 

. ' ised in the Black Sea area as early as Eumelos, and there f~ 

p •. 

. ~ 

9p • MacKendrick, The Greek Stones Speak (New York, 1962), 

1'7. S. Stubbings in W',AAdS, ch.22, p. 541 •. 

110dYSS. XI, 254. 

1211 • II, 681-759. -
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little reason to suppose that it was otherwise in the N~upactia. 

The question now is "could Thessalian ships haye penetrated 

to the Black Sea in Mycenaean times?ll Entry to the BJ,ack Sea 

is made difficult by the strong current at the Bosporos, . 

'aggravated by northerly winds in the summer months. This fact 

has led Rhys Carpenter to the following opinion, "Not until 

ships were built, and put into efficient service, which were 

capable of an oar-driven speed of more than four knots, could 

any Aegean vesselpaSB beyond the Golden Horn. 1I13 He seeks 

to find these improved ships in the reference by Thukydides 

(I, 1. r~) to the vessels built by Ameinokles of Cori.nth ,for 

the Samians around 705/4, and concludes that the vessels con

cerned were pentekonters. He goes on to say, tiThers is little 

probability that Chalkedon ••• was established for any other 

reason than. its advantageous position as a starting-point for 

the passage through the Bosporus.,,14 He dates Chalkedon to 

around 680, and continues, tiThe years just before· or .just 

after 680 B.C. must be our choice for the sensationa~ event 

which was to become mighty in legend -the'first passing of a 

Greek'ship into the Black Sea. n15 In the course Of this study, 

we have noticed several points whichmigb.t be used to dispute 

thiS, but Rhys Carpenter's thesis falls down in several other 

'"Sea II , 

l'?RhyS Carpenter, "The Greek ;Penetration of the Black 
in AJA 52 (1948) tIff. : 
~ '.j • 

l4Rhys Carpenter, in g.!,52, 

l5Rhys Carpenter, in AJA 52, 
, -
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points, which are discussed by Graham. 16 His most telling 

argument against it, and the one most' applicable to our pur

pose, is that ships were able to sail up through the Bosporos. 

The evidence for this is found in the Anaplus BQspori of 

Dionysios Byzantios, who actually desoribes the passage of 

ships against the current. Ships could proceed by sail, 

helped by oars if necessary, and could also get assistance 

from counter-currents. Graham shows that, although the pre

vailing winds are adverse, favourable winds occur quite often, 

and from his figures I have calculated that suitable winds are 

found one day in every six at ? a.m., and one in five at 1 p.m. 

in the sailing-season. Hence there are adequate opportunities 

for a sailing-ship to make the passage. The fact that the 

Bosporos can be passed by sailing-vessels completely removes 

Rhys Carpenter's limit for the date of penetratiion, and must 

make it possible even for Mycenaean ships. That there was 

Bronze Age .trade through the Hellespont and the Propontis is 

suggested by Hammondl ?, so that it does not seem unlikely that 

a voyage through the Bosporos could have been made. It would 

have been exceptional, but so, of course, must the voyage of 

the Argonaut s • 

If we accept, then, that a Thessalian vessel could 

have entered the Black Sea in the late Bronze Age, what would 

l6Graham 1 / 

17 Hammond, p. 53. 
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(or could) have been the object of such a voyage? Later 

traditions were unanimous in that the object of the voy~ge 

of tp.e Argonauts was to fetch the Golden Fleece. The most 

obvious interpretation of this is that it represents real 

early expeditions f~r metal.18 EVidence that this could have 

been so is gi van by Barnett, who says II... the recent Russian 

excavations of burials rich in gold and silver at Trialeti in 

the central Caucasus, belonging to the la~e Bronze Age, show 

that the Golden Fleece and the Argonauts need not be considered 

a.ll a figment of the imagination.,,19 Apparently he considers 

the factual basis of the story to be. Bronze Age trading. 20 As 

well as suggesting gold and metals, the Golden Fleece mi·ght 

indicate furs, a suggestion which may be supported by the fact 

that Simonides and Akousilaos referred to the Fleece as purple. 21 

Furs were among the exports from the eastern end of the Black 

Sea in classical times22 , but we cannot be sure whether they 

were valuable in very early times. On the other hand, wamay, 

perhaps, wonder whether a commercial venture, however pioneering, 

is likely to have beoome a subject for epic poetry. Traders 

by R. 

177; 

l8J • B. Bury, A History of Greece (3rd. edit. revised 
Meiggs. London, 1959) p. 48. . 

·19Barnett, in Aegean and the Near.East, p.22l. 

20Barnett, in Aegean and tite Near Eas:c, p. 228. 

2lSimonides in Scholl Eur. Meg. 5, and Schol. A.R. IV, 
Akous. in Sohol. A.R. IV, 1147. 

22 . . Miss Bacon, p. 150. 
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were not looke4 upon in a very favourable light, as· is shown 

by 

:'; 

tl1e,:words of .Euryalos, hims-elf a ,sea-faring Phaia.cian, 
00 Y~r 0) GGS{) gflV', ~.(~~QVl ,w'l~ tt:61<W 

:£eAW'I) oLot Ij€' '7i<>~~J ~",..J Jver<.J'7\<>lot 'r\"~~OVi"'t, 
~Ah~ 'T0 ,~~ @>t?~cI. "1~ '1r.;>\tJK~i\£l. eoL~~5WV/ . 
~fXll~ V.,IVio(CUV at 'T£ rrrfry~'iT1pf.S' G,q(6\V 1 

-f0fYOIJ '\£ '~"~~VlV I\'~t t'1i{6KoTo~ ~~W O~i~L(.)V 
Kt.p~[t.N 6" J(II~\~WV . O~~' ot@Aq'T~pl, tctK~S. (0'8$. VIII, 

I 1; -64). 

Oould it "not be that the myth ~eflectssomething 'more dengerous 

and. daring, such'as a pirate raid? That piraoy waS cominon 

in early times, andinde'e'd freely admitted, is indicated by 

the well-known formula of greeting: 2; . 
"';' , ,. , ... \ ---Cl) <' , ~l (\ 
W sClvol

J 
~"t:S to'l£ ;Tc>t)W ~J\~lJ::;l lJ1f"" I<E.I\&VQ~; 

if fT" t<~'f~ 'TIr~ § IV ~ rol~{/lJ>{~s ~'A~A,?~[)c: 
ol~' 'fE.- A~l61"{fE.5 V'1\£~p ~~a() lToL '1J~~owv'i"(l<, .... 

f\Jx~S 'i\~f e~~tVot KolK~V J ~Ao~cl'liOl6'Q[ ~[fo"'Tf,S j 
Moreover, Odysseus, in his fictitioua a.ccount of·his adventures, 

thinks nothing of including a pirate raid in Eg;pt. 24 .As for 

the Argonauts, there is one feature in Apollonios' version 

which does suggest a pirate raid .• namely the episode at 

Cyzicus. 25 Apollonios tells how the Argonauts lett Cyzicus, 

but were forced qack that same night py a storm, . and in the 
. • .! 

dFirkness .the inhabitants mistook them for. ~aiders. In ·the 

ensuing battle King Cyzicus was killed. This story of the 

23e •g • Ody8~.III, 71-4; IX, 252-5. 

240dySS. XIV, 245 ff.; XVII; A25 ff. 

25 A.R. I, 961-1077. 
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second landing and mistaken identity sounds like a ver-sion 

created in later times to preserve the reputation of, the 

Argonau-I;s. perhaps after the foundation of the Greek 01 ty 

. of CYZicus. 26 Probably it is a memory of a pirate~raid made 

by the Argonauts on the original" pre-Greek inhabitants of 

.. ,' the area. It should' not be thougl:Lt unlikely that a pirate 

voyage should have taken the Argonauts so far afield as the 

Black Sea, for in later times, on similar expeditions, the 

'Vikings penetrated to the Medi'uerranean,. 27 Also similar in 
. . . . '. ' . 

. c' , 'cq~Ji>"ining e:;ploration with pI uudering is Drak€) , s voyage round 

. "',-~".: the, world in the Golden Hihd. 28 In view of- 'this., the theory 

. y' . '"that, the story of the Argo arose from an adventurous 'Voyage 

"Of· p.iracy and exploration seems very possible. The Golden 

;:" _Fleece could well r:epresent the great riches . acquired on such 

'a-voyage, which might be gold, silver ,; or other valuable 

commqdities of which-we have no record • 

. The basic story must have evolved in the period .of 

, . ,-Dark-Ages which followed the collapse of the'lViyce'naean civil

isation, as must many other Greek myths. During this time ,the 

story oame to be centred around the hero'- Jason, who, in common 

wi-th that ether Thessalian hero, Achilles ,had been educated 

..... '. by'the centaur" Cheiron. 29 It must soon have included a quest , 

. ~ . 

, 2~he citizens would ,be proud to h~ve a link wi1Jh the 
Argonauts, albeit a distasteful .one • 

. 27!:i,nc:yc. Br~1. (11th ed. Oamb. 1910-11), 28,"'65. 

·¢8Enoyc_. Brit. 8, 443-4 __ 

29' See above, pp. 67-9. 

. . .,:' 
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and· the bringing-home of the king's da.ughter. Early on,: too, 

the voyage of Jason must have been associated with another 

Thessalian myth, the -one about the Ram of Fhrixos, from which 

came the idea of the fleece, which was incorporated into the 

myth. That the Lemnian v~sit was also a very early element 

is indicated by the presence of Minyans on the island in 

historical times. 30 During this very early period, the details 

of the story would have been distorted and exaggerated. into 

"myth" •. When Greece' emerged from the Dark Ages, the story 

received a great impetus from th.e re-discoveryof the Black 

Sea area as a result of renewed trading and of the exploration 

which must have preceded colonisation. The version g~ven in 

the Na.upactia represents the story as it stood at this period. 

The Development of Some Features of the Myth 

The Story of Phrixos 

The story of Phrixos must originally have been quite 

a separate myth, centred at Orchomenos, where his father, 

Athamas, ruled. 3l It would seem to be older than the story 

of Jason, and its main features must have- been settled before 

it was linked to the other myth. It may originally have in

cluded an episode of the return of Phrixoa' sons to cla.im 

their rights at Orchomenos. When the myth was combined with 

tha.t of Jason, Phrixos' son, Argos, became the builder of the 

30Herodot. IV, ~~5; Strabo VIII, 3.19. 

3lSchol. A.R. I, 763/4a. 
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ship which sailed to recover the Golden Fleece. The return 

of PhrixQs' sons before Jason's expedition must have re-

mained a feature of the story until the version of Apollonios. 

The story that Athamas had four children older thaxl J?hrixos 

and Helle may be the earlier version, but in later tradition, 

only Phrixos and Helle are mentioned, and must have been so 

prominent that t1:;le others were forgotten. The idea. that the 

Argonauts sailed to recover Phrixos' soul, in a.ddition to the 

Fleece, is likely to be a late addition by Pindar. 32 

Pelias 

Pelias is one of the best-established charaoters of 

the myth. Ther~ are never any variants for his name, and he 
t> 

was in the story at an early date, as the Naupactia clearly 

knew of him. 33 The poet of the Odyssey knew that he lived at 

Iolkos, and gives no hint that he was other than the legitimate 

ruler. 34 Pelias' despotic, insolent charaoter was known to 

Hesiod, who also told that he imposed the labours on Ja.son. 35 

!t least by the time of Pherekydes, the story had been developed 

of the oraole given to Pelias to beware of the "one-sandalled" 

man. 36 :In Pherekydes t version, Jason had been ploughing near- ' 

by, and came on the Boene merely as the instrument ot the 

oraole. In the contemporary version of Pindar, however, while 
w. ". 

32See above, pp. 15-16. 
33NauI2e F 10 K (Pause II, 3.9). 
340dlBS. XI, 254 t. 
35Hes • Theoge 994-6; see above,·pp. 64-5. 
363 FlO, J; see above, pp. 40-1. 
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... Jason' s appearance fulfilled the oracle, it was also to claim 

his rights from Pelias, who is thus, for the first time, de-

·clared to be a usurper. 37 That Pelias was hated by Hera is 

manifest in Pherekydes' account, and may have originated from 

Eumelos. At any rate, it persisted right through to the 

Ar6ona~tica of Apollonios. Then there is the question of 

the murder of Palias. This feature seems to have developed 

. out '0'£ a combination of Hera' s hatred and the idea that Palias 

was a usurper. There is no reliable evidence for it before 

that of Pherekydes and Pindar, but it was oertainly'popular 

in the fifth century, and must have been present in Euripides' 

early play, the Peliades. It is more likely that, in the 

earlier versions, Pelias had an ordinary death, after which 

funeral games were held in the customary fashion. The story 

'of his murder had entered the myth probably by the end of the 

sixth century. The manner of his death, by the guileeof 

Medea, is likely to have evolved from the earlie.r story of 

Medea's rejuvenation of Aison. 

The Crew of the Argo 

Originally all members of the crew must have been 

Minyans. as is indicated by the facts that the myth originated 

in Thessaly, and that a Minyan element was retained throughout 

the subsequent development of the myth. The sons of Phrixos, 

37See above, pp. 8-13 
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especially Argos, are likely to 'have been'members from avery 

>':;,'early date, from the time when'the'two stories were combined. 38 

, As the story developed, some of the more ordinary Minyans must 

haV~': been replaced by i3uperhuman outsiders 'such as the :&oreads, " 
, .:'.> 

>; ,Who Were present at least by the time of the Naupactiaii' 
'.:',~' ;. 

: ,ve;Sion,39 and the Dioakouroi. VariouB otherspeciallstra 

we.rethought worthy:of a place, such a.s the keen::Sight~dLynkeus.40_ 
Some oharacters, however, muathave been qUite'la.teadditions, 
, , 

" ;for neither Homer, He siod, nor Pherekyde s incl udedthEkswift-
,'::,:,' ","" '41 ' ,;," 
·f.o'oted Iphiklos. " .Aseer is l.ikelyto have been pi>e;ee~t from 

':ear;~y" ti:mes, and ou~ earliest evidence' indicateS th'a:~:l';df1on wa.s 

',:' the; original seer, and' an impo;tanterew":member. 4~,"Aifcft''ller 
'.- . 

,';t:r<idi,tion, 'which was adopted by J?indar,apparentiy'.g,iiv6.>'Mopsos 

, L ~ (i'S seer for' 'th~ expedition.43 'Apollonios, in inOludin~both 
seers, was apparently combining the two tra:di tiona ~ 44 '~By the 

~time ,of llesiod, Herakles had been added to the crew, but, 'he 

, 'is clearly not an original member. 45 In all accounts up :to 

:.1 

388e& )ibove t 
• I •• ~ 

pp. 44-5. 

39NauE,,, ]' ; K. 

40A•R• I, 155 

41Schol. A.R. I, 45. 
42See above, pp .. 140-1. 
43See above, p. 20. 

1+4
8 ee above., pp. 47-8. 

' ... 45See above, pp .. 48-50, 75. 
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that of Apollonios ~e left the ship early in the voyage. 

This story was amalgamated with that of Hylas in what became 

the standard version of the loss of Herakles.46 It was not 

until a very late date that he was depicted as going the 

whole way to Colchis. The late sixth oentury saw the ad

mission of Orpheus to the orew. 47 If the earlier tradition 

included a musician among the crew, it is likely that the 

place was filled by Philammon. 48 The presence of Orpheus 

seems to signify that the Orphics saw the myth as_a conven

ient vehicle for their doctrine. The Orphic elements intro

duced new features to the story,notably the initiation at 

Samothrake,49 and perhaps also the idea that the murderers of 

Apsyrtos were doomed to wander until they had been purified. 50 

A religious element had been added to the myth. There were 

no -major changes in the composition of the crew hereafter, 

but it seems likely that local traditions and civic pride 

were responsible -for the introduction into the crew of certain 

minor oharacters. 

46 A.R. I, 1207 ft. 

47See above, pp. 21-4. 

48See above, pp. 45-6. 

49A•R• I, 910-21. 

50A•R• IV, 585-8. 
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Hera -..... 

Hera is, by far, the most prominent deity in the

developed myth. She may have superseded the. Thessalian 

Aphrodite as the proteotress of the Argonauts in theOorin-

."'l'">." . '" .':.-

, thiaca of Eumelos51, .and henoe forward she is supreme, being 

fQund in almost every version Of the tale. In the Odyssey 

..... , ... 

she assisted the Argo past the.Planktai. 52 Eumelos had-l.inked 

her with Medea, and this idea was taken up by Pherekydes, who 

depicted Medea as the agent th:rough whom' Hera punished Palias 

for slighting h~r. 53 In Pindar·! s acoount, Hera is shown fill-

54 irig the Argonauts with:" eagerness -for their voyage .• · Her 
,t 

zea.l in the cause of the Argonauts is also seen in the Argo

nautica of Apollonios, in which sh'eprevailed ~pon A.phrodit.~ 

- -to'assist Jason to win Medea "s love, and later·: she obtai~ed 
- 55 tp;e aid of Thetis to help the Argo past the Pla.nktai. Rer 

fa.vouring of Jason 1.s paralleled by the way in which Athena 

-ohampioned Odysseus in the 9dysse;y:.-

Phineus 

The episode of Phineus and the Harpies was" as we 

not.iced,. part of the Naupactian version, and wa.s thus an 

early feature of the myth. A likely theory for the origin 

1;)1 . ' 8 
~ See above, pp. 116- •. 
52 Od;y;es. XII, 69ff. 

53See above, pp. 42-3. 

54See above, pp. 16-18. 

558ee .above, pp. 91-2. 
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of the.<Bhineus story has been put ;forwa.rd by Barnett, who 

suggests that it may have been formed as a result of Greek 

acquaintance with ornaments in the shape of birds with 

.women's heads on the rima of bronze cauldrons imported :Ex-om 

Urartu. 56 He suggests that the name Phineus may even·be 

derived from that of a king ofUrar:tu, Ispuinis or Uspina. 

(~. 820). Such a date would fit very well with that to 

whioh we might assign the Ne.upaot,ia, ~. 750. In most versions 

prior to the Argonautica o;f Apollonios, Phineus must have oome 

into the story of the return voyage of Phrixos' sons, to whom. 

he showed the way to Greece. Similarly, he showed the Argo-

·nauts the way to Aietes. He was generally located in Bithynia, 

and Pherekydes called him king of the Asiatic Thraciana.!57 

Hesiod records that he was driven by the Harpies to "the land 

of the Milk-feeders who live in waggons lt
, indicating the 

northern side olthe Hellespont58, but even in this version 

. he may have originated in Bi thynia •. All accounts agree that 

..... 

.::J" he wa.s blinded, but various reasons were given for this, and 

there must have been a number oIversions of the myth. All 

those we have examined have shown the Argonauts helping 

Phineus, ~ut there waS another tradition, given by Apollodoros 

and the 0rphio Argonautica59 , that they punished him for 

56aarne~t, in Aeg~an and th~ Near Ea~t, p. 231. 

57See above, pp. 50-1. 

,BSee above, pp. 72-3. 

59Apollod. ~. III, 15.3~ Oruh. Arg. 671-9. 
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,cruelty to his children, one of the reasons for which he was 
0', -

. , . - .. 

blinded. The persecution by the Harpies Was another punish-

ment in addition to his blindness. In the early versions, 
., . '60 

the Harpies apparently were killed by the Boreads.·· . 'rna 

. story was very popula.r, and gave a wonderful opportunity for 

afantaatic chase over an extensive area., in which a poet could 

display his geographical knowledge,. as in Hesiod's version. 61 

From his time onwards, the most common conclusion to the 

episode was that an agreement was made with the Harpies-that 

they would leave Phineus alone, and they were not killed,. 62 

'J!.1+~" Syraplegades and the Planktai 

The story of the Symplegades, must have develop'ad very 

early -in the history of the myth, as it pro.bably originated 
! . '. . 

from the experience of passing through the Bosporos. 63 Homer 

depicted the Argo as also passing the Planktai, in the West. 

'so we lIlust assume that the Smlegades were part ,Oith¢.'1,nyth 

before that. It seems prob-able that the Homeric re.r~'~:~K~e 
.waS the first to link the Are;o with the Planktai, which really 

'belong to the voyage of Odysseus. That the Symplegades:were 

.. a /Sta.ndard feature .of the story is shown by the references to 
64' . 

·them by Simonides and Pindar. We have no survivingt'ef'e~-
~. ; 

. ence to the Planktai between the time of Homer and Apollonios, 

. but since most versions took the Argo into the Mediterranean, 

6~.'~f)(i)'·~8.boye, p. 133. 
61'-'· 

See above, p. 730 

62See above, p. 74. 

63See above, pp. 88-93 

64See a.bove, p. 25. 
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it is likely that the Planktai episode was often included. 

At Aietes' City 

The earliest name for Aietes' city seems to have been 

Aia, which perhaps originally meant no more than "land". At 

first, it must have been an indeterminate place in the East, 

but Eumelos placed it definitely in the land of Colchis65 , 

and there it remained. By Hesiod's time, it was understood 

to be near the "Phasis", so that after the founding of the 

Milesian colony of that name, in the South-east corner of the 

Black Sea, it was generally identified with that location. 66 

At Aia, there was originally only one trial confront

ing Jason, the yoking of the bulls. 67 At some unknown period, 

this was extended by the inclusion of the ploughing epi$ode. 

Finally the sowing of the dragon's teeth"was added, perhaps 

by Pherekydes. 68 Originally., too, Jason must have accomplished 

the tasks on his own, but, because of Medea's magic powers, a 

tradition grew that she assi~ted Jason to perform the trials 

by giving him antidotes, and our earliest evidence for this 

is Pindar's version. 69 

65Tzetzes, ad Llq. l02L~. 

66See above, pp. 79-80. 

67See above, fo 13g 

68See bo 53 5 ave, pp. -. 

69See above, pp. 28-9. The lines of Mimnermo$ (p. 65) 
may indicate no more than that Medea brought the Fleece, as 
in the Naupactia. 
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It seems certain that, in the early versions, Aietes 

had only one Wife, and that his son Apsyrtos did not exist. 70 

The murder of Apsyrtos, like that of Palias, seems to have 

been a relatively late addition t·o the myth. Our earliest 

reference to it is by Pherekydes, who shows that it was the 

work o·! the Argonauts. 71 Later in the fifth c.entury, it 

·was generally attributed to Medea, and that became,the aecepted 

tradition. 

The Return Route 

In the original story, the return voyage was almost 

certainly made by the same route as the outward. The first 

sign of any change comes in the Odyssey, where the !~52 is 

said to have passed the Planktai, showing that the~eturn 

voyage had been extended westwards. Hesiod is the earliest 

surviving source to cite a oompletely different route, naPlely 

through the Phasis into Ocean, hence to Libya and into the 

Mediterranean. 72 The reason for this change would seem to be 

that, by this time, the western end of the Black Sea was 

sufficiently well-known as to ma.ke an identical return voya.ge 

,., tedious and uninteresting. But the eastern end waer still 

relatively mysteriOUS and unexplored, supplying good epiC 

material. It is in this conneotion that we have our earliest 

70See above, pp. 63-4. 

71See above, pp. 56-7. 

72See above, pp. 76-81. 

"' 
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, ·:ceferenoe to the Phasis. Hesiod' aversion of the ret urn-
.... ··:;-"'~oute held the field for a. long time', being repeated by l?indar ·JE·· . 

. and Antimachos. But presently, i1;1 the light of improv6<t geo-
;. . .. .... ~ . 

·'.graphical kriowledge, it came under attack from Eratostllenes 
",:" .. 

'and, J\.rtemidoros • But, by a str-angeparadox,t·his mor.e·accurate 
". ',' 

... 'knowledge led to the adoption of· even roore fantastio rou.'tJes • 

. ·Skymnos and Timaios modernised Hesiod' s route into the T.anais

,. ,.':, ;'-:'()oean routE!, which was really tbe same thing under a.noth,er 
.. : ...• 

.. Then ther~· was the most··fanciful route of all these 
. ..". .-

. . . 

e'al:-ly versions, uP:the Istros (Danube) to the Adriatl~. : into· . 

Eridanos (Po), and down the Rhodanos (Rhone) into:tb:e 

eprs,nean. This route was ··asoribed to Timagetos,.J~.A(i was 
,:.' . . - . 

OJ:.l;e'9hosen by Apollon1os. 
~. . 

The changes in the route: were 
'. . .. ,-; 

gov~tnedby theprin~iple that the voya~e should be' thro'tigh 

.' _.;~tlo~n regions73 , hence, as more areas were explored.,·the 

:.;poute . had to be contip.ually revised •. 

Jason 

Origina11y,·Jason must have been a conventlonalepic 

.. .. hero in thfi) Achilles mould, edu~ated by Cheiron.· Such is 

". /~~.' ",:." . 

the picture presented in the NaiiPactia and by Hesiod. ·yve oan

not be sups whether he had a olaim to the throne of lo1kos in 

.. ... .. the early, myth, but the probability is that he had not. 74 At 

';~~ , .. , 

- .. . 73 of. this tendency with the argument of Strabo, above, 
.... :.', .pp .•.. 84-5. , ' 

74See above, pp. 146-7. 
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any rate, definite evidence that· he had a. legitimate claim 

is not found until Pindar's aocount.Even as late as Phere-

kydes' version, JaSon turned up apparently in fulfilment of 

an oracle, not from. any personal grievance against Pelias. 

When the magic of Medea. was introduced to a.ssistJason 

with the tasks, it transformed him from an epic hero into a.. 

rather ordinary man, only oapable of great deeds through the 

supernatural aid .of a woman. ~his tendency was carried 

further in the psyohological drama of Euripides,. w:o.o depicted 

Jason in a very unfavourable l.ight. By the time',of Apollonios, 

the cha.racter of Jason had been greatly altered f.:com the· 

original epio concept, and this must ha.ve affected Apollonios' 

.pioture of him to some extent. However, it may be that Apollon

ios meant Jason to be just as he depiots him75 , for there oan 

be little doubt that the rather anxious "unheroio" Jason of 

the A1.'gonauticlf, is much closer to a Hellenistic idea of a 

"hero" than the old epic type would have been. That this was 

delibera.te poliey by Apollonios is suggested 'Qy the fa.ct that 

he does include a parody of the old epic Ithero", in thechara

cter of the boa.sting, insolent Idas, who is always depicted 

in an unfavourable light. 76 So clear is the con trast be-
\....0-" 

tween Idas and JaSon that we can be certain that Apollonios 

was depicting Jason as.a more deSirable, "modern" leader, in 

an epic whioh is a. truer reflection of its period than is 

75H• Frankel, in Mus. Helv. 1960, 1-20. 
76 e.g. A.B. I, 151; 462 ff.; III, 556 ft.; 1252. 
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u~ually imagined. 

Medea 

The character of Medea, like that of Jason, und.erwent 

a transformation in the development of the myth. At first, she 

was a sympathetic heroine, who, in the Naupa.otia, helped the 

Argonauts in the·ir escape by bringing the Fleece for them.?i 

Hesiod does not even indicate that much; for him ~he was the 

coy-eyed maiden whom Jason led away to be his wife. 78 How

ever these early versions must have known of her magic powers, 

because they were aware that she was oonnected with Ephyra. 79 

Our earliest referenoe to the use of her magic comes in a 

fragment of the Nostoi, possibly by Eumelos. 80 In this, she 

was said to have rejuvenated Jason's father, Aison,byboiling 

drugs· in golden cauldrons. Eumelos greatly increased her 

importance by linking her with Hera. 8l As a result of ·this 

association, she became, at least by the end of the sixth 

century, the agent through whom Hera enaoted vengeanoe on 

Pelias, making Medea the murderer of Pelias. Her original 

.function as a heal·~r or rejuvenator was debased, with .·~triking 

effect, by having her trick Palias' daughters into :thinking 
.:- .. .; . 

'. 
77See above, p. 138. ., 

78See above, pp. 64, 66. 
79See above, pp. 103-4, 109-11. 
80See above, pp. 128-9. 
81See above, pp. 116-118. 
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that ahe would rejuvenate Palias, whereupon she left them with 

his mutilated corpse on their hands. Atter this episode, it 

was not very difficult to ascribe to her a.lso the other murder 

. which entered the myth at this period, that of Apsyrtos.Orig

inally, Apsyrtos' murder was the work of the .Argonauts82, but 

such waS the growing concept of the "barbaric Medea"that it 
. . . 

. was not th·gllght too unnatural that· she should kill heroWl'l. 

brother. By this time, Medea's ma.gic powers had beenintro

duced to the story of the trials, a feature which led to a 

further increase in the importance of Medea, and a corresponding 

decrease in that of Jason. This development reached its peak 

in Euripides' Medea, in which the most shockin~ crime of all, 

. the murder of her children, was added to her list. When 

Apo~lonios came to write his epic, the concept of Medea as a 

passionate, unprincipled, barbarian had become so much part 

.. of the story:.; that Apollonios could not omi t it. Hence t 8.1-

. though his version does not extend to the Corinthian aftermath, 

the murder of Apsyrtos is included, with Medea responsible, and 

this in spite of a sympathetic and understanding account of he~{\,'· 

love for Jason. However, it is precisely this picture of 

romantic love which was ApollonioB' greatest ·contributio·n to 

the story, and which has made his version so popular, poth in 

ancient and modern times, so that we tend to think not so much 

of liThe Myth of'theArgonautg", as of "The Story of Jason and 

Medea". 

82See above, p. 57. 
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